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Preface

This volume contains a selection of papers which were presented at a conference
in September 1989 on the 'Popularization of Science and Technology: What Informal
and Non-formal Education can do' which was organized by the Faculty of Education
of the University of Hong Kong with the generous support and assistance of UNESCO.
The publication in 1972 of 'Learning to Be' (UNESCO) reflected a growing awareness of the problems and effects of illiteracy and a great deal has subsequently been
achieved in reducing in the level of illiteracy. The growing importance and impact of
science and technology in our everyday lives has the potential to create a new range
of problems which will arise for those who are unable to understand and use modern
technology. The Conference was premised on the need to address this issue and specifically to examine how non-formal and informal education can contribute to helping
people achieve a level of scientific and technological literacy which will allow them
to function effectively.
I would like to express my thanks to the Conference organisers, to UNESCO for
their generous support and to the participants who made it such a worthwhile venture.
P. Morris
Dean
Faculty of Education
University of Hong Kong
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introduction

Introduction
Cheng Kai Ming
Science and technology have never played such an essential and influential role
in our lives.
On the one hand, rapid changes in science and technology, and the introduction
of new technology in particular, have changed the development propects of many
nations. The introduction of new technology has been identified as one of the critical
factors which has contributed to the emergence of the NIC's (Newly Industrialized
Countries). The differential speed of technological development between countries
has also created discrepancies in the rates and patterns of national development. It has
also affected the relationships within and between countries. The adoption of new
technologies has given some developing nations new hope, while others have fallen
further behind in economic terms.
On the other hand, adaptation to new developments in science and technology has
become an important part of people's life. In urban and rural areas alike, people now
compete to adopt new technologies, before they can compete in the marketplace. One
can soon become functionally illiterate in one way or another if one cannot keep pace
with modern science and new technology. Development in science and technology is
also likely to create new "class" divisions in society: the "haveknowhow" and the
"have-not-knowhow". A knowledge of science and technology has become a new
form of human capital which can allow those who possess it to achieve quick returns.
However, in this respect, it is not clear what the role of formal education is in this
process. Despite continuous efforts to revise the curricula and teaching strategies in
formal schools in order to achieve greater relevance, there is little evidence that
modern curricula and teaching strategies are coping with the dramatic scientific and
technological changes which are occuring throughout society. The way schools are
operated makes them more readily suitable to impart knowledge which is relatively
more static and stable in nature, and it could even be argued that schools are not the
right place to equip the population with an understanding of the new science and
technology.
Meanwhile, the technological advancement in many NIC's are not necessarily attributable to dramatic changes in school teaching. On the contrary, one may
see on-the-job training and in-service learning, especially among adults, as more
effective modes for disseminating new technologies. Meanwhile, there are arguments that schools in such countries, despite the lack of direct relevance of their
curricula, may have served to help individuals to adapt towards new science and
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technology.
It would be inappropriate to deny that formal education has a role in the popularization of science and technology, but it needs close examination to identify how
education has contributed to the advancement of science and technology in newly
developed countries. It is therefore essential to study how education—either formal,
nonformal or informal—plays its role, and the context in which such role is significant.
The recent literature on technological transfer, technological development and
informal/nonformal education does not seem to help in this exercise. Much is said
about the development of technologies in education and the importance of science and
technology in national development, but little analysis is provided to show how such
developments in science and technology are related to or transmitted by education.
What little is said is based more on theoretical assumptions rather than on empirical
evidence.
With this in mind, the Facutly of Education at the University of Hong Kong, inspired and supported by UNESCO through its Division of Adult Education and
Literacy Programmes, hosted the international conference on the theme of
"Popularisation of Science and Technology:
What Informal and Nonformal Education Can Do"
Hong Kong is identified by UNESCO as an ideal venue for such a meeting, as it
provides a kind of social laboratory in respect of both the absorption and localisation
of modern technologies for economic development and enhancement of the quality of
life.
The Conference was held in the University of Hong Kong on September 4-9,
1989, with intensive sessions aiming at producing some useful conclusions at the end
of the Conference. The Conference was attended by experts from all parts of the
world, perhaps with the exception of Latin America. They represent the diverse
aspects of nonformal and informal education, as can be seen from the list of participants at the end of this collection. A number of colleagues from the Faculty of
Education, University of Hong Kong, also contributed to the success of the
Conference.
This volume is a collection of all the papers presented during the Conference,
with the exception of Professor A. Krajnz of Yugoslavia and Professor S. Kaczor, both
were not able to attend the Conference due to visa problem. We have decided to publish the paper with the least editing possible. A number of participants, e.g. Mr. H.Akl
from Lebanon and Professor Y. Maehira from Japan, made valuable remarks which
we are not able to include in this volume. The guest. speech from Professor Edward
K.Y. Chen, Director of the Centre for Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, proved very inspiring, but was not presented in writing and hence is not included in this
collection.
It is fair to say that the success of the Conference is due to co-operative and
collegial endeavours. The idea was initiated by Mr. J.G. Kim of UNESCO, Paris.
UNESCO sponsored most of the expenses for the Conference. The organizing
committee virtually comprises only three persons: Paul Morris, K.M. Cheng and
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K.F. Leung. The participation of K.F. is particularly vital to the success of the
conference. The smooth running of the Conference is also attributable to the
generous help rendered by Margaret To of Old Halls, University of Hong Kong,
and Elizabeth Krautheim of UNESCO.
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Open Speech
Yeung Kai-yin
Secretary for Education and .Manpower, Hong Kong Government

Introduction
I think I am speaking for all of us from Hong Kong when I say that we feel proud
at having been chosen by UNESCO as the location for this conference. It is gratifying
to know that Hong Kong is not just a shopper's paradise and that we act as a kind of
social laboratory for the absorption and localisation of modern technologies.
Speaking for myself, I feel honoured to have been invited to open this conference and
I would like to begin by thanking Dr Paul Morris and his fellow organisers .
This conference addresses the question of what education, both formal and
non-formal, can do to popularise science and technology. The underlying belief is that
science and technology, if properly harnessed, can be an important determinant of
growth and development. But there is the underlying suspicion that little is being done
in curriculum development, never mind implementation, to achieve this important
goal, and that on-the -job training and in-service learning are more effective tools. I
propose to address this question by presenting briefly the Hong Kong experience and
I hope, by the end of my presentation, to have demonstrated that the popularisation of
science and technology in order to facilitate growth requires and affects both education and training.

Existing education and manpower training arrangements
Education
Our school system now provides nine years of free and compulsory general
education, from Primary 1 to Secondary 3. This provision is being enlarged so that
by 1991-92 senior secondary education up to Secondary 5 Will be available for all
Secondary 3 leavers who want it. Within the formal curriculum, some introduction
to science and technology is provided at primary level. At junior secondary level,
they form part of a common core of subjects which aims to give students, amongst other things, a basic grounding in the principles of the sciences and some ideas
of their practical application. At senior secondary level, some degree of streaming
begins, and science and technology are offered as optional subjects. In
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respect of technology, subjects such as Art and Design, Design and Technology and
Engineering Science, aim to inculcate in the more mature mind an interest in solving
practical and technical problems, as well as a better understanding of the relevance of
recent technological advances to the development of our society. Throughout our
school system, the formal curriculum is complemented by extracurricular activities
including exhibitions, project competitions, educational visits and field work. Thus,
at the end of Secondary 5, the system will have produced school leavers in their mid
to late teens with varying degrees of knowledge and interest in the sciences, but certainly with a long-established awareness of the importance of technology. I should
emphasize that we are not under the illusion that our school curriculum can keep up
with the very latest technological advances even though it is reviewed regularly.
Clearly no formal education can do that. But what we can do is to add to the traditional "basics" of language, mathematics, civic responsibility etc., the new "basic" of
technological and scientific literacy. This is then built on by individual students,
through vocational training, non-formal or open education and working experience,
to meet the technological needs of their own careers.

Manpower training
In other words, as in any urban, industrialised society, our secondary school leavers are the raw material for our workforce. Our Vocational Training Council (VTC)
and two other organisations now provide the necessary pre-employment training for
school leavers to become workers at the level of skilled operatives, craftsmen and
technicians. These organisations also provide in-service training in the form of either
an apprenticeship or a day-release or sandwich course. This training is made up partly of the technical education provided in eight technical institutes, and partly of skills
training in industrial training centres. The capacity of the vocational training system'
is large. The number of technical education places provided at the VTC's technical
institutes is 65,000, while the industrial training centres of all three training authorities provide a further 30,000 places. The throughout of these training establishments
is also formidable. Last year it exceeded 42,000 trained workers, of whom 10,000
were operatives, 16,700 were craftsmen and 15,700 were technicians2.
In all these endeavours, a close relationship exists between our industries and the
VTC. Established under the Council are no fewer than 20 industrial training boards,
to whom are appointed employers, employees, teachers and training staff. This network of consultative, planning and executive training boards is the most extensive
and arguably the most effective form of dialogue between those who demand vocational training and those who supply it. It would be fair to say that the VTC and its
sister training authorities are doing a first class job of work in meeting the requirements of our community.
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Open and non-formal education
Finally, in considering how education and training promote scientific and technological skills, we must not forget the world of open education and distance learning.
These relatively new means of education are likely to become more and more important to us in Hong Kong. This is not just because there is a frustrated demand for
conventional tertiary education, although this no doubt accounts for the long queues
for admission to our new Open Learning Institute. Rather it is because perhaps only
open education is flexible enough to cater for the fast changing and multifarious needs
of a sophisticated workforce. If conventional education supplies the critical "basics",
continuing education can supply the skills which may be useful today—but subject to
revision tomorrow. Of course, many of our conventional vocational training courses
also aim to do this. But I can fort see a pattern emerging whereby skills training is performed more and more outside the formal system. I will return to this point later.

Shifts in the economy: Implications for manpower development
I have reviewed favourably our initiatives in conventional education, vocational
training and open education. Can we afford to be complacent? In a community such
as ours—well known for its resilience, speed of adaptation to change and entrepreneurship—there never is any room for complacency. We share with the other Asian
NIEs not only the honour but also the burden of being a successful economy. In order
to survive we have to trade successfully with the rest of the world, and to be able to
trade successfully our economy must remain highly competitive. So we must think
hard and often about the directions in which different sectors of the economy are
moving, and examine the implications for our training services .
A careful study of the performance of various sectors of the economy tells us
that while the manufacturing sector has become leaner in terms of sized it has also
become more efficient and sophisticated. With the opening up of China to foreign
investment and industrial development in recent years, there has been a noticeable
shift of low value-added, labour-intensive processes and production out of Hong
Kong into China generally, and into Guangdong Province in particular. In addition
to several tens of thousands of outward processing projects there are now several
thousand joint venture factories in that province alone. Infrastructural support for
these enterprises has had to come from Hong Kong, because Guangdong has been
unable to provide it. This support takes the form of such "up-front" services as marketing, design and the supply of a variety of precision parts, components and
mechanisms, and of such "rear-end" services as quality control, trade financing and
shipping, Within Hong Kong, shifts in manufacturing are equally noticeable in the
direction of mechanisation, as a practical response to a persistently tight labour
market, and in the production of parts, components and other semi-manu-
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factures5, as a response to demand from our joint venture factories in China. Within
the past three years the Hong Kong Productivity Council has created four additional
laboratories, mainly for electronics and metalworking, to provide consultancy and
bureau services to manufacturers seeking to improve their design and production.
The same study of the economy will also show that, within the service industries,
there has also been a strong tendency to move out of labour-intensive operations as
far as mechanisation, computerisation and networking will allow, and towards the
achievement of higher value-added output. Thus it is not surprising that some of our
most successful service industries are in the commercial, financial, transport, communications and hospitality sectors6, or that many of their operations are controlled
by some of the most advanced computer and telecommunications systems in the
world.
The implications of these developments in the economy for our manpower training services are far-reaching. While demand for manually skilled operatives is likely to remain stable or even to decline as more labour-intensive operations move into
South China, demand for technicians, technologists and their services sector equivalents is likely to rise. The shifts that I have described are pointing clearly to the creation of more knowledge-intensive, more technology-based employment.
Thus, "brain drain" or not, there are now powerful arguments for increased spending on education, particularly at the tertiary level, and on vocational training —not
to mention continuing education. As regards the challenge to the formal education
system, we have established targets for increasing the provision of first year, first
degree places, from about 8% of the 17 to 20 age group now to 11% in 1993-94 and
to 14.5% by the end of the century. More important, within that provision, we are
creating a third university—the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology—
oriented towards science, technology, management and, not least, research and development. The university is expected to open in the autumn of 1991. This will all be
expensive, and we shall have to make sure that we get value for money, the more so
since our formal education system does not have to respond directly to market forces
to survive.
The challenge to our existing manpower training arrangements poses a number of
interesting problems. Unlike education, vocational training is a partnership between
employers, who provide training through employment, and the Government, which
provides training through technical education and practical instruction. As I said earlier, this partnership has worked well for many years in the training of workers at operative, craftsman and technician level and the training authorities are responding well
to demand from our industries for certifiable levels of competence. But what if that
partnership ceases to work properly?
Given a demand-led vocational training system, it is not surprising that little
if anything is being done to provide training for technologists and technicians in
those groups of disciplines that are perceived to be critical to the competitiveness
of our industries but which are not yet extensively practised. Lest I am mistaken
for a technology nut, let me hasten to add that I am not referring to "cutting edge"
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technologies, merely to those that are widely recognised as beneficial to our economy. The sort of technologies that I think we must seek to learn and adapt to local use
are those associated with mechanisation, the integration of automated design and production, the networking of computerised systems, and the technologies of productivity enhancement, sustained quality and value creation.

Training in new technologies
The question, that is: what kind of measure would best enable Hong Kong's manpower to absorb and adapt these technologies? There are many W]10 would like the
Government to emulate our Asian neighbours by creating at great expense a series of
research and development establishments. I do not think there is an "ideal" regional
model. But in seeking a form of training that would work in Hong Kong we must have
regard to a number of factors. First, while many of our businesses set somewhat
short-term horizons in their approach towards investment, they are more capable than
the Government can ever be in making investment decisions, and this includes choosing the specific kinds of technology they wish to master. (Governments can be
over-enthusiastic about a new "prestige" development of, worse, over-conservative.
One thinks of the Duke of Wellington's remark about steam locomotives—"I can see
no reason to suppose that these machines will ever force themselves into general
use".) Second, precisely because many of our businesses are small they tend to lack
the capability for sustained research and development, which is a hallmark of large
business enterprises, especially the multinationals. Thus our industries will need help
in finding sources of beneficial and appropriate technology. Third, we are concerned
with technologies that are not yet being extensively applied in Hong Kong, but are
being used successfully elsewhere.
Taking these three basic considerations into account, it seems to me that a training
scheme that would work in Hong Kong would need to be created outside the framework of the training authorities' technical education and practical instruction
courses. This relates to what I said earlier about the future importance of non-formal education in meeting modern training needs. Given that many of the technologies we are considering are not yet being applied extensively within Hong Kong,
we must turn to the private sectors of those countries that are applying them, and
seek to arrange training attachments for our technologists and technicians. Given,
also, that many of our businesses are small, some degree of financial assistance
towards the cost of having their managers sent and attached abroad would help to
stimulate interest. But it would be entirely out of character for us to support specific kinds of technology and not others. Businesses must choose the technologies
they want. As long as we are satisfied in our minds that a business knows what it
wants when it comes forward with a proposal, we should be prepared to make available the financial and job placement assistance it requires. In short, it seems to me
that the ingredients of a successful training scheme in new technologies are, first, a
suitable placement agency to develop a network of training opportunities
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supported, secondly, by the resources of a training fund.
We have experimented with this approach, and I can say confidently that it works.
Two years ago, our electronics industry decided that it must try to reduce its dependence on semiconductors designed and produced by overseas sources, and that it must
seek to build up a capability for designing its own chips. In collaboration with the
VTC, the Government ran an experimental scheme. It arranged with the leading semiconductor multinationals training in the design and application of customised chips
for some 40 engineers. To date, of the 22 who have returned (the others are still undergoing training) 21 have rejoined their parent cornpanies. Investment in design and
production of customised chips has grown substantially as a result, the most notable
case being Motorola's "Silicon Harbour" project, a billion dollar design and production plant in Tai Po Industrial Estate.
The experimental scheme has had an important but not entirely unexpected
spin-off. Because it was seen to be succeeding, the electronic engineering departments of the universities and polytechnics lodged offers with the VTC to provide
local extension courses in the design of customised chips, and there are early indications that as these courses mature they may be incorporated into the curriculum for
degree work in electronic engineering.
The Government is now considering the introduction of a new training scheme to
help technologists, technicians and, indeed, our teachers to acquire, absorb and adapt
to local use the technologies the private sector wants. It is likely to emerge as a larger, more full-blooded version of the experimental project I have just described. We
are exploring details with the VTC and I hope that a decision to proceed will soon be
announced.

Conclusion
Earlier on I said that I would try to demonstrate that the popularisation of science and technology as a means of facilitating growth requires and affects both education and training. I think I have said enough to show that while formal education provides the foundation upon which less mature minds master the principles of science
and begins to acquire an interest in their application, it is through specific programmes of vocational training that more mature minds learn and apply technologies.
When it comes to new technologies—new in the sense that they are perceived to be
beneficial and appropriate, and in the sense that they are not yet fully reflected in current employment—our administrative systems must be sufficiently flexible to enable
our trainees to get out of the conventional curriculum, the lecture room and the workshop, and into the laboratories and workplaces of those businesses that are practising
those technologies. It is through human resource development programmes such as
this, taken together with the provision of adequate infrastructural support, that a society creates a healthy scientific and technological "culture". That "culture" in turn
influences both investment and education.
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In closing, I would like to congratulate the Faculty of Education of the University
of Hong Kong and UNESCO on their initiative in organising what promises to be a
highly stimulating conference. I know that we Will all benefit from the proceedings.
I have great pleasure in declaring the conference open.
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Notes:
1 Including that of the VTC, the Clothing Industry Training Authority and the Construction Industry
Training Authority.
2 Sources: Vocational Training Council, Clothing Industry Training Authority and Construction Industry
Training Authority in respect of provision of places in 1989-90 and output in 1988 -89.
3 Manufacturing's share of (%):

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

GDP
23.8
22.8
20.7
22.8
24.1
21.9
22.
22.1

Employment
42.6
41.3
38.8
35.1
36.5
37.1
34.3
34.3

4 Growth rates of (% p.a. in real terms):
Domestic
Employment Domestic export
Period
export in manufacturing per worker
1966-78
9.9
7.4
2.3
1978-83
10.8
0.7
10.0
1983-87
12.
60.4
12.2
5 Examples of relatively new investment in the linkage industries from factories in the industrial estates:
Industry
Electronics

Metals

Chemicals

Production
Integrated circuits (ASICs)
Silicon wafer chips
Liquid crystal display devices
Mass laminates
Specialised building materials
Press plates
Plastic injection moulding machines
Steel reinforced concrete piles
Auto exhaust systems
Photoconductive drums
Moulds and dies
Welded steel popes
Micro-motors
Aluminium sheets and strips in coils
Pumps
Steel slipform jacking units
Metal safes and vault doors
Polystyrene
ABS compounding
High purity salts
Printing ink and coatings
Special glasses
Industrial and medical gases
Pharmaceutical intermediates
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6 Contribution to GDP (%) by economic sectors:

Year
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987

12

Manufacturing
(%)
23.8
22.8
20.7
22.8
24.1
21.9
22.3
22.1

Wholesale , retail Financing insurance ,
import/export trades,
real estate &
restaurants & hotel
business services
(%)
(%)
20.4
22.8
19.5
23.8
19.1
22.6
22.2
17.9
21.8
15.9
21.3
16.3
21.3
17.3
23.2
18.4

Key-note speech. Educational challel1ges in the age of'science and technology

Key-note Speech:
Educational challenges in the age of
science and technology
Philip H. Coombs

When I was invited to give this keynote paper I accepted with almost indecent
haste. This was not because I was eager to give a paper or to visit Hong Kong for the
third year in a row; it was frankly because I was utterly intrigued by the idea of a reputable university faculty of education sponsoring—in daring defiance of tribal custom—an international seminar focusing primarily on "informal" and "nonformal"
education.
I congratulate the University of Hong Kong on the extraordinary breadth of
vision and versatility of its Faculty of Education. My hope is that this seminar will
inspire some other education faculties to embrace and actively promote the broad (and
more realistic) concept of education as a lifelong process that encompasses not only
formal schooling but, equally important, informal and nonformal modes of education.
The important question our hosts have put to this seminar as I interpret it, is this:
What can informal and nonformal education do to help disseminate timely knowledge about new developments in science and technology to the various economically
active people who need and could benefit from such knowledge?
I personally have no doubt whatever that, with all due reverence for formal education, appropriate forms of nonformal and informal education would be not only
the best but often the only practical way to serve these particular learning needs,
especially because of the very diverse and dynamic nature of the knowledge involved as well as the widely scattered the diverse characteristics of the clienteles involved. This generalized statement, however, leaves the really tough questions still
unanswered. For instance, what would be the most feasible and effective types of
"knowledge delivery systems" to use for this particular purpose? How might they
be effectively tied into the best sources of such knowledge? How might they best
be organised, managed, financed? What special types of personnel, facilities and
equipment would they require? Who would be the main clienteles for such services,
what are their characteristics, what is their formal education background, how
strong is their motivation to absorb and utilize such knowledge? These practical
types of questions must be answered in each particular situation in light of the local
circumstances. There are no "well established" formulas in nonformal education
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to fit all situations (as has been too often assumed with respect to formal education).
The remainder of this paper is divided into three parts. Part I views the specific
problem of concern to this seminar in the broader context of the current world crisis
in education. Part II attempts to insure that later on when we get talking about informal, formal, and nonformal education we are all talking about the same thing, and not
at cross purposes. Part III urges that we focus our discussions and later recommendations on a limited number of crucial policy and operational questions in order to give
the seminar at least a chance of having some impact on the world of real things.

I. The Big Picture
The world crisis in education is in essence a crisis of growing maladjustment,
taking many forms, between greatly expanded education systems inherited from the
past and the rapidly changing world all round them.l
Since the end of World War II the pace of change has been greatly accelerated in
all the main dimensions of human societies—demographic, economic, social, cultural and political. In addition, an extraordinary number of major scientific discoveries
and technological inventions have crowded into the past four decades and fueled
far-reaching technological revolutions cutting across nearly all major fields of human
activity—including agriculture, industry, transportation, health and medicine and,
especially significant for this seminar, information and communication.
Formal education system, especially in industrialised nations, deserve much credit for having helped produce the creative scientists and engineers who made these
scientific and technological breakthroughs possible. But paradoxically, formal education remains the one major productive enterprise—indeed the largest local industry
today in most countries—that has not yet had a technological revolution. This fact has
contributed greatly to the present worldwide educational crisis.
The rapid demographic, economic, political and other post-war changes in all
countries have had enormous educational repercussions, both quantitative and qualitative. The sharp rise in popular demand for increased access to education at every
level especially in the newly independent ones, prompted the adoption by virtually all
countries of a strategy of rapid linear expansion of their inherited education system—
this on the assumption that the old models were well adapted to meeting the new
post-war educational needs and clienteles. This strategy of linear expansion succeeded dramatically in boosting the statistics of educational enrolments which for the
world as a whole increased more in three decades than in all previous history combined.
The bright side of this mammoth educational expansion is that it gave many millions of children and youth a chance for some schooling that they would not have had
a generation earlier. It also resulted in a more educated labor force in virtually every
country.
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The obverse side of the picture, however, is the heavy cost in loss of quality and
relevance that was imposed by this great quantitative expansion. In retrospect one
must conclude that between 1950 and 1980 all countries were busily engaged in
expanding what in many respects was the wrong education system for the new set of
circumstances. This was above all true for developing countries whose educational
models had been borrowed from metropolitan nations and did not fit them well in the
first place.
But this part of the picture should not be overdrawn. In many places efforts were
made to update and strengthen particular parts of the curriculum, especially in the
sciences and mathematics (which were notoriously weak in most developing countries). In addition, scattered experiments were mounted here and there to improve teaching methods and student achievements. But these efforts, though laudable, were
generally fragmented and scattered, and often too short-lived to give the new approach a fair trial.
In brief, there was an abundance of "mini-innovations" but hardly any "maxiinnovations" that altered the basic orientation, organisational structure, and logistics,
and the inherent rigidities of these formal systems. One eminently successful and
truly maxi-innovation that leaps to mind is the British Open University (which initially was staunchly opposed by the old line universities, but the quality and effectiveness of its performance eventually won their high respect). Significantly, the novel
concept of an open university—though not the specific British model —has since
spread spontaneously to numerous countries, both developing and industrialised,
without any outside body promoting it. Other interesting versions of "distance education", serving as variety of objectives and clienteles, from children and youth to
adults, have cropped up in more places, some within the framework of a formal education system and others outside.
It is important to emphasize that the intensity of the educational crisis and its precise manifestations vary greatly from country to country and between different areas
of the same country. Not surprisingly, but unfortunately, the most severe victims of
the crisis have been (and still remain) the poorest and least developed countries. Even
the richest and most developed ones, however, have been experiencing serious educational maladjustments the world over.
Two important features of the world educational crisis bear especially on the
subject of this seminar, that is, how best to disseminate knowledge of new scientific
and technological developments to the many active producers and consumers who
need and could benefit from such knowledge. The first feature is the typical sluggishness of the formal curriculum, which means that in any field of knowledge whose
frontiers are advancing rapidly (most notably in the sciences and technology) the
curriculum content, and the teachers as well, become increasingly out-of-date. But,
even in cases where formal educational institutions succeed in keeping up to-date
with the latest advances in knowledge, more and more of the facts and theories their
graduates learned in school become obsolete with the passage of time. Moreover, of
course, the graduates must learn many specific skills and other requisite knowledge
associated with their particular occupation that schools cannot
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possibly be expected to provide. Hence, both to supplement their school learning and
to keep up-to-date with their particular profession or occupation—be it in heart surgery, solid state physics or space technology, or in rice or fish farming, radio and television repair, or plumbing electrical work—these formal education graduates, more
than ever before in history, are obliged to continue their education, largely outside in
structure of the formal system.
This, of course, is where the unschooled and illiterate youth or adult is at a severe disadvantage, lacking the ability for self-instruction from the printed word. But it
is also where the film, radio, television, tape recordings and other potent educational
media come into play as important tools of learning for both literates and non-literates.
The second noteworthy feature of the educational crisis that bears on the subject
of this seminar is the overwhelming reliance that all national education policies and
budgets have placed on formal education to the serious neglect of informal and nonformal education, especially for meeting the plethora of important learning needs of
out-of-school youth and adults that lie beyond the reach and competence of formal
education institutions.
This lopsided emphasis of national education policy rests on two hidden assumptions: first, that formal schools are the best and perhaps only place to learn anything
really important, and second, that formal schooling can provide children and youth
with all the education they will need for the rest of their life. One serious consequence of these obviously fallacious assumptions has been to compound the already strong
tendency to overload the schools with additional tasks for which they were never designed and that should properly be the responsibility of other social and economic institutions. The net result has been to water down the time and energy of the schools
available for those priority learning tasks they were originally designed to do and are
still expected to do, but are capable of doing well only if given the proper time, means
and priorities.
The basic policy issue facing all nations at this point in history is not whether to
strengthen nonformal and informal education at the expense of formal education. It is
how to strengthen all three modes of education and to harmonize them as essential
members of a "national lifelong learning network" whose over-riding purpose should
be to respond effectively to the constantly evolving learning needs of all members of
any population—of all ages and all walks of life.
In reality every nation, even the poorest, already has at least the rudimentary
beginnings of such a network of life-long learning provisions. The long term goal of
policy everywhere should be to deep strengthen the various components of this network, to bring them into better balance, to identify and remedy important gaps.
Certainly one of the high priority needs of formal education systems throughout
the world today is to strengthen their teaching programs—and at the higher level
their research programs—in science, mathematics and technology. The aim should
be not simply to prepare an adequate supply of able scientists and engineers to meet
expanding national needs in a new age dominate by science and technology. The
broader aim should be to produce a scientifically and technologically literate
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citizenry made up of people who understand the basic nature and methods of science,
who have a scientific outlook on the world around them, who appreciate the distinction and connection between scientific discovery and technological invention, and the
difference between the socially constructive and destructive potentialities of various
technologies. Such a scientific education should be an integral part of every young
person's basic general education, combined with an appropriate exposure to the humanities and social sciences. The fundamental point is that in this rapidly changing world
the overarching aim of formal schooling must be to prepare young people for a life of
learning—with a capacity to think analytically and creatively, to solve unfamiliar problems, to communicate clearly by first thinking clearly and having something in mind
worth communicating, to learn how to anticipate coming changes and how to adapt
to them, to know how to dig out pertinent information as the need arises, and above
all to develop an insatiable appetite for learning.
Those nostalgic critics who insist that the schools should "go back to the basics"
(having in view a rose-colored vision of their own earlier schooling) are missing the
point that even the best of yesterday's schooling would not: suffice to stand today's
youngsters in good stead as adults in the 21st century. All individuals in the future,
whatever their station in life, are going to need a broader and better education, more
continuing education, than their predecessors required.
We know more today than ever before (though we still have much to learn) about
how to improve the performance of our schools and higher institutions. We need to
put that knowledge to work with greater vigor and sustained commitment. We need
to have the courage to undertake the radical educational changes required.
We know much less, however, about the best ways to employ informal and nonformal modes of learning to serve the important and constantly evolving learning
needs of out-of-school people. We know much less about this important matter because, as societies and as professional educators, we have devoted far too little research
and thought to it.
Before proceeding further let us look a bit more closely at the characteristics of
nonformal and informal education that differentiate them from formal education.

II. The Three Basic Modes of Learning
If I may be pardoned a personal reference, 1970 was the year when the newly
created International Council for Educational Development (with which I have been
associated ever since) embarked on what turned out to be several years of extensive
field research on nonformal education, in some two dozen Asian, African, Latin
American and Caribbean countries. This research, initially supported by the World
Bank and UNICEF, had a very practical objective, namely, to discover the potentialities and limitations of nonformal education for supporting economic and social development.
Among the questions to which we sought answers were these: What specific
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objectives and population subgroups could nonformal education serve? How could it
be planned, organized and managed? How could it be integrated with other development components in such fields as agriculture, health, small industry, and family planning? What were its costs and where might its resources come from? How did it relate to and differ from formal education and how could the two collaborate? The question was not whether nonformal education could replace formal education, but rather
how it might complement formal education by undertaking tasks and functions
beyond the reach and capabilities of formal education systems.
We did not start our ICED research with a tidy concept or definition of nonformal education; this we felt would have been premature. But we did start with the
conviction that education is a lifelong process for every individual, spanning all the
years from birth to death. Thus, in contrast to the common meaning of education that
equates it solely with formal schooling, we adopted a much broader concept that
equates education with learning, regardless of where or how or at what age the learning is achieved.
As we reflected further on the many different ways that people learn new things
in the course of their lifetime, it became evident that these could be classified into
three broad modes of education, which we dubbed informal, formal, and nonformal
education.
Informal education we defined as learning from exposure to one's environment
and day-to-day experiences. It is the truly lifelong way of learning and accounts for
the great bulk of the total learning anyone acquires in a lifetime, including people
with many years of formal schooling. Unlike formal and nonformal education, which
are both consciously organized for particular purposes, informal education is unorganised, unstructured, unsystematic, and often unintentional, incidental or accidental. It
is the way a young child learns many important and difficult things, including its
mother tongue, before ever entering school. It is how youth and adults who have completed their formal schooling, or who may never have entered a school, spend the rest
of their life learning new things every day—on the job, in the home and neighborhood
or the market place, Tom the mass media or the local library or museum, and in
dozens of other ways.
It is important to recognize that any individual's informal education depends very
much on how rich or poor his or her surrounding environment is with "the stuff of
learning", and how accessible it is to the particular learner. For example, the individual with well developed reading skills has access to important sources of learning
from which the illiterate person is cut off.
Although there is little systematic research on informal education, it seems evident that both public and private policies and practices can exert considerably greater
influence on the possibilities for informal leaning than is commonly assumed. You
may wish to consider this matter as one that merits special consideration in the discussions and recommendations of this seminar.
Formal educations refers, of course, to the highly organized, hierarchically and
chronologically structured "education system", ranging Tom kindergarten to the
upper reaches of the university. In most countries school attendance is compulsory
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up to a specified age, and student attainment, often measured mainly by years of
classroom exposure, is symbolised by a hierarchy of certificates, diplomas and
degrees. In virtually all countries today the government is the largest provider of
funds for the formal education system, though private sector funds are quite substantial in many cases, and becoming more so.
It should be noted that formal education systems are true "systems" in the strict
sense; that is, they are made up of many interconnected parts and levels. What happens at any one level affects other levels, and if any important parts are missing or
malfunctioning the system's outputs are likely to suffer.
Nonformal education (NFE), as we defined it, is simply a convenient generic
label for a bewildering variety of educational activities that have three characteristics
in common: (1) they are consciously organized (unlike informal education); (2) they
operate outside the structure of the formal education system and are generally free of
its rules, regulations and conventions; and (3) they can be designed to serve the particular interests and learning needs of virtually and particular subgroup in any population. Apart from these three basic common features, nonformal education activities
are exceedingly diverse. Some general observations about them, however, based on
ICED's research and subsequent activities, may be helpful.
(1) NFE-type activities are much more numerous in both developing and industrialised countries than generally realized, even by national education authorities and
most university professors of education. This is partly because it has been nobody's
responsibility up to now to keep track of such education activities. It is also because
most NFE-type programs wear other labels and their operators are often surprised to
be told that they are practitioners of nonformal education (like the old gentleman who
discovered to his surprise that he had been talking "prose" all his life).
(2) The majority of NFE programs are small, locally-based ones, initiated and run
by non-governmental groups. Larger scale NFE programs, on the other hand, such as
nationwide agricultural extension, primary health care, and adult literacy programs
are generally financed by one or another government agency and managed from the
top down.
(3) Each individual NFE program can be correctly and usefully examined as a
"system" unto itself, or more likely as the education "subsystem" of a broader activity such as a health or family planning program, or an integrated agricultural development project. However, the sum total of nonformal educational activities in any country do not constitute a "nonformal education system", comparable to the formal education system, because most NFE programs have no organic relation to each other.
Hence those schoolmen who feared when they first heard of nonformal education
in the 1970s that some devious antagonists of formal education were scheming to
build "a parallel nonformal education system" that would compete with the schools
and divert much needed resources from them need not have worried. In reality, all of
the knowledgable proponents of nonformal education, so far as I have known them,
were just as anxious to strengthen formal education
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as nonformal. What set them apart was that they recognized that the schools and colleges and universities could not possibly serve all of the important learning needs of
all of a nation's population; hence the essential function of NFE was, as they saw it,
to serve important learning needs and clienteles that are beyond the practical reach or
competence of formal education.
(4) Each grade level of formal schools and colleges can repeat much the same
curriculum and content from year to year because a different cohort of students
arrives at each grade level each year (except for any "repeaters"). This is not the case,
however, with the many NFE programs that work with the same local clients year
after year—such as farmers, mothers or craftsmen. In such cases the content of the
NFE program must keep advancing as the clients' learning advances, or else they will
quit from sheer boredom and frustration.
(5) Most NFE programs, in contrast to schools, are part time anti voluntary. Thus,
to be successful such NFE programs must be genuinely "learner centered"; they must
be conducted at hours convenient to potential participants, and they must be able to
sustain the interest and motivation of the participants and their sense of achievement.
Otherwise the participants will vote with their feet against the program and it will collapse. It is perhaps unfortunate that formal schools are not nearly as sensitive or vulnerable to this kind of "consumer evaluation".
(6) The widespread notion that NFE is always cheaper than formal schooling is a
misleading myth. First of all, most such comparisons are not valid because the two
approaches are aiming at different objectives, serving quite different audiences, using
different methods, and getting different results.
Beyond that, NFE programs, like formal education programs, vary enormously in
cost per learner depending on the nature of the learners, the level and objectives of the
program, and the efficiency with which it is conducted. For example, the financial
costs of a part-time literacy program for rural adults, using borrowed facilities and
staffed largely by volunteer instructors, is bound to be much cheaper per learner than
a primary school or, say, an advanced NFE program at a hospital designed to acquaint
experienced medical practitioners with the latest new surgical techniques.
However, it is just as important to keep a watchful eye on the level and behavior
of costs and cost-effectiveness in the case of nonformal education as in formal education. The ICED studies uncovered one case, for example, where an enthusiastic but
cost-unconscious international expert "sold" an African country on a unique "pilot
project" for spurring rural development. The evidence showed that the absurdly high
cost per trainee would have bankrupted the country if it had tried to duplicate the pilot
project on a large scale.
(7) Financial and material support for nonformal education comes from many
sources—governmental, private, and often international in the case of developing
countries. Unfortunately there are no financial estimates on this matter for any
country, again because no organization has had responsibility for monitoring nonformal education activities. Two things are clear, however, from the ICED and
other studies. First, the Ministry of Education, confined usually to NFE adult
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literacy classes, is typically a minor actor in the NFE area compared to such sister
ministries as labor, agriculture, health, and the military. Second, a high proportion of
the smaller programs are conducted and supported by voluntary organisations, often
making extensive use of volunteer help and borrowed facilities. In addition there are
often many small scale for-profit enterprises offering NFE training, for example, in
secretarial, accounting and other skills.
Most medium to large corporations in industrial countries, and multinational corporations even in developing countries, offer extensive NFE training programs for
their employees (and sometimes their customers as well) ranging from simple shop
practice or office training for new employees to advanced technological and managerial training for higher level employees and officers. It has been estimated in the
United States that some major corporations spend as much per year on employee and
consumer training, equivalent to college and university level courses, as the annual
instructional budget of sizable universities.
Among international agencies that support NFE-type activities, the larger players
are the World Health Organization (sometimes in conjunction with UNICEF), the
Food and Agricultural Organization, the International Labor Organization, the UN
Development Program, and the UN Fund for Population Activities. Surprisingly,
UNESCO plays a much smaller active role in nonformal education than its frequent
pronouncements about the importance of Adult Education and particularly literacy
training might lead one to expect. The actual fraction of its total budget and staff allocated to nonformal education is pitifully small compared to its allocation to formal
education.
(8) It is important to note that, because NFE activities do not constitute a coherent "system" and because their sponsorship, structure, management and source of
support are so very diverse, the types of strategies and planning methods used in formal education are not workable in planning nonformal education. Nevertheless, in the
interest of efficiency and effectiveness, some sort of rational planning of NFE activities is desirable.
When the whole question nonformal education first began surfacing in the 1970s,
the natural reaction of a certain type of technocrat—the kind who likes to keep the
organization chart neat and tidy and all activities "under control"— was to concentrate overall responsibility and authority for planning and coordinating all nonformal
education in a single high level government bureau. More experienced and pragmatic
observers soon pointed out, however, that such a scheme was inherently impossible,
but even to try to make it work would kill the spontaneity and flexibility that is the
special birth right of NFE and a major source of its success in many instances.
This question of how to plan NFE clearly needs more study and it may be another good candidate for special consideration by this seminar.
(9) NFE programs are of two general kinds: "free-standing" programs that are
purely educational in purpose, and "integrated" programs in which NFE educational
components are combined with material components to achieve a broader development objective.
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A literacy class or school equivalency program for out-of-school youth and
adults, and a training course on how to use a personal computer, are examples of
"free-standing" NFE activities; they are self-contained and their immediate purpose is
solely education. There are many more programs, however, that combine NFE components with other components to achieve various types of development objectives.
For instance, when the World Bank makes a large road construction loan to a country, the project these days generally includes provision not only for construction
equipment and materials but for training the supervisors and workers who will build
the highways and later repair and maintain them.
One of the ICED case studies involving an integrated approach illustrates the problem of prime concern to this seminar, that is, how to disseminate knowledge of new
scientific and technological developments to those who need it and can benefit from
it. This case concerned the Green Revolution in Asia in the early 1970s .
The agricultural scientists at the International Rice Research Institute in the
Philippines had developed new and very promising high-yielding varieties of rice, but
now the problem was that unless the grassroots farmers in various countries (the
majority of whom were illiterate) learned the proper new technologies for cultivating
these new varieties they could lose their shirts, and the Green Revolution as well. The
new high-yield varieties, for example, needed to be planted deeper than the familiar
old varieties, to have more water, fertiliser and weeding and new types of insecticides.
All this added up to more man hours of effort and more cash outlays for inputs per
hectare, but if done right (and if the weather cooperated) the much higher rice yield
per hectare would bring the farmers a significantly higher net profit.
The approach chosen to solve the farmer education part of the problem was to
invite interested governments to send their top agricultural extension officials to IRRI
for several months of practical hands-on-training covering a full rice crop cycle from
planting to harvest (which initially was a traumatic experience for most of these high
level civil servants who had never had to muck around in a rice paddy). The plan was
that these senior extension officers would then return home and provide similar training for their subordinate officers, who would then "extend" the new technologies to
local farmers.
It seemed a very logical scheme, but the ICED study revealed that in most places
it was not working, mainly because nearly all of the officers who returned home from
IRRI with their advanced training were promptly promoted to higher posts where
their new training went unused.
As near as we could determine after visiting rice producing areas in a number of
Asian countries, the official extension services (with a few striking exceptions) were
no great help to the farmers in learning how to cultivate the new rice varieties. Yet the
farmers somehow learned and the Green Revolution came of-. In general the more
progressive of the larger farmers, who were more mobile and had better access to
sources of technical information (such as government agricultural experiment centers) and who could better afford to take risks, took the lead in trying out the new
varieties, at first on only a small portion of their land until it proved successful.
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Smaller farmers could ill-afford to take substantial risks, but the more progressive
among them (who generally were also the most educated) picked up knowledge about
the new varieties by word of mouth, by observing the larger farmers and, for those
who were literate, by reading about the new methods of cultivation.
The most striking example we encountered of the imaginative use of a local
multi-media system of farmer education was in the Tanjore District of Madras State,
an especially dynamic rice producing area with a double monsoon and two rice crops
per year. The able and energetic District Agricultural Officer and his staff, on the basis
of the latest technical research findings and changing market conditions, laid out a
specific plan of action for each crop season, with recommended practices, week by
week, to correspond to each phase of the crop cycle.
A farmer education program guided by this plan mobilized all available media,
methods and channels of communication—including radio, newspapers, bulletins,
traveling exhibits, posters, and visits by local extension agents. Strong efforts were
also made to get feedback from farmers. A particularly novel technique was the
District Agricultural Officer's regular Monday morning staff meeting by radio, at
which time he indicated the specific steps rice farmers should be advised to take that
week in light of crop, weather and other conditions, and he then passed on significant
new research findings and other useful tidbits. The clever farmers in the district "listened in" on this staff meeting to get a jump on the latest research findings and other
"hot news".
The results of all these educational efforts were dramatically evident to any visitor. It should be added, however, and this offers an important lesson for this seminar,
that the farmers of Tanjore were an unusually dynamic group who valued new and
useful technical information. The lesson is that it is much easier to run a multi-media
knowledge dissemination system for farmers, or any other type of producers, where
their particular field is on the move and they are literally demanding new technical
knowledge, and where there is a research system to generate it.

III. What Is Needed?
We come finally to the most important question facing this seminar: What specific steps could and should be taken, and by whom, to strengthen the dissemination —
though informal and nonformal education—of useful knowledge about new develop ments in science and technology?
Lurking beneath this question is a broader and more fundamental one that we
cannot afford to ignore, namely: What steps are required to overcome the serious lack
of basic infrastructure and professional underpinning for the whole field of nonformal
and informal education—viewed as potent tools for promoting both individual and
national development?
The contrast with formal education in these respects is striking. A major source of strength for formal education system is the strong sense shared by it's many
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members—teachers, administrators, researchers and others—of belonging to an
important and widely respected professional community that transcends local and
even national boundaries. This formal education community has numerous mechanisms and channels through which its members can undergo professional training,
exchange ideas and experiences, share research plans and findings, contribute to the
shaping of policies and programs, seek professional help on practical problems, and
promote the well-being and advancement of their profession. Admittedly these
mechanisms and channels are not always used as wisely, fully of effectively as they
might be, but without them formal education would be at a severe disadvantage.
Providers of nonformal education and of content for informal learning have no
comparable sense of belonging to a larger professional community and no equivalent
channels and mechanisms for advance professional training, research, broadcasters,
public health practitioners, and no experiences for providing technical assistance.
To be sure, certain specialized subgroups within this broad and diversified field
such as librarians, broadcasters, public health practitioners, and sometimes agricultural extension experts have created their own local or national organisations that hold
occasional meetings, issue newsletters and the like, but generally they have little Of
no research base or advanced training facilities to support their efforts. In recent times
the Canadian-based International Council of Adult Education, with encouragement
from UNESCO, has made notable progress in arousing enthusiasm and a strong sense
of international solidarity among a wide variety of organized and semi-organized
national and regional groups all around the world that think of themselves as "adult
educators".
All these efforts are undoubtedly helpful, especially to the sense of belonging and
to the morale and self-confidence of these practitioners of nonformal education who
often get far too little recognition or reward for their efforts. But at a time in history
when nonformal and informal education must carry an increasing share of each
nation's total educational load and when, to use the words of the famous "Faure
Commission Report" (Learning To Be) in 1972, "the school's importance in relation
to other means of education—is not increasing but diminishing", there is clear need
for stronger action to unify, professionalise and strengthen these much neglected
modes of education.
It will certainly not be easy because of the very diverse aims and interests, structures, sponsorship and management of these activities, not to mention their frequent
admixture of educational components with other types of activities. It will also take
considerable time and resources and determined and persistent efforts. But the eventual rewards would far outweigh these efforts.
A good strategy to start with, I suggest, would be to develop a new strong research, training, information, and international level—to which policy-makers, planners
and managers of any type of public or private nonformal educational activities could
turn for help and advice. Such centers are needed in both developing and industrialised countries. They need not necessarily be brand new institutions;
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where feasible they could be built on the foundations of appropriate existing institutions. Nor would each such center necessarily have to provide the full range of needed research, training, information, and technical assistance and advisory services;
these might be divided between two or more institutions.
But who should take the initative in mounting such a strategy? Where would the
money and the leadership and staff for these Nonformal Education Development
Centers come from?
The initiative, I suggest, should come from a mixed group of international and
bilateral development agencies and leading private organizations that all have a major
stake in strengthening nonformal and informal education as an essential requirement
in all sectors of development. The World Bank, for example, eventually learned the
painful way that practically all types of projects it supports require for their success
appropriate educational (training) components, mostly nonformal. The regional development banks have been learning the same lesson. Virtually all of the UN specialized agencies—such as the FAO, WHO, ILO, UNFPA, UNICEF and UNESCO, as
well as the non-specialized funding agency, the UN Development Program, make
important use of nonformal education in the various development projects they assist.
But none of them has the incentive or competence to undertake by itself the kinds of
research, training and other actions needed to strengthen the whole field of nonformal
education.
Significantly, the first three of the above UN specialized agencies share a seat on
the Governing Board of UNESCO's International Institute of Educational Planning,
precisely so that their educational interests can be taken into account in IIEP's program. The IIEP might well play an important role in this proposed strategy. It has
ample authority to work on nonformal as well as formal education, though—like
UNESCO itself—in practice it has been largely preoccupied with the latter.
A number of the official bilateral assistance agencies also have a major stake in
strengthening nonformal education (whether or not they call it by that name), as do
several of the leading non -governmental international assistance agencies, especially
those working at the grass roots level, such as Oxfam, Save-the-Children, and CARE.
Large domestic companies in industrialised countries and multinational corporations that also function in developing countries are among the most extensive and
sophisticated practitioners of nonformal education. A few of them could undoubtedly
enrich the chemistry of the strategy group and perhaps also help with financing of the
new centers.
This strategy would only work, of course, if the leader of the kinds of organizations listed above were strongly convinced of the great importance of nonformal education to their own programs I feel sure that some of the most experienced members
of their staff would be glad to try to convince them (if they actually needed convincing). But one hopes that reputable educational leaders and respected educational
organisations would also lend their persuasive voices to this purpose.
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Finally, I have one very specific suggestion for UNESCO. In preparing this paper
I went back to examine Learning To Be, the report of the UNESCO International
Commission on the Development of Education, chaired by Edgar Faure, former prime
minister of France who lately became Minister of Education. I was once again very
impressed with the remarkable insights and vision contained in the report and the
boldness of its educational proposals. At the time the report was widely acclaimed by
educational leaders throughout the world. I must confess, however, that in rereading
it recently I could not help but be disappointed by the relatively modest impact that
report's analysis and proposals appear to have had on the real world of education.
The 20th anniversary of the outstanding report—many would call it the most
outstanding educational report UNESCO ever published—will arrive in three years.
My suggestion to UNESCO is that 1992 would be an appropriate time to publish another educational landmark, one that reviews what has happened to the world of education since the Faure Commission Report, and what ought to happen to it in the next
20 years. This would require acting very soon to establish in independent commission
of the same high caliber as the Faure Commission.
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Notes:
1 For a fuller view and analysis see P.H. Coombs, The World Crisis in Education: The View
From the Eighties, Oxford University Press, 1985.
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Conference Report
The final version of this Report is due to
C. Roberts, H. Bhola, K. Pehl and K.M. Cheng

1. Introduction
Science and technology have never played such an influential role in our lives.
Rapid changes in science and technology have significantly changed the development
prospects of all nations. Science and technology has affected food production, health
care, industrial development, rural development, family planning, to name a few. The
introduction of new technology has been identified as one of the critical factors which
contribute to the emergence of the NIC's (Newly Industrialized Countries), but the
rapid technological changes have created new gaps within and between countries in
their developments.
Meanwhile, adaptation to new developments in science and technology has become an important part of individual lives. In urban and rural areas alike, one can soon
become dysfunctional in one way or another if one cannot keep pace with the modern
science and new "class" divisions in society: the "have-knowhows" and the
"have-not-knowhows."
There is no assumption that technological development is good for individuals
and the society by itself. Technological development must be directed towards peaceful applications, compatibility with human needs, the quality of life, and environmental needs. Popularization of S&T should be directed towards enabling people to
play not only a passive, but an active role in the process of development.
It is natural that education is instrumental in the acquisition of modern science
and new technologies. In this connection, it is obvious that formal education has an
important role to play. However, despite continuous efforts to revise the curricula and
teaching strategies in formal schools in order to achieve greater relevance, it is yet to
be technological changes which take place outside schools. Moreover, formal education even at its best is not in a position to develop an outreach to people who have
already joined the economy but are facing new needs of science and technologies .
Therefore, while it is inappropriate to deny that formal education has a role to
play in the popularisation of science and technology, it is essential to explore the roles
of other modes of education, viz. nonformal and informal education, and the context
in which such roles are significant.
The recent literature on technological transfer, technological development and
informal/nonformal education does not help in this exercise. Much is said about the
development of technologies in education and the importance of science and
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technology in national development, but few analyses are made to show how such
developments in science and technology are related to or transmitted by education.
What little is said is based more on theoretical assumptions rather than empirical evidence. Nevertheless, it is quite clear that there is never a shortage of practitioners in
the field who are instrumental in the popularisation of science and technology,
although their efforts are seldom regarded as priority areas in policy considerations.

2. The Conference
It is this context that the Faculty of Education at the University of Hong Kong,
inspired and supported by UNESCO through its Division of Primary Education, Adult
Education and Literacy Programmes, and also supported locally by the Hon Dr Q.W.
Lee through the Wideland Foundation, hosted this Conference with the theme of
"Popularisation of Science and Technology:
What Informal and Nonformal Education Can Do"
Hong Kong was selected by UNESCO as the venue for such a meeting, because
it is seen as a social laboratory in respect of both the acquisition and adaptation of
modern technologies for economic development and enhancement of quality of life.
However, the conference was meant to address all types of countries.
The Conference took place on September 4-9,1989 in the University of Hong
Kong. Participants were invited experts in various aspects of nonformal and informal
education, as well as formal education. They include adult educators, worker educators, vocational trainers, developers of nonformal programmes, suppliers and promoters of technologies, science educators, teacher trainers, administrators of popular
science institutions, educational planners, as well as scholars and researchers coming
from both developed and developing countries. The list of participants is attached as
Appendix A of this report.
The diverse background of the participants may have created some difficulties in
arriving at consensal objectives, but the diversity has also provided unusually rich
ground for a rather comprehensive review of this relaively unexplored yet important
dimension of education. Because of the general lack of co-ordination of nonformal
and informal education, the conference also proved an almost unique educative
opportunity for practitioners in particular fields to interact with fellow practitioners in
other fields and to draw their attention to the larger context in which they work and
which affects their work.
The Conference started with an opening speech from the Secretary for Education
and Manpower of Hong Kong Government, the Hon Yeung Kai-yin, and a keynote
Paper by Professor Philip Coombs.
The Secretary's speech went beyond a mere welcoming gesture and provided a
detailed analysis of the general situation in Hong Kong of the acquisition of new technologies. Its relationship to economic development, and its relations with training and
education in general.
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Professor Philip Coombs' key-note paper provided a general framework for discussions with special emphasis on the policy issues involved in the provision and
co-ordination of nonformal and informal educational activities. It also provided a
general orientation of the conference.
The discussions started with country reports and case studies which helped the
participants in visualizing a vivid picture which covered the major issues and problems in nonformal and informal education with respect to the popularization of
science and technology. At the same time, a framework was shaped with the input
from other paper which were more theoretical in nature. A list of the papers presented at the conference is attached as Appendix B of this report. The conference then
moved into group discussions to discern the viable strategies and solutions in tackling
the problems thus identified, and the policy implications of such strategies and solutions. The summary of these discussions forms the main body of this report.
During the course of the conference, participants took advantage of the conference venue and spent time studying the Hong Kong case. Professor Edward K.Y.
Chen, Director of Centre of Asian Studies, University of Hong Kong, was invited to
deliver a speech where he made an insightful yet provocative analysis of the role of
science and technology in the development of an export-oriented economy such as
Hong Kong and the role of formal y nonformal as well as informal education in such
a development. Brief visits were also paid to Chai Wan Technical Institute, the
Kowloon Bay Training Centre Complex and the industrial estates in the New Towns.

3. Basic Concepts
3.1 The meaning of "Popularisation"
"Popularisation" carries one of two meanings. It means the spread of knowledge
in science and technology to the masses, but it may also mean the acquisition of new
science and technology for improving one's social and economic life. Examples of the
former are knowledge about clean water and environmental sanitation, or about astronauts and space ships usually provided in science museums. Example of the latter are
the understanding of new fertilisers in the rural area or the ability to master a compu ter in an urban setting.

3.2 Definitions
The conference did not spend time defining nonformal and informal education,
but there was a tacit consensus which was very much in line with the concepts used
by Philip Coombs in his key-note paper:
Formal education refers to the highly organized, hierarchically and
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chronologically structured "education system", ranging from kindergarten to the
upper reaches of the university.
Nonformal education is a convenient generic label for a variety of educational
activities, but are (a) consciously organised, (b) operated outside the formal
structure of the formal education system and (c) designed to serve particular
subgroups in the population.
Informal education is learning from exposure to one's environment and
day-to-day experience.

4. Observations
The following is a summary of the observations made during the conference.
They form the foundation of the recommendations that follow.

4.1 The Cultural Context
First and foremost, it was observed that issues of PST anywhere were to be raised and resolutions developed in the context of a particular culture and a set of economic conditions. Under one set of economic conditions (of a subsistance economy,
for example), the problem of PST may be defined as creating a general scientific culture. In an NIC like H.K. or other developed countries, the problem of PST may be
formulated as the continuous upgrading of manpower to cope with the ever changing
technologies of production of both goods and services.

4.2 The Importance of NFE and IE in the Popularisation of S&T
There was a basic assumption that acquisition of science and technology was
essential to sound economic development. discussions during the conference confirmed this assumption, although it was also believed that the concept of S&T should be
broadened to include indigenous and evolutionary sciences and technologies. In this
context, formal education may play a very different role from NFE and WE.
Professor Chen in his paper elaborated on the notion of evolutionary technologies
which were different from frontier technologies which were most sophisticated by
world standards. This means that different nations should start with different technological levels appropriate to their respective traditions and cultures, Many of the
country cases and papers echoed this point, in displaying experiences in the development of traditional and indigenous S&T which contribute significantly to economic
development.
There is therefore a need to distinguish evolutionary S&T from frontier technologies, and modern technologies from modernisation.
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For any economy to take off, Professor Chen, based on the Hong Kong experience, argued for the need of a trainable workforce, the precondition for which is
basic literacy. This demonstrates the vital role of formal and nonformal education.
Country cases seem to suggest that basic formal education should aim at preparing the population for a readiness in acquiring new S&T, rather than the actual learning of modern S&T. The latter is in all cases a lifelong, recurring process which takes
place mostly in nonformal educational activities.
On the other hand, the country cases also suggest that the adaptiveness and flexibility, which are essential to real popularisation of S&T, rather than the actual learning of modern S&T, would require a science culture which is appropriate to the traditional culture of the society. Such a science culture is mostly inculcated through
informal education.
Hence, it should be an over-arching educational policy issue in every country of
how best to strengthen all three modes of education—formal, informal and nonformal—and to harmonize them within the framework of a nationwide "lifelong learning
network".

4.3 Ethical and Negative Problems
Although the conference recognized the importance of S&T to individual lives as
well as national development, participants urged educators to include in their responsibilities the need to inform people of the ethical as well as environmental problems
caused by modern S&T

4.4 Clienteles
While nonformal and informal education should be of concern to everyone, there
is a need to adapt the modes for the delivery of education the particular needs of the
receiving group. For example, the requirements of small farmers, young mothers,
rural women, redundant workers and the handicapped are all very different and educational activities need to be individually tailored.

4.5 Necessity for Integrated Effort
Seen in this light, the lack of integrated effort between providers of NFE and IE
in most countries is most undesirable. Although the state of affairs is intrinsic in the
nonformal and informal nature of the activities, it may mean low priority or even invisibility on the policy agenda, shortage of resources and the negligence of some important target areas.
These unfortunately are reflections of the reality in most countries. There is often
an imbalance in terms of attention and resources between formal and nonformal/
informal education. NFE and IE are not given the policy priority which matches
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their importance in national development. In most cases, they are left to voluntary
agencies who struggle with minimal resources.
Effective poularization of S&T therefore should entail national co-ordination
effort which can guarantee (a) that necessary NFE and IE activities are adequately
supported and (b) that all target groups are being taken care of.
Such co-ordination effort can possibly start with a national commission to oversee but not direct various activities, so that it is seen as a supporter rather than a
controller of NFE and IE. Such a co-ordination can also be desirably supplemented
by a "service centre" which, equipped with a competent staff, may provide
strong.technical assistance to MFE and IE programmes.

4.6 Communication and Dissemination
Apart from the organisational efforts mentioned above, the conference expressed
unanimous concern to the effectiveness and efficiency of communications and dissemination.
Powerful tools, including the media and other modern communication instruments, need to be harnessed. The conference explored the great variety of means that
can used for NFE and IE and found that both commercial and public media instruments can contribute to the popularisation of S&T'. The conference also recognised
that much could be drawn from the experience in the development of distance education which, in the past decades, can be regarded as one of the few break-throughs in
education.
In many cases nonformal educators are given only limited access to the media.
This has to be changed. There is no argument for government intervention of the
media, but education considerations in the planning and policy of media has become
necessary, if the media are viewed as an important instrument for nonformal education and the most influential element in informal education.

5. Recommendations
5.1 Urgent Message to UNESCO
The participants of the conference, despite the small member, have come from
various areas of nonformal and informal education pertaining to science and technology. It was a rare opportunity where the issues pertinent to nonformal and
informal education were singled out and exclusively put under the microscope.
Although the interests of the participants are primarily different, they all came to
the consensus that the issues identified and the recommendations made should be
disseminated to policy-markers and fellow educators in other counties. There is
some urgency in the matter, because it was realized during the conference that
resources for nonformal and informal education are likely to futher diminish if
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policy-makers are not alerted to the danger. In this respect, UNESCO is seen as the
most appropriate vehicle to convey the message to its member countries, to their
relevant Ministers as well as the relevant non-governmental agencies.
In view of these, the following recommendations are addressed to UNESCO:
(1) UNESCO is asked to convey the conclusions and recommendations of the conference on PST to the relevant organizations and bodies. A suggested starting
point is the International Literacy year 1990 and the coming conference of
"Education for All"
(2) UNESCO is urged to remedy the serious imbalance of emphasis in its educational
programmes by allocating proportionately adequate funds for NFE and IFE.
Although UNESCO has published many statements and proclamations about the
importance of adult education and literacy (both being important forms of NFE)
its actual budget allocations and programme activities have been mostly directed
towards formal education.
(3) UNESCO is asked to support research in the general area of NFE. Areas of particular interest include the study of status of NFE in all countries: and the impact
to TV, video programmes and mass media on children and the youth. The lack of
attention on NFE and IFE in PST has resulted in the absence of useful research
in this area. Little systematic study has been done on the actual activities of countries engaged in the NFE with the view of extracting pertinent lesson (both positive and negative) from this experience that could throw very useful light on the
difficult issues of how best to handle the whole subject of NFE within a national
government.
There is no lack of strong opinion for or against TV and video programmes.
Unfortunately, the supply of strong opinions on these matters substantially
exceed the supply of reliable facts. It would be of great interest to parents, educators and broadcasters to get more reliable facts about the actual utilisation and
impact of both the "bade and the "good" TV programs on the attitudes, interests,
motivations and behaviours of young viewers. It would be an exceedingly worthwhile investment, we believe, to undertake exceedingly research in this area. As
a major undertaking it would require competent planning, management and
monitoring, as well as sizable funding. We would encourage UNESCO to play
key role in promoting such an effort, though clearly the actual work would have
to be farmed out to other organisations and the funds would have to be solicited
from a variety of interested sources. If well done, the results could be of great
value.
(4) UNESCO is recommended to undertake strong efforts to involve all relevant affiliated organization of US family (international NFE associations accredited to or
recognized by the UN agencies) and national UNESCO commissions in member
states in PST as part of NFE and IFE programmes in their respective countries .

(5) To get PST started on the level of curriculum development and programme design, UNESCO should support the creation of an inventory of promising
and successful programmes and facilities in NFE and IE for PST all over the
world.
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This "data" bank has to be made accessible for designers from all countries by
using all possible technologies. A computer network should be established to
facilitate communication among programme designers.
(6) Due to the visible lack of research and information about the role of NFE and IFE
in PST, we recommend that an International Commission comprising research
and technical experts be established and be enpowered to conduct research and to
disseminate research information in this field.
(7) We recommend that UNESCO should actively encourage NGOs such as the
ICUA, ICAE and the IFWEA to popularise S&T as following:
— through the exchange of scientific information among their members
— through the organising of training of trainers, research and publications to promote S&T
— through the organising of a network among their members in S&T
— through programmes of application of S&Tto improve the quality of life in the
communities.
(8) It is strongly recommended that UNESCO should re-create interest in and refocus
attention to the still valid insights, observations and recommendations of the
remarkable report of that UNESCO International Commission on Education (The
E. Faure Commission) Learning to Be, published in 1972. The Commission
emphasized the need to expand and strengthen out-of-school forms of education.
A brief summary of the more significant and still valid insights, observations and
recommendations can be distributed to practitioners of NFE.

5.2 Recommendation at National Levels
(I) We recommend that in view of the crucial role of S&T in our contemporary
world, governments should consider ways and means of creating special financial
resources for the promotion of S&T through NFE and IE. More specially, we
recommend
— that they consider contributing a sufficient percentage of their educational budgets to PST through NFE and IE programmes,
— that private institution which are in a position to contribute to such a special
fund for S&T be given a tax concession.
(2) We suggest that educational planners should view formal, NFE and IE as indispensable components of the national educational system. The NFE/IE sector,
typically in relative neglect, should receive greater support from the formal
education structures in terms of preparation of teachers and facilitators whom
in turn, can prepare youth for productive adult careers in manufacturing, agriculture and service industries etc. Adults already in the world of work should
be provided with adequate orientation, information and educational programmes to assist in their adaptation to new technologies. More effective interfaces should be created between the formal education sector and the
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nonformal/informal sectors of education. On the one hand, the formal education
system should adapt itself to coping with scientific and technological changes.
On the other hand, private and voluntary institutions should be given guidance
and subsidies without affecting their autonomy and freedom.
We recommend that the NFE/IE activities for PST should not be restricted to
new achievements of research and developments in the West. PST should also
accommodate those scientific dimensions which exist in the cultural and traditional patrimony of various social groups, in developed and developing countries
alike. Efforts have to be made to elicit such scientific dimensions.
(4) Governments and NGOs should approach and encourage commercial and private bodies to assist and sponsor NFE and IE programmes for PST, while prohibiting such assistance and sponsorship to become mere advertising or profiteering.
(5) We recommend that governments should establish networks of regional and local
resource centres to support nonformal education programmes in general and programmes for PST in particular. Such resource centres should promote and assist
locally planned and initiated S&T projects by
— making inventories of local S&T activities
— assisting local groups to plan individual and cooperative activities — training
of field staff to handle PST projects
— making surveys to assess needs for vocational qualifications and counselling
learners in lifelong learning
— conducting model S&T projects where necessary to fill gaps and to stimulate
quality programmes for diverse groups of clients.
(6) The mass media, e.g. newspaper, TV, radio, are widely accepted as effective
means for disseminating science & technology. The mass media should share the
obligatory responsibility for PST. It is suggested that a certain proportion of the
prominent air-time/section of the media be mandatorily allocated to the promotion of S&T. Such programmes/softwares/publications should be made widely
available and free of copyrights. Governments should make these possible by placing them as a condition for offering contracts/licences to the media.

5.3 Recommendations to Practitioners in the Field
(1) We see that there is a need for professionals in educational management
— to give top priority to learners' needs;
— to find out the spectrum of needs for education in S&T in a local community.
This must be done by the teachers alone;
— to plan different forms of courses for different groups of clients at different
levels;
— to allow these professionals to do quality control as well as to be responsible
for adapting the programmes to new requirements;
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

— to launch teacher training and to supply course materials for education in
PST (hardware, software, teachware, learnware).
There is an urgent need for training of community development workers motivate for adoption of innovations. Such workers should be equipped with knowledge and skills in science and technology.
Recognizing the lack of non-formal and adult teaching methods in teacher training, we strongly urge the inclusion of these methods in curricula development
for teacher education. The nonformal methods include andragogy as opposed to
pedagogical methods and these are essential for PST.
There should be research on the methodologies for effective delivery of NFE and
IE in PST.
While there are a lot of publications on teaching methodology for the formal
education system, those on nonformal and informal education are just minimal.
For subjects in science & technology where the contents are relatively
culture-free, the methodologies are worth disseminating more than others.
Meanwhile, the relative effectiveness of the various methods should be explored.
The results of such work should be published and made widely known for consideration and adoption by practitioners of NFE and IE.
Having carefully considered the importance of quick transmission of Science &
Technology information to the greatest numbers of people nationally and internationally, we urge that distance teaching methods be extensively employed and
co-operation from distance education institutions and associations be solicited.
These methods include the use of radio, audio cassettes, audio visuals, TVs, satellite transmissions and printed science and technological materials.
In general, there should be a greater attention to the availability of learning materials science and technology for use in NFE and IE. There will greatly facilitate
and support the NFE and IE going on in the field.
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Science for all people:
Some educational settings and strategies
for the popularisation
of science and technology
Harbans Bhola
Introduction
The ideal of "Health for All by the Year 2000" was adopted by WHO in 1981.
"Education for All by the Year 2000" will be formally put on the world ' s educational agenda at the International Symposium jointly sponsored by UNDP, UNESCO,
UNICEF and The World Bank to be held in Thailand during March 1990. Why
shouldn't "Science for All People" be part of the "Education for All" initiative?
In proposing "Science for All People", we do not, of course, hope to make
Einstein's out of all the world's men and women. what we do hope is that, while keeping the best of each of our indigenous traditions, we will also inherit the new scientific culture—that set of skills, understandings, and habits of mind to which all humanity has contributed, to some degree, over the span of human history. We must claim
our total heritage of traditional values and scientific vectors.

Why Science for All People?
A case for "Science for All People" can be made on grounds both moral and material. There is something highly immoral about a world which denies most of humanity a significant part of the collective human knowledge called science; and keeps
away from those scientifically and technologically disadvantaged populations, the full
enjoyment of the fruits of technology of production, communication, transportation,
and health made possible by scientific knowledge and technology.
The case for "Science for All people" is equally compelling on material
grounds—for simple reasons of bread and butter. Since the post-War years, socioeconomic development has been on the political agendas of all nations, developed and
developing, Development will stay on the policy agendas particularly, of developing
nations for the foreseeable future. What is germane to our discussion is the fact that
development today is impossible without science and technology.
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Whatever the definition of development for a particular culture or a nation state, development will be impossible unless science and technology can be put to work to produce the surpluses necessary for the eradication of poverty and hunger from among
the burgeoning populations and to provide the necessary services in health and welfare. It is important to note that science and technology are needed not merely at the
heights of the economy in its industrial and Hi-Technology sectors, but also in the
informal sectors of subsistence economies. Indeed, science and technology are needed with much greater urgency in the informal sectors of the economies of scarcities
in the Third World where farmers and workers may be able to use new knowledge and
skills without having to wait for the political and economic structures to change first.

The Nature of the Crisis
The popularisation of science and technology today is a necessity, not a frill —
something nice to have! Science, and the technology that science has spawned, already define and totally permeate our environment. Science and technology are with us
on the land, in the air and on water; in the desert and on hill-top; in the city and the
village; affecting our lives at work? play and prayer; in our wakeful and sleeping
hours; and in sickness and health, and in happiness and sorrow. There is no hiding
from science and technology. Most humanity is benefiting from the fruits of science
and technology. But many are being hurt. Some are dying in their encounters with
technology for lack of knowledge to cope with the omnipresent intruder in their lives.
The problem is manifold:
• Without enough understandings of science and technology, and yet being forced
to come in contact with it in daily encounters, thousands and maybe millions are
getting hurt—physically, emotionally, biologically—and, sometimes, fatally.
• Without enough understanding of science and technology, human beings are
unable to make a positive use of science and technology as a social good for their
benefit.
• Without enough understanding of science and technology, human beings are unknowingly making decisions and undertaking actions that are destroying their physical environment and endangering the survival of their own progeny.
• Without proper appreciation of science and technology, many cultures and subcultures are unable to renew their traditions, by failing to join the wisdom of their
cultural tradition with the wisdom of the scientific tradition.
The costs of lack of scientific knowledge are high indeed. In Kenya, for
example, hundreds of farmers are dying annually being unable to take proper precautions in using the fertilizers and pesticides which they are advised to use by the
agricultural extension workers. In misusing technology, farmers, workers and housewives all over the Third World are unknowingly collaborating in the
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pollution and destruction of their water, land and air resources. The scientifically illiterate are unable to use science and technology for their good as they continue to live
lives ravaged by preventable diseases and brutalised by hard labor that could be eased
by the simple technology of the wheel and the pulley. Finally, they are easily swayed
by the unscruplous politician in the name of tradition to continue to cling to the past
and refuse to enter the future.

Problems and Contraints
Two major problems are implicit in the above discussion:
I. Political actors (sometimes abbetted by scholars) create an unnecessary conflict
between cultural tradition and scientific technology, and then impose an either/ or
choice on honest and simple folks, thereby inciting people to reject science and
to choose tradition.
II. There is a lack of trained scientific talent in most developing countries that could
be used to promote understandings of science and technology and help towards a
symbiosis of tradition—the old wisdom, and science—the new wisdom.

The Continuities between Tradition and Science
Unfortunately too many of us have been taught to put science in contradiction to
tradition. Science and technology are somehow thought to be the death-knell of tradition, the serial of humanism. This is not true. Indeed, we should see and promote
the continuity between tradition and science. What is tradition anyway? It is the experience and wisdom of our forefathers handed down to us for our use and for use by
future generations. Tradition is the old wisdom, wrapped in emotion. Science is the
new wisdom, not yet internalised. Science is tradition in the making. Ideally there
should be no conflict between them. The two should be continuous, one with the
other. We do have to understand that traditions in fact die if not renewed, and traditions do hurt if not continuously and critically re-evaluated by each new generation.
Also, we must accept the fact that all that is subsumed under the catch-all phrase tradition is not worth saving. No traditional knowledge was good for all people for all
times. Traditions are good as anchors but should not be allowed to become shackles
to progress. Those who preach the love of traditions themselves make use of new
science and technology. Priests run television ministries. Governments that govern in
the name of religion and tradition do not hesitate to spend billions on buying highly
sophisticated technology of war.

Lack of Enough Trained Scientific Talent
The second problem we must face in designing educational settings and
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strategies for the popularization of science and technology is the lack of trained scientific talent in the Third World. There is a paucity of scientists, engineers, technologists
and science teachers both at the college and school levels. Teaching materials are
scarce. Science laboratories are non-existent. In the adult education area, scientific
and technological content is rarely taught. Agricultural extension, health education
and family life education can not avoid teaching some scientific and technological
information but it is often taught superficially, without possibilities for tansfer to other
settings.

Settingss and Strategies for the Popularisation of Science and
Technology
The tasks before us are quite clear. We need to work toward a symbiosis between
cultural traditions on the one hand and science and technology on the other; and to
develop scientific talent for all the various sectors of the society, including the informal sectors of subsistence economies. What we are concerned about here then is not
merely about writing science curricula but about creating scientific cultures built
around the purified golden cores of different cultural traditions.
Dissemination theory tells us that the popularisation of science and technology, within
a reasonable historical time-frame, will require the use of all settings and all channels
of education and extension. The settings for teaching and learning science and technology for the creation of a scientific culture are:
— formal education (FE), including alternative formal education such as distance
education;
— nonformal education (NFE), which can also be delivered through distance education; and
— informal education (IFE) which can be equated with socialisation.
The formal school offers the first but not necessarily the foremost setting. Indeed,
experience with the popularisation of science through schooling has been disappointing. Most schools do not offer science. Those who do teach outdated curriculum, and
do not teach it well. When science is taught reasonably well, it is academic in organization and hinders transfer to real-life problems and setting. Important initiatives
need to be undertaken to improve the teaching of science in schools .
On the other hand, the channels of nonformal education for the popularization of
science and technology seem particularly promising. The possibilities of nonformal
education are immense in agricultural extension, health extension, and family life
education. Nonformal education can and should be used not only for the transfer of
technology but for teaching how to think science and to do technology.
Informal education in science and technology should begin at home. Of course,
we have a problem here. Most parents in the Third World do not have scientific knowledge. This shifts our attention to how to break this vicious circle. Of course, we have
radio and television that have entered many homes all over the world.
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Business can play an important part in teaching science by teaching about safe uses
of their products and instead of simply instructing they can explain. Again, we will
have a problem here when dealing with the illiterate.
Institutional settings for the popularization of science and technology should go
beyond typical institutions of adult nonformal education and should include business
and industry, the army and indeed religious institutions.
The media should include folk media, print media, and the electronic media of
film, radio and TV. That should point to the need of paying special attention to the teaching of writing on scientific subjects in our training programs for print journalism
and telecommunication.

Scientific Knowledge through Functional Literacy
The concept and practice of functional literacy as one form of non-formal education seems tailor-made for popularization of scientific and technological knowledge.
The concept of functional literacy first proposed at the Unesco Conference of 1965 in
Teheran, Iran is indeed rooted in the assumption of teaching modern skills at work,
both in the formal and informal sectors, whether one is growing vegetables in the
small kitchen garden or working on the power loom in a textile factory. The concept
of functional literacy, initially limited to economic concerns has now been generalised to the use of scientific knowledge at work, at home, and to the health of self and
family.
Experience with functional literacy programs has already thought out at least two
useful lessons:
1. That important knowledge of science and technology when taught in the context
of farmers'and workers' daily lives is easily understood and is actually utilised, if
personal resources and surrounding context permit.
2. That scientific and technological knowledge taught in the context of work does
transfer to other settings, especially if possibilities of such transfer are brought
out in the course of teaching. Adults who are taught science and technology in
functional literacy classes also disseminate this knowledge to other people in the
family and in the neighborhood.

Assuming a Mission, Planning for Actions
If discussion and debate have to lead to actions and operations, a mission must be
assumed, initiative defined and actions planned without loss of time. The following
steps should be taken immediately:
a . Establish an adhocratic organisational arrangement to be responsible for keeping
the momentum going; and to serve as a point of crystallisation around which multiple initiatives can be defined, professional networks created and appropriate
actions taken.
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b. Publish a usable report (or reports) on the International Conference and disseminate it/them widely to appropriate audiences.
c. Establish a newsletter on "Science for All People" which at some time may become a professional periodical.
d. Establish a committee of the concerned to work on a curriculum for science and
technology for use in adult education and functional literacy projects. A beginning could be made with the monograph, Towards Scientific Literacy by Thomas
and Kondo published in 1978 by the Unesco/Iranian Institute for Adult Literacy
Methods in Teheran, Iran.

Other Actions to Follow
The list of actions above are those that we can undertake right here or agree to
follow upon, on our own, with minor rearrangement of our own currently available
resources. There are other actions, however, that we must actively lobby for:
1. Unesco should be asked to pay special attention to the popularization of science
and technology through nonformal education, and particularly functional literacy
programs. The proposed emphasis on "Adult Science Education" should be duly
formalized through inclusion in Unesco’s programs of discussion and publication
1.1 Such a commitment should be demonstrated by UNESCO by making
"Science for All People" an important thread in the "Education for All" initiative
of UNDP, UNESCO, UNICEF and the World Bank already under way.
1.2 Unesco should establish formal linkages at a programmatic level with the
WHO project on "indigenous science" to help in the emergence of a symbiosis
between traditional wisdom and scientific knowledge.
1.3 Unesco should convene a group of scientists to develop a universal core of
human scientific experience for universal dissemination.
2. The International Council for Adult Education (ICAE) as an international association of non-governmental associations should also be persuaded to complement their focus on culture with another focus on science and technology; and
through its programs and publications to promote "adult science education?'.
3.
Unesco should be advised to ask all member states to establish within
appropriate national ministries and departments, Units for "Science for All People."
Such Units should:
3.1 Promote analysis of traditional knowledge with scientific and technological implications and its synthesis into indigenous science to be integrated with
modern science.
3.2 Encourage scientists to become interested in dissemination of scientific
knowledge within schools and through-out-of-school education and at the same
time encourage adult educators to become interested in science and technology.
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3.3 Establish committees and groups to develop science and technology curricula for the dissemination of science to different groups in diverse settings
through use of all the different media available within a society.
3.4 Wherever possible, use appropriately, the institutions of religion, army and
business to collaborate in the dissemination of science and technology.
3.5 Invent and establish community level institutions such as Vigyan Mandirs
(Temples of Science) in India to promote science and technology at the local
levels.

Conclusions
Some important things have already happened in regard to the mission of this
Conference. The Conference itself will be seen as an important milestone on the road
to progress. It must have already given some visibility to the idea. Some important
practical ideas have been generated during our discussion and deliberations that we
need to build upon. Finally, a network of those concerned with this important issue
has come about and is ready to be extended and strengthened. What we need now is
to stay committed and to continue the work.
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Nonformal education:
A hinge between science and culture
Camillo Bonanni
In this paper the term Education is understood to mean the laborious process by
which human beings acquire an awareness of new goals, the freedom of making
choices in relation to them, and the intellectual and technical skills required for attaining them, while the term: Non-Formal Education is a conjunct, dynamic in its nature and flexible in its modes, consisting of socio-education activities leading to cultural adaptation to change as well as of non-structured, non-graded, nonsequential learning experiences.
These socio-educational activities and learning experiences are offered to groups
and individuals involved in a transformational process so that they could possess that
knowledge, those skills and those abilities which are indispensable for the implementation of the practices required firstly for achieving and then for keeping their
new standards of life.
This compound of socio-educational activities and learning opportunities is particularly necessary in those geographical areas where economic development projects
are taking place and a marked educational deficit exists.
Previous experiences (Panama, Tanzania, Nigeria, Thailand, India, Cuba, China,
Vietnam) have shown that the main aims of developmental projects were attained
more easily in situations where an acceleration in the rhythm of social change was
produced by an educational action.
Now, if we take into consideration the fact that developmental processes are put
in motion by a dialectic contraposition between tradition and modern science and
technology we ought to assign, without any hesitation, to the expression: "Popularization of Science", not the meaning of scholastic lectures on scientific themes, but
that of a process of endogenous transformation from old traditions into new practices,
tributary to a scientific approach to the reality.
Health and nutritional developmental programmes, sanitation and water supply
schemes, projects aiming at increasing basic grain production, agrarian reforms,
resettlement and employment plans, establishment of agro-industries, ect: all of them,
every where in the world, narrate the story of an unceasing journey of mankind from
tradition to science and technology.
How exactly does a Non-Formal Education action fit within this journey?
We think that a Non-Formal Education intervention will facilitate and accelerate any process of change, not imposing new values, but contributing to the
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regeneration of the existing ones, on the basis that traditions are not immutable paradigms but, on the contrary, they themselves are vectors of transformation. By its
action local communities will be surely lead to modernize their living conditions,
smoothly, harmonically and without traumata.
To substantiate the above mentioned statements we would like to introduce the
hypothetical case of an Health Non-Formal Education Scheme, addressed to rural
communities, aiming at transforming magic and religious traditions, inherent in health and diseases, in new preventive and therapeutic practices, based on scientific criteria.
The traditional medicine is ruled by three basic principles: the first attests that the
human being cannot be separated from his social, religious and physical environment;
the second one is that human body is a whole and must be cured as a whole and not
only in some of its parts or organs; the third one is that the natural milieu, being panteistic, i.e. having life and intelligence, does permit the transfer of an illness from a
free or from an animal into a person and vice versa, this consequently leads to the
belief that the reestablishment of the environment's harmony, through purification,
group-ceremonies, animals' sacrifices and dancing performances, will, no doubt, send
away all diseases from a community.
Together with these cultural performances the traditional medicine often adopts
also individualistic curative measures such as that of administering vegetal potions,
which are made of roots, seeds and leaves of certain plants having therapeutic qualities.
The modern medicine, on the contrary, being focused mainly on the individuality
of each patient and based on the recognition, as causes of diseases, of pathogenic
agents, generally prescribes cures consisting in dietary rules and in the supply of chemical medicaments.
It should be clear that to improve the health at the well-being of the rural communities many of the old traditions, no longer in line with the complex present reality, need to be transformed in modern concepts and practices, congener to science and
technology.
This, however, has to be done without undermining the intrinsic structure of the
social groups and their expectation of continuity, as well as without opposing in a
strong way traditional beliefs, which alone ensure the efficient relationship between
human beings and their natural environment.
Let us see, in the following paragraphs, by which progressive steps a NonFormal
Education Scheme could contribute to the attainment of the above mentioned targets.
Operators of the scheme ought to be a health educator, a social animator and an
advisor in popularisation of science.
They should elaborate, in the beginning, a design, which should be articulated in
the following successive phases.
The first phase will be the preparatory one and it will consist in:
a) The acquisition of knowledge and understanding on the social structure of ruralcommunities, on their value system, on their traditional views vis-a-vis health
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and diseases, on their demographic characteristics and on their anthropological
and ethnographic roots (the findings of these investigations should be then presented to the attention of the communities, so that their members could feel that
their own traditions were considered of great value by the Non-Formal Education
operators);
b) The making of an inventory of the substances employed by the local pharmacopoeia specifying their qualities, so that the phyto-therapeutic patrimony of
those communities will be known;
c) The identification of the traditional rural institutions that already exist in the area,
selecting among them those which possess a potentiality for adaptation to new
concepts and practices;
d) The motivation of those members of the communities whose role is that of upholding traditions, such as local healers, civil judges and elected or hereditary leaders, so that they could be induced to become the main agents of change within
their communities.
The second phase will be the participatory one. It will consist in making people
sensible to the new approaches to health and this target should be attained by organizing group-discussion, panels, A/Vpresentations, questions-answers exchanges in the
course of which an ensemble of new concepts on health and diseases should be
conveyed to the groups, favouring their absorption by dialogues and conversations.
All the information on scientific and technological concepts should be given in
non-structured, non-graded and non-sequential ways and should be close to the life
experiences of the members of the communities. Moreover bridges should be built in
order to establish direct communication lines between scientists and people.
The third phase will be the operational one. It will consist in introducing to the
groups new hygienic, preventive and curative practices leaving them free to select
those which are better conmensurate to the existing cultural and social structure of
their communities.
Successively, according to their choices, modern medical facilities and provisions
should be put at the disposal of the rural Communities and integrated, little by little,
into the endogenous health system.
This seems to us that it is what Non-formal Education can do in guiding traditional societies towards to undestanding that, to face the problems of the present time,
their old patrimony of knowledge and behaviours should be adapted to the methods
of modern science.
In conclusion, in the analyses of the role which can be played by Non-Formal
Education in popularizing sciences we do realize that it can contribute not only to the
infusion of science into cultures but also to the transfer of certain cultural aspects, elicited from the traditional experience of the people's life.
These latter can emerge during the preliminary anthropological and ethnographic
investigations, or the maieutic exchanges of opinions between scientists and members
of the rural communities as well as from the manifestations of the creative spirit of
the people.
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For example, remaining in the field of health, we can acknowledge the following
ones: the ecological consciousness linking and interrelating human beings to their
natural environment; the strict social integration among members of the same groups;
the value and the effectiveness of the phytopathologic traditional pharmacopoeia and
the comprehensiveness of basic existential concepts, like the concept of "water",
which is not limited, as it is for us here and now, to that of a physical commodity, but
comprises the relationships between water and health, water and diseases, water and
sanitation, water and religion, water and the social structure of the community, water
and life.
Consequently Non-Formal Education can surely play a crucial role in overcoming the dichotomy, peculiar to all process of change, between imported science
and technology on one hand and cultural patrimony of traditional beliefs and customs
on the other hand.
In fact, while science encourages culture to adopt models that are innovative and
enterprising, and this without undermining the cultural principle of identity, it can be,
to its turn, enhanced by elements of traditional wisdom brought forward by culture.
If so, the people, made by education able to master the writing and reading skills,
could not only autonomously open the book of science but also add to it additional
chapters, containing cultural themes congenial to the needs of our current days.
Finally, it can be said, therefore, that Non-Formal Education may deserve to be
designated as a hinge between science and culture.
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The popularisation of
science and technology from
an educational designer's standpoint
Fred Goffree

On the sides AB and BC of the vertical triangle ABC are the physical points D
and E equal weight G. connected by a cord which has passed on a pulley at T.
What is the proportion between the forces by which D and E are pulled down
along the sides AB and BC? We imagine that D and E form part of a string, on
which physical points of weight G have been threaded at mutually equal distances, and ask what this string will be going to do. When it begins to move it
will after having moved, look exactly as it did at first, so that the movement will
continue. So perpetual motion is created, which must be regarded as absurd. So
the string will remain in rest; this rest will not be disturbed when the pending
part at A and C is removed. From this it follows that the part of the string at AB
keeps that at BC in balance. Now, as the number of points along both sides are
in proportion to the lengths of these sides, the forces at one of these points along
either side will be inversely proportional to the length of those sides. (Simon
Stevin's Clootrans proof, 1586)
With thanks to the National Institute for Curriculum Development SLO, who through their technical and
financial support enabled me to perform this study. SLO, Enschede, The Netherlands.
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'As a little boy I got to know nature in a world of fermenting peat and stiff reed
rustling in the eternal wind, of silent pools and ditches with incessantly ripping
water, and of drifting clouds passing quietly overhead in constantly changing
shapes, or at times producing flashing lightning and rolling thunder, pouring
down showers of rain in an alder-lashing tempestuous wind. Could one ever
estrange from such a world?
Cartesian science creates a distance between this nature and the observer,
between object and subject. I have come to think of the water of the pools and
ditches as a liquid—a loose packing of atoms sticking together electrically and
consisting of thin clouds of electrons around a nucleus—a firm packing of
nuclear-bound hadrones, which in their turn consist of compact clouds of gluons
around quarks. My world has been made of quarks. And this abstract science has
created a vast distance from my chilhood's experience.
Estranged?'
(Andriesse, C .C., De Diefstal van Prometheus ( Prometheus ' s theft, only in
the Dutch language, Amsterdam 1985).

1. Determination of standpoints
The author studied mathematics and later pedagogic In the intersection of these
two areas he performed didactical research and development work. The results had to
be made accessible to teachers training in mathematics. Now the question was how to
use the developed materials in the classroom and how to add the scientific knowledge acquired to the maths teacher’s professional skill. The answering of these questions
again led to an educational design: a Mathematics & Didactics curriculum for teacher
training.
Meanwhile his attention was drawn to educational designing. Mathematicians
have throughout the ages made more or less successful attempts to explain mathematics to others, laymen and colleagues alike. Each explanation, each attempt to
make a mathematical invention accessible to others, is an educational design in
itself!' If a certain part of science can catch on with more or less outsiders depends
on numerous factors. Just remember the problem with which Janos Bolyai was
faced in the 1830s when he was trying to draw the experts' attention to his invention, Non-Euclidian geometry. To be able to understand the new theory, it was
necessary to know not only the language of science and Latin and to have insight
into mathematics, but also to abandon the established world view.2 Something like
this happened in the beginning of this century when physicists began to study the
structure of matter. The quantum theory resulting from this study was incompatible
with the classical image of mechanics which was developed by Newton and others.
The determination of classical mechanics gave way to uncertainty, expressed in the
uncertainty principles of Heisenberg and Schrodinger's equation. The developments
in this area, from Rutherford's atom model to such applications as laser,
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compact disk and the tunnel electron microscope, were recently (April, May, June
1989) made accessible to a vast public via the 'From Quantum to Quark' course on
Dutch educational television (Teleac). The author or the present paper was one of the
participants in the course. He experienced personally what it meant to make acquaintance with natural science in a popularising way. The total course comprised 10 TV
and 10 radio lessons of half an hour each and a beautifully designed course book.
Educational material providing a reference basis for the realisation of an essential
'learning project', as was described by Allan Tough in the 1970s when a growing interest was shown in adults education. But the ideal the author had in mind with respect
to adults education, could not be properly realized.3 What actually was lacking in this
course from this point of view was the interaction with others, in which the knowledge acquired could have been shared, weighed and discussed with those others. With
the above considerations as a background, the author started the preparation of the
present paper. The situation regarding the popularization of Science and Technology
in the Netherlands was made the object of a brief study. Educational designing, adults
teaching, mathematics and physics, in this order of importance, determine the plan
which affords the author a certain amount of safety.4 He is well aware that Science
and Technology constitute an essential part of daily life in the Netherlands, and also
that making them accessible to a vast public will also be followed attentively by the
scientific world and could unduly get out of hand under pressure of commerce.
So he started out as an educational designer in the border area between two cultures. On the one side the (sub)culture of scientists speaking their own language,
where the work is bound to strict rules of conduct, where publicising has become of
vital importance. On the other side there is the culture of all those others who at least
tolerate the scientists, perhaps encourage or even stimulate but certainly pay them and
put their confidence in them or not. So they went in search of opportunities to materialise the interaction between these two cultures. Interaction based on information,
communication and education in non-formal settings and with informal methods. In
the following section the author from his background reflects on the theme 'popularisation of science and technology' and on the question 'what can non-formal and informal education do?'. A number of ideas came up, which enabled him to take a targeted
view of the situation presenting itself in Netherlands.

2. Reflections on the theme
2.1 On the popularisation of science and technology
In the Netherlands it is mainly the scientific journalists who determine the
image of popularization, The profession of scientific journalist is still in its infancy; in the early 1970s the impulse was given by the scientific world itself.5 In the
beginning it was limited in particular to popularising, elucidating and explaining
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the research, but it was not long until a critical standpoint was assumed. The so-called broad public debate on nuclear energy in 1978, initiated and subsidised by the
Government, fits well into this picture. It was not only a matter of understanding better what was going on, but one should be able to join the discussion on the whys of
the developments and the possible consequences thereof .6 A matter that is often ignored in the discussion, is the fact that 'the public' must have at least some basic knowledge of the matter in question and must have learned how to use the information supplied in practice. In this connection one could speak of cultural literacy.7 Against the
background of cultural literacy the following characterisation of 'popularizing' gets a
clear meaning: the image of scientific knowledge is simplified in such a way as to
make the outsider understand the consequences, although he cannot reconstruct it
himself. It is, of course, a question of how one wishes to interpret 'understand'. In
mathematic didactics it is customary to distinguish between the various kinds of
understanding. A distinction which could possibly also be useful in the popularisation
of scientific knowledge, viz.:
1. receptive understanding: one has been able to follow the argumentation, but cannot retell anything thereof;
2. reproductive understanding: one can reconstruct the argumentation, but the
knowledge acquired is insufficient for application in a new situation;
3. productive understanding: by applying the newly acquired knowledge one can
solve problems and even extend one's knowledge.
There is also another approach to 'understanding' in mathematic didactics which
may be useful when thinking about popularisation. It was the English mathematics
teacher-psychologist Richard Skemp who, following the Norwegian teacher trainer,
Stieg Mellin-Olsen, put forward another difference:
Instrumental understanding versus Relational understanding. In the first case one
understands only 'what must be done'. Each problem with an algorithm for finding the solution. Teachers can also give an instrumental explanation: tackle the
problem in this way and you will get the correct answer. The real study of mathematics asks for more, for insight into relations and answers to why-questions. In
this case we speak of relational understanding, one has insight into the matter one
grasps the mathematical structure and can proceed on the basis thereof.
If popularising of scientific knowledge is intended to weave that knowledge into the
existing culture, we must overstep the boundaries of receptive and instrumental
understanding. Reports from the scientific journalistic world support this considerations.8
With levels of understanding, everything has not been said, however. It is also
a matter of how science is understood in society. This means that not only scientific knowledge should be popularised and didactized, but also capita from the
philosophy of science. In Dutch society, where scientific knowledge is regarded as
the principal source of education, for example, there is the interesting question of
how to make large groups realize that the old scientific ideal, viz. finding 'the truth',
has meanwhile been abandoned. And also that a large number of the choices made
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within the scientific society, are not only based on internal and rational considerations, but inter alia also originate from ethical considerations or political pressure.
Science is the work of humans; this is the idea which, despite the enormous achievements in our century, stands out clearly. How these (sometimes ingeneous) people
did their scientific work, what personal elements influenced the work, how progress
was made and which role was played thereby by the interaction with colleagues,
constitute the elements of a story that cannot be retraced in any scientific report whatsoever. It is a story which none the less should be told, like all those other stories in
which culture is transmitted from one generation to another. Here we may expect
interesting contributions from scientific sociologists.9 Information from ethnomethodological research in the places of scientific society where interesting work is performed, whereby use is made of conversations, logbook notes and interviews, are as
many aids in the writing of these stories.
In addition to philosophy and sociology, the history of science can also be a rich
source for those having made popularisation their aim.'° Alan Bishop, a renowned
mathematics didactician in the U.K. breaks a lance for the history of mathematics in
his recent book 'Mathematical Enculturation'. Whoever wishes to see mathematics as
part of our culture and starts organising education in mathematics along those lines,
will not be able to get around those who invented mathematics and their stories. Now
the personal acquisition of mathematical knowledge and skill requires more than just
taking cognizance of stories about the origination of mathematics. Mathematics, as
Bishop puts it, is 'a way of knowing'. In current terms it is to be regarded as a technology, notably a symbolic technology. Mathematics is a toolbox as well as the skill
to use it in all kinds of situations. A person wishing to make that technology his (intellectual) property, will have to practice mathematics himself and make (re)inventions
himself. Although this demand exceeds the objectives of popularisation, the approach of mathematics as a subculture and the proposals he makes to get an enculturation
process going, can also contribute to the popularization. The more so as a global
movement has recently been started which has chosen 'ethomathematics', as they call
it, as a starting point for mathematics education. Which means formal mathematics
education founded on informal procedures and intuitive concepts. This observation
takes us to the following section, in which we shall try to develop some insight in
regard to nonformal and informal education, to what we could understand by this and
what opportunities such settings offer in regard to the popularisation of science and
technology .

2.2 What Nonformal and Informal Education can Do
A person elaborating scientific knowledge for educational purposes is called a
(specialist or general) didactician. The didactician 's activities can best be indicated as
'didactizing'. Those performing the same work on behalf of groups in society
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that do not acquire the information via formal education, are called information
officers, whose task it is to popularize. The difference between didactizing and
popularising is found in the different objectives. Also the possibilities and impossibilities of the settings (formal and non-formal) in which the results of didactizing and popularising are developed, are different.
If we take adults education as formal education", the difference will fade, in particular if we consider the basic level of cultural literacy.
The levels of understanding of the foregoing section perhaps provide some clarity here. They lead to the distinction of levels in regard to didactizing and popularizing. Levels which on clear formulation of the objective and the target groups,
become distinctly visible. In this case we would limit ourselves to the schematic
drawing shown below.

Levels of popularisation and didactization and the extend of the target groups

For the introduction of a new technology the lowest level (with the largest target
group) can be translated into 'making users-friendly'. A problem will arise if the utilisation of the technology has negative results, for the environment for example. To
large groups of users the critical discussion at one of the higher levels is notably inaccessible, with the possible consequence that those concerned refuse to consider other
ecologically sound approaches. In the Netherlands this kind of risk is recognised, but
little is done to improve this. New technologies can easily be introduced via informal
education.
Trade and industry have shown the possibilities in regard to numerous household
utensils and implements and even to the introduction of home and personal computers. 12 The apparatuses and the daily environment offer as many opportunities to
learn more efficiently than one can from the best educational course. In fact, non-formal education is at its best.
Is this also as easy in regard to information about: scientific knowledge? As long
as the lowest levels are concerned at which the learner need not participate himself
actively in the information (learning) process, there is no reason to assume why this
should not be so. That informal education can do more was described
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by the Dutch author Klaas Schippers form his own experience, in booklet published
on the occasion of the Boekenweek (Books Week) 1989, entitled: 'Het Witte
Schoolbord' (The White Blackboard). In this booklet he describes how, as a ten year
old after the great void of World War II, he got to know a new world via the white
cinema screen. While formal education in the classroom continued as if there has been
no liberation at all, he got, in the non-formal settings of the Amsterdam cinema
theatres, 'informally' acquainted with many aspects of 'his own' culture.13 Led by what
was offered by the films of that time, he learnt to see his environment from a different point of view. He saw much more, also more to learn from. The opportunity of
watching films turned Klass Schippers's own environment into a learning environment. It is curious to read which details of the pictures he still remembers. The informal education apparently left deep marks. So, what informal education can do is creating opportunities which can change the environment of daily life to a learning environment. In the Netherlands this insight is being translated into concrete measures.
The 'Bibliotheekproject' (Library Project) of the Amsterdam University, commissioned by the 'Nederlands Bibliotheek en Lectuur Centrum' (Dutch Library and Reading
Centre), is an example of this. It led to a 'Gids voor bibliotheek en mediagebruik'
(Guide for library and media usage), whereby the utilization of all resources offered
by the library is made more attractive and easier for a wider public. The following
section tells about the way in which an increasing number of organisations and institutions are giving shape to the ideas referred to.
A remaining question, however, is what induces the general public to avail themselves of the opportunities offered. Like in education, the problem of motivation plays
a role here. Klaas Schippers was intrinsically motivated to learn from 'the white
blackboard'; the spirits moving him were stirred up only from the outside. Was it perhaps the design of the learning environment or the stories with accompanying pictures, or possibly just the space allowed to him to put his own fancy and imagination
to work that made this informal education so successful? Further investigation would
seem useful here.14 In the foregoing, the idea of individual competition was already
tacitly assumed. How can the individual, participating in today's society be informed
about and be involved in the results of science and technology? That is how the definition of the problem could at any rate be regarded. It was also one of the questions
presenting itself in adult education. This question otherwise made the designers of
material for adult education stick closely to the rigid scholastic approach of education
despite their criticism on regular education. In response thereto Mr. De Zeeuw, professor of methodology of adults educational research at the Amsterdam University,
suggested a change of views. Against individual competence he poses the idea of collective competence, instead of the (traditional) introductory model he suggests the
participation model.
Let us now closely follow his thinking. By way of example we take the field of
arithmetic in the context of a camping shop at the cute a'Azur in the south of France.
Competent arithmeticians are a common phenomenon. They are capable of making
mental calculations in virtually every situation. They sometimes choose
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playful methods just for the fun of it, which lead even more quickly to good results.
They calculate in a relaxed manner and cannot be put off their stroke by lookerson.
They often also see something special in numbers which others do not notice. They
see, for example, that the number 37 has something particular: multiply by 3 it figures
out at 111. And when ask to multiply 24 by 37, they answer 888, without hesitation.
Competent arithmeticians feel up to any arithmetical problem; they calculate skilfully, efficiently, relaxed and with pleasure. They do a lot of 'mental' calculating and
know exactly when the moment has come to resort to pencil and paper. At times they
can also be seen using calculators.
The cash girls of the camping shop always use the adding machine, which even
indicates the change to be returned to the customer When she is running out of small
coins, she does the calculating herself. For example, the customer owes an amount of
Frs 31.35 and offers a Frs 50 note, upon which the girl asks: have you got Frs 1.35?
If he has, she keys in 'Received Frs 51.35 ', and reads out: 'Return Frs 20.00'. These
girls are highly competent to make calculations, although a great deal of the competent mental arithmetician's performance remains a secret to them.
Some school masters in the Netherlands are rather fussy about this; as they see it,
these girls are not competent to do arithmetical work at all. There are even adults who
had not properly learned arithmetic at school and who primarily refuse to use a calculator. They want to learn what they missed at school and regard the calculator more
or less as a prothesis to offset a handicap. Now back to the camping shop. Sometimes
one of the cash girls must assist at the bread counter in the back of the shop. The croissants are put in a bag and the shop assistant notes down on the bag the amount to be
paid. One croissant costs Frs 3.20 and the number of croissants bought is somewhere
between 1 and 16. This takes a lot of figuring, with the cash desk so far away! No
way! At the bread counter they have a table with the prices from 1 u/i 20 croissants,
which is continually consulted.
Mr. De Zeeuw would say that the girls in that shop are competent arithmeticians.
And he observes that the arithmetic competence has got a new face, a different character due to the presence of the apparatus. To many members of society, however, the
possibilities of the calculator still remain hidden. In this regard De Zeeuw speaks of
the background of a competence. He then declares that in certain cases it can be very
useful to change the character of a competence by changing the background, by finding possibilities in it. This applies not only to arithmetic, but also to motoring, planning a journey or preparing a meal, to mention only a few things. New knowledge and
new technology may change the nature of competences. To this end changes must be
made in the backgrounds of the traditionally defined competences and one has to
learn things that are different from those one was used to. Thereby problems can present themselves as schoolteachers showed in the case of the pocket calculator. The
fact that things in the non-formal atmosphere of the camping shop apparently went
well, is encouraging and demonstrates the importance of the influence of the context
on the motivation to learn.
De Zeeuw goes even further. He observes that in our society the opinion is held
that those 'entering' society must have achieved competence in regard to a
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certain supply of knowledge. Hence the school for juveniles and brush-up courses for
adults who in some way or other missed the boat at school. Those who hold this opinion, base their ideas on the so-called introduction model. Education, schooling or
training precede the introduction of any part of society whatsoever. One can also take
a different view by not beginning to think in terms of the minimal individual competence which everyone should have to be able to function properly in society, but by
finding out to what extent the collective competence of society can grow. Together
people have a vast amount of knowledge and know-how at their disposal and it is
advisable for individuals to profit from it and, if possible, to contribute to it. This can
be realized by participating in activities in society. Those who wish to buy a
motor-car, make inquiries at the Automobile Club, the dealers and the exchange, the
traveller can avail himself of the opportunities offered by the travel agency, and
cookery books, cookery columns in the papers and Cooking with Nelly on TV make
a real cook out of the culinary amateur. In order to make the vast amount of knowledge and know-how accessible to a wide public, opportunities must be provided for
many to take part in activities. De. Zeeuw in this connection therefore speaks of the
'participation model'. Changing the drawbacks of competences, giving elucidations to
it and enabling inspiring activities to be performed is what can be done informally.
In the following section an insight is given into the Dutch situation. We can then
also evaluate the chances of the participation model in the Netherlands.

3. Popularising in the Netherlands
3.1 random choices from history
The Netherlands have a rich history in the field of natural sciences and in
attempts to involve major groups in society in the development thereof. This history is described in detail (and in a popularizing way) inter alia in the book ' In
Stevin's footsteps' by Prof. K. Van Berkel (Amsterdam, 1985). Simon Stevin
(1548-1620) can indeed be regarded as a shining example. He lived in a period when
science and the (often technical) applications thereof were regarded as a whole. This
led, amongst others, to the circumstance that he on the one hand gratefully availed
himself of the brainwork of such classical scholars as Euclid and Ptolemeus, and on
the other hand aimed at major user groups through his work. This peerless didactician (see also the clootcrans proff on the cover of this paper) wrote in the national
language (and not in the language of the scientists) and paid every attention to the
presentation. Of his works we mention 'Beginselen der Weegkunst' (1586)
(Principles of the Art of Weighing) about statics, and 'De Thiende' (1585) (The
Tenth) in which the introduced decimal fractions and their application to 'stargazers,
land surveyors, carpet measurers, wine measurers, body measurers, mintmasters and
all merchants'. Science was an 'engineers' science' also in the centuries thereafter. In
1736 it was the physicist Petrus van Musschenbroek (Apparatus of
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Musschenbroek, the pyrometer), who made an attempt to make the Newtonian physics and Bacon's ideas about 'experimental physics' accessible to a wide public. He
wrote 'Beginselen van de Natuurkunde, beschreven ten dienste van de landgenoten '
(Principles of Physics, written on behalf of fellow-countrymen). The state of affairs
in physics in this 18th century was such that popular scientific readings were held
throughout the country. An essential condition was the possibility of demonstrating
physical tests. For instance Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit, who came from Danzig and
settled in Amsterdam in 1718, showed all kinds of variants of barometers and thermometers. An interesting incidental fact was that there was question of an interaction
between the 'scientists' and 'the public', because also amateurs from the public made
contributions to the development of science, as is now the case again with the computer science in our era. In the second half of the 18th century 'learned societies' (such
as the Wiskunding Genootschap (Mathematical Society)), which until this day have
developed certain activities for a small group of interested persons and also the Dutch
Society of Science were fondled. From that moment popularization was institutionalized. Prize contests are held, discourses are published, natural-scientific collections
are built up and lectures are given. What the Society wished to promote was practical
science. The formulation of the fist prize contest (1753) is a good example of this: 'To
what extent have the Dutch rivers got bogged down since the beginning of this century ? In what way can the sand and mud flats that have settled on the bottom be
removed and bogging down be prevented? '
Due to the interactive nature of the popularisation and the dominance of the
Societies over University science-practising, popularising could also have an adverse
effect on the development of science. What formerly was easily 'explainable' via
demonstrations, for example, were subjects from optics. But the abstract mathematics
of Newton, Bernoulli and Euler did not offer these possibilities. Therefore the core of
Newton physics, the mathematical description of natural phenomena, had to be passed over. This to a certain extent applied equally to the growing complexity of the
experiments. For example, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek's microscopy could not be
made accessible to a wide public because of the inimitability of the observations. As
a result, interest in science dwindled. The bottom fell out of it, so to say.
Gradually university science was getting more chances to develop, and from then
on a new (sub)culture came into being. Scientists began to withdraw into the 'ivory
tower' and hardly bothered to respond to 'outside' rumours. Every now and then the
general public hears something of which the essence and sometimes also the
ready-for-use results remain hidden. In the second half of the present century, as
already observed, the necessity of giving information and of interaction with society
stood out clearly. By and by the Government economies which in particular also
affected the universities, have given to information a commercial aspect: he who can
credibly 'sell' 'his' science can be assured of the necessary subsidy.
One interesting moment from the history of popularisation should not remain
unnoticed here. It was way back at the end of the 18th century, at the time when
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the aftermath of the French Revolution was beginning to make itself felt in the
Netherlands. Before 1795 each region had its own weights and measures, which were
strongly determined by the various contexts in which measuring was done. The names
of the weights and measures had a 'couleur locale' and were hardly interchangeable.
From the point of view of the national authorities this was intolerable and at the time
of the French Oppression measures were consequently taken to introduce the 'Metriek
Stelsel' (Metric System). In 1802 Johannes Henricus Van Swinden, professor at
Franeker and Amsterdam, was commissioned to write a ' Verhandeling over
Volmaakte Maten en Gewichten ' (Treatise on Perfect Weights and Measures).
Although Van Swinden had been chosen for his extensive expert knowledge and
didactic qualities, this did not work properly. In 1809 Louis Napoleon therefore dictated the introduction of the metric system. Even this did not work and in 1812 also
the old measures were again allowed in official documents. It was not until 1820
when the metric system was definitively introduced. Although even till this day the
old surface and contents measures are occasionally still being mentioned in rural
regions.
What does history teach us within the scope of popularisation and education?
First of all that, where technology and science go together, the provision of information is facilitated. This is strengthened further as soon as it becomes possible to give
demonstrations with apparatuses and equipment. It is, however, rendered more difficult if the application of abstract symbolices such as mathematics becomes necessary. If giving information alone is no longer sufficient and a wide public must be
convinced that they have to change to other customs, other educational tunes should
be changed to. If, moreover, a symbolic technology is concerned, such as the introductions of the metric system (and at an earlier time the introduction into Europe of
the Arabic figures to replace the Roman figures), it is very much the question if the
limited possibilities of informal and non-formal education are indeed sufficient.

3.2 the current situation in the Netherlands
Here, too although to a lesser extent than regard to history, we have to limit ourselves to some striking examples. Of particular interest are the example in which invisible elements of science and technology are brought to the fore for a wider public to
enable changes to be made in the backgrounds of competences. They contribute to a
better insight into the aforementioned participation model and the idea of collective
competence.
3.2.1 non-specialist publications
In the radio lessons 'Van Quantum tot Quark' (From Quantum to Quark) by the
Nederlandse Educatieve Televisie (Dutch Education Television) 'Teleac', a
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number of non-specialist books on quantum physics were discussed. 'The Dancing
Wu-Li Masters' by Gary Zukav and 'QED. The Strange Theory of Light and Matter'
by Richard Feynman (both books translated into Dutch) are outstanding example of
publications which can show up well within the scope of an informal course. To any
person interested they offer an opportunity to develop the work of the course into a
substantial 'learning project'. This applies equally to several other publications available in the Dutch language. As examples of books given for a birthday present to the
interested laymen in the Netherlands we would mention in this respect: Rudy Rucker:
The Fourth Dimension, 1984; Hoffstatter: Godel, Escher, Bach, 1979, and Nigel
Calder, Einstein and the Universe, 1979.
3.2.2 Educational television
In 'Teleac magazine', Spring 1989, were announced: De Twaalf Provincien (The
Twelve Provinces) (geography of our own country), Geschiedenis van Rusland (history of Russia), de Trojaanse Oorlog (The Trojan War), De Karen Dertig (The 1930s),
de Planeten (The Planets), Van Quantum tot Quark (From quantum to Quark), zelf
Mode Maken (making Your own Fashion), Grafische Technieken (Graphic
Techniques), Financieel Management (Financial Management), Effectief omgaan met
Conflicten (Effective Handling of Conflicts), Rechtswijzer (Law Guide) (practical
information about laws relating to persons and families), Ouderen Wijzer (Guide for
the Elderly) (practical information for persons of and over the age of 55), Meer
Culturen en Erflaters (Multiple Cultures and Testators); three language courses: Taal
van alledag (Everyday Language) (elimination of illiteracy), Latin (Roman language
and culture) and Andiamo (holiday course in Italian). For the nest season a Dutch version of the American program 'The Mechanical Universe' has been announced in
addition to other programs. Besides Teleac, also-the Radio Volks Universiteit (Radio
Adults University) presents popularising programs. On August 8 the Dutch TV viewers could see a one-hour program in which the latest novelties in the field of 'electronics in the household' were shown. In this program three families were followed in
their own households (with a.o. telephone, video recorder, video camera, magnetron,
computer, modem, electronic shopping, CD player); they visited a 'house of the future' and commented on it.
3.2.3 Informal course work
The above-mentioned RVU originates from the long-reputed Dutch Adults
Universities. They offer an extensive range of courses: To suit all tastes. At present
local, often Municipality- subsidized courses are held, from elementary English to
philosophy, from illiteracy elimination courses to art history. And, within the scope of
popularisation, also informatics for women.
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3.2.4 Technique museums
The big cities of Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam, Utrecht and Eindhoven
each have a more or less well-known technique museum. The Evoluon at Eindhoven
(the place where the cradle of the Philips concern stood), the Amsterdam technique
museum 't NINT, the Utrecht University Museum and Museum at the Hague are
doing their utmost to create a kind of interactive science and technology centres
according to a British model. So more workshops than comic strip, with the object of
making the public occupy themselves (inter)actively with science and technique.
They also make use of technique themselves, audio-visual media in particular, to
show the exhibited objects in many subtle distinctions. But the context of a museum,
with its casual and often unprepared visitor, is hardly suitable for intensive acquisition of complicated knowledge. Only if the possibilities of a museum as a workshop
can be utilized in a wider scope, can a certain amount of profundity be achieved. The
museum may be said to bring otherwise invisible objects to the fore, but changes in
the background of certain competences require more energy than is in general invested in a visit to the museum.
3.2.5 Federation lye Jonge Onderzoeker' (The Young Researcher)
In 1967 a Dutch broadcasting corporation according to the US Science Fairs
model organized a contest for young researchers. Two years later the Stichting 'De
Jonge Onderzoeker' (the Young Researcher) was established, to which Prince
Bernhard, husband of the then queen Juliana, was appointed honorary chairman. In
the years between 1970 and 1985 the Foundation issued a periodical of its own and
organised local 'juvenile laboratories' in particular. (The first in 1969 at the Evoluon
at Eindhoven.)- The Foundation has meanwhile been changed to a Federation of the
local foundations which are kept going through sponsoring and municipal contributions. Until this day the periodical 'De Jonge Onderzoeker' has been published as a
quire of the popular-scientific periodical 'Mens en Wetenschap' (Man and Science).
The activities of 'De Jonge Onderzoeker' may be regarded as popularisation of
science and technique for young people. the activities are performed in nonscholastic
settings and inspire an indeed small group of youngsters to make major intellectual
efforts on different levels. Things that remain hidden in the education programs of
the various schools (mainly creative occupation with concrete material in projects)
are limelighted in the juvenile laboratories. For a few years now attempts have been
made to rouse the interest of girls as well ('Techniek 10' for girls only and the
Foundation 'Jeugd en Techniek' for girls and boys alike). Annually, contests are organized as well as the 'Dutch Science Week' for juvenile European researchers, but also
contacts are established with other countries: young dutch researchers are sent to
workshops abroad and assistance is rendered in the equipping of juvenile laboratories (of which there are twelve in the Netherlands and where one or more
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of the following subjects are being studied: chemistry, electronics, geology modelmaking, biology, photography, computers, physics, rocket construction and video),
whereby the Government assists in developing a curriculum for the subject 'Techniek',
which will be introduced before long in secondary education.
3.2.6 The subject 'Techniek' in the secondary curriculum
Although with this subject we have entered the field of formal education, this
must not remain unmentioned here. Formerly, 'Technique' featured only in the curricula of vocational schools, and physics teachers of the other school types hardly got
round to technical applications. Now well-known utensils are becoming subjects of
technical studies, both practically and theoretically. If this subject fulfils what it promised, all Dutchmen will get a certain degree of technological literacy, which will at
least facilitate and hopefully encourage the digestion of popularized scientific information in extracurricular settings. What has so far been developed in the curricula for
technique is, however, making a very schoolish impression. This is inter alia the result
of the elaboration in non-interesting details of lists of objectives. It has appeared to be
still impossible to include in these lists the ' creative room' of De Jonge Onderzoekers.
3.2.7 Delta Expo
Different from the Technique Museums in the Netherlands are the visitors'
centres, which give an introduction to a nearby phenomenon. They are found in
nature parks and nature reserves, e.g. the wadden Sea in the far North of the
Netherlands. A special place is held by Delta Expo in the Netherlands, of which a
substantial part lies below sea level, and which has of old fought a heroic battle
against the water. Dikes were built, the dunes along the seashore were strengthened,
lakes were converted to fertile polder land, a large dam was constructed in the north
of the Netherlands and vast parts of the then closed-off sea were impoldered. After
the devastating flood of 1953 a new and ambitious plan was made to protect the
North Sea shore in the Southwest Netherlands for ever against the sea: the Delta
plan, which received international attention. One of the last major feats was the
construction of a flood barrier to protect the coasts against the violence of the waves
during the numerous autumnal storm tides on the one hand and to regulate the water
level flexibly up to a large distance on the other. In the vicinity of this product of
technical expertise and scientific thinking a permanent exhibition was established
where at three different levels historical, hydraulic, geographical and ecological
knowledge can be acquired. The implements, (scale)models, pictures, outlines, diagrams and sounds presented on the floors of the exhibition space, are shown in
practice when one looks out of the window or, even better, if one takes the time to
visit the flood barrier by round-trip boat. The designer, Jan van Tooren, based this
project on a very special philosophy. One of the ideas developed therein is
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that visitors should be enabled to form their own opinion on this technology and its
consequences in regard to society. This is to a certain extent in contradiction to what
the principal, the Public Works Department, had in mind.
Visitors centres worldwide can give particulars about intensive-information
methods. The idea that the visitor should be enabled to plot his own 'educational path'
through/on/in the phenomenon. It is not inconceivable that 'visitors centres' present a
good metaphor for popularizing science and technique at one of the higher levels.
3.2.8 Daily papers
In 1981 one of the principal dutch daily papers, 'De Volkskrant' (People's
Newspaper) was the first to insert a special quire 'Wetenschap en Samenleving'
(Science and Society). In 1986 it appeared to be worthwhile to compile a selection of
50 articles from quires of the previous year in 'Jaarboek 1986. Wetenschap en
Samenleving' (Yearbook 1986. Science and Society). In June 1989 this book was
obtainable in a supermarket at 6.5% of the original price. The 50 articles feature 11
main subjects: astronomy, space travel, landscape, hydraulics (a.o. 'De faalkans van
de storm-vloedkering' (The chance of failure of the flood barrier)), energy, environment, medical developments, physics (a.o. 'Kijken in het binnenste van een atoomkern' (Looking into the inside of an atomic nucleus)), biotechnology, computers and
miscellaneous subjects. What is keeping scientific journalism busy at the moment? To
get an idea of this, we consulted another well-reputed daily paper, NRC-Handelsblad.
This paper also has a weekly quire: 'Wetenschap en Onderwijs' (Science and
Education) It as a rule consists of a small number of leading articles, an extensive
book review, the typification of a certain instalment of a popular scientific periodical,
a larger number of short informative reports (from a. o. textile dyeing, chips for navigation systems and the problems concerning potable water) and occasionally an
in-depth discussion of an interesting dissertation. Also the irregularly appearing
column 'Reken Maar' is highly interesting because people are made to think about and
to make calculations based on quantitative data which are usually accepted as a matter of course.
The following enumeration of titles of some leading articles in the quires of June
13 to June 25 (1989) inclusive could perhaps give an impression (mind that a holiday
period is concerned here):
Mathematical models with the computer
Jaw-bone inflammation and antibiotics
Aids and other veneral diseases
The academic debate
DNA fingerprints under fire
The history of transvestism
Flying kites with satellites
The problematic place of natural sciences in society
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Video camera and its significance for anthropology
Abortion pill works, but may not
Pausiana's travel guide for Greece re-instated
Exotic plants and animals in the Netherlands
Life after the construction of the flood barrier
Herman E. Daly and his Plimsoll line for economy
Information of Central Statistical Office too expensive
Prions are perhaps not very rare
First gen therapy with man meets substantial opposition
Characteristic of the leading articles of both daily papers is that:
— they have been placed in a social-economic context
— numerical data are preferred as eye-catchers
— attention is paid to possibilities of application
— future developments are anticipated
— explanations in outline of problem definitions and principles are given
— also information about the history of the development is given
— sometimes brief theoretical remarks are inserted (leV=..)
— functional or non-functional illustrations are inserted to enliven to article
— the motive is often found in a forthcoming congress or a controversial article,
sometimes it is the scientists themselves who seek publicity.
On account of the prescribed small extent of some articles in daily papers and the
lack of foreknowledge of the general public, the articles usually have to be limited to
'information in outline'. Yet the authors must also reckon with expert readers, not only
by avoiding mistakes, but also as regards the contents of the information. In certain
articles both levels can be recognized; they are real examples of expert didactization.
3.2.9 The Stichting Publieksvoorlichting over Wetenschap en Technologie
(Foundation for Public Information about Science and Technology)
This foundation was formed in 1986 on the initiative of the Dutch Government.
In the Netherlands of the early part of the 1980s it was planned to give science and
technique a broad social basis for innovative reasons. For the first 5 years of its existence the Stichting will provisionally be subsidized by the ministries of Onderwijs &
Wetenschappen an Economische Zaken (Education & Sciences and Economic
Affairs) to an annual amount of Hfl 5 million; it has an independent status. Honorary
chairman is Prins Claus, queen Beatrix 's husband. The other Board members are
experts from the world of science, the media and trade and industry. There are 12 office workers.
The purpose of the foundation is to promote the provision of information to a
wide public about developments in the fields of science and technique and to promote independent formation of opinion through all kinds of activities. An
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interesting thought is the idea that in certain cases this will succeed better 'by explaining why and how science and technique have produced a certain thing than by
explaining exactly how it works'.
The Stichting has also chosen the following lines of approach: scientific, social,
cultural, human (the developments are mainly determined by persons) and global
(with the consequences for the Third World). The planned activities for 1989 include:
stimulation of radio and TVprograms (the program 'Van Quantum tot Quark' was subsidized with Hfl 170,000), releases of agendas of activities to the press, issuance of a
Newsletter, insertion of articles in door-to-door papers, assistance in arranging exhibitions, setting up a data bank, co-operation with other institutions in this field, giving
information to scientific journalists, organization of workshops and study tours for
journalist, assistance in organising press conference, organization of public days, programming of the National Science Week and maintenance of the 'Science Line': any
one having a question in the fields of science and technique can phone 06-821.21.44
at Hfl 0.20/minute. Information is also supplied in writing.
In arranging the activities the arrangers go about in a target group-oriented manner. They expressly do not aim at motivating non -interested persons and those with a
low educational level, or at providing a cultural literacy basis. This is the task of regular education, they argue.As the Stichting is still in its, infancy it is impossible to give
a characteristic of its work as yet. In 1991 an evaluation will be made in connection
with the possible continuation of the Stichting. PWT co-operates with inter alia
NOTA, a government organisation engaged in investigations concerning the possible
social consequences of the introduction of new technologies.
3.2.10 Science Policy
Since 1978 the Government has issued the periodical 'Wetenschapsbeleid'
(Science Policy) in six editions per year. As stated in the colophon, it aims at 'promotion of the knowledge of and formation of opinion on science policy in the
Netherlands. In this quality the publication contributes to the propagation of information about this subject and is intended to contribute to the discussion on the science policy to be conducted. ' So information is given about the Government' s doings,
and also articles with opinions of others are included. The main purpose is to keep the
discussion in the Netherlands going on basis of correct and factual information .

4. Conclusion
The foregoing is not the result of a thorough study, because the time available therefor was too short. Yet the cursory study in the Dutch territory has revealed some
matters that may offer a contribution to the practice and theory of popularizing.
First of all there is a low interest in basic insights, skills and attitudes 'the
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public' need to be able to profit from science information. In and outside the normal
education patterns the propagation of a cultural literacy can be engaged in. The Dutch
development in regard to De Jonge Onderzoekers and the new subject Technique indicate a possible direction. The idea of 'room' for personal fantasy and creativity is
important. But also on the level of information it should be possible to do more in the
Netherlands. In the centre of this will certainly be the motivational problem: how to
persuade people of that target group to participate.
Secondly, a more detailed elaboration of the participation model would be useful.
The objective is to change the appearance of competences by making changes in their
background. Here the stories fit in of those who are already following the right track,
richly illustrated stories with which one can identify oneself.
Next, those who are willing should be enabled to materialise thorough 'learning
projects' in their own surroundings. Opportunities to acquire knowledge must not
remain hidden, lucid information on this point is essential. Local 'public welfare' and
public institutions should attune their offers to each other so that the information
flows could strengthen each other.
In non-specialist articles the stories of scientists as 'ordinary people' with all their
hopes and doubts, should also be inserted. But also what is actually being performed
in the field of science, what is so special about it and the possible consequences
should not remain unmentioned. Popularizing in this case means telling stories,
giving explanations and opinions.
Finally the visitors centre, as can be seen in many places worldwide, is an inspiring metaphor for educational designers for the higher levels of popularizing. Here A
RISC TRIP is made possible in natural surroundings converted to a 'learning environment'.
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Great Impression is made by the subject that enable non-experts to help thinking expertly
on the subject. David Hilbert (1862-1943), for example, designed a magnificent science
fiction story to explain the concept of 'infinite' and in 1884 the Victorian schoolmaster
Edwin Abbott wrote a 'Romance of Many Dimensions' (Flatland) to give an even larger
number of readers than Hilbert had in mind, an insight into 'the fourth dimension'.
More generally known in this connection is the tragic history of Galilei who, with his
concrete observations and intelligent interpretations did not succeed in convincing the
seventeenth century's theologists that only Copernicus's vision on the solar system was
correct.'
This idea was described earlier in the introduction of the recently published book 'Creating
Adult Learning;'. The substance of it is that adults should be enabled to arrange their own
learning as 'A risc trip' through a learning environment. 'A RISC TRIP' as a symbolic
abbreviation (acronym) stands for Activity (the central issue of learning), (taking) Risks,
(being) Intentional, (making) Selections and Constructing (new possibilities). To this
effect the educational designer creates Tasks, the possibility of Reflections and
Interactions and stimulates the making of Productions of one's own.
He realises also, however, that he notes down these rules with the aid of the 'Words' word
processing program of the screen of the Apple Macintosh Plus, that the discussion on the
construction of an increasing number of motorways because of the excessive growth of the
car fleet is also his concern, that the information of the Scientific Annex in his newspaper
on the just established dioxine poisoning of milk concerns his own environment, that the
consequences of the Tsjernobil calamity are still noticeable also in the Netherlands, that
Tsjernobil cannot be included in the results of the totally fallen-through 'broad public debate' which was started in 1978, on nuclear energy, that information about Aids is also
addressed to his children and that the sale of CD players, video recorders, walkmans, personal computers, alarm systems and more of these technologic al wonders are far beyond
expectations in the Netherlands. But also that in consequence of the Government economies all Dutch scientists have to sell their products as well as possible to society and that
commerce has meanwhile shown Show you can sell 'whatever} or 'whomever'.
A milestone is the inaugural lecture held by Prof. Dr. B.Smalhout, anaesthetist, entitled:
'Death on the table', in which in fact for the first time in the history of medical science a
vast public was informed about errors made in the operating room. The principal daily
papers in such cases give increasing space to scientific information until in the 1980s
insertion of weekly quires was proceeded to: 'Wetenschap en Samenleving' (Science and
Society) (De Volkskrant) and 'Wetenschap en Onderwijs' (Science and Education)
(NRC-Handelsblad).
One if the bestknown scientific journalists in the Netherlands is S.Rozendaal (Elsevier).
He quotes a statement of the antibiotics researcher Rene Dubos, in which the task of scientific journalism stands out clearly: 'The kind of scientific knowledge that the general citizen needs is not the technical knowledge of the general citizen needs is not the technical
knowledge of the processional scientist, but a general conception which helps him to recognize and evaluate the social consequences of science and technology and which enables
him to anticipate it to a certain extent. For if this conception is not anticipate it to a certain
extent. For if this conception is not forthcoming, people will increasingly have to reconcile themselves to the tyranny of the expert, who thus becomes a person taking decisions
without being answerable to society. Participation of the public in the decision-making
process concerning scientific problems is probably essential for the coherence of the
democratic societies and for the survival of their institutions.'.
In the Netherlands this is meanwhile also being done in the discussions on the final terries
for basis formation. Basis formation (only recently invented, not yet fully fleshed out and
by far not yet realized is education in which all Dutch citizens should participate and
which is completed at about the age of 15. In the curriculum of this basis formation the
subject 'Technique' has, otherwise for the first time, been included.
For making the new technological products accessible, matters may be a bit different. I
understand
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my word processor instrumentally, but I do not know what to do within narrow scopes. If
something unexpected happens again when, for example, a piece of text suddenly seems
to have disappeared, I am on the verge of despair because I have not the slightest relational insight. Still I have a feeling that I am reasonably happy with this technology; with the
aid of the guide book I can even make footnotes!
It is they who since the 1970s have also drawn scientific knowledge itself into their considerations because (a.o. since Kuhn's The Structure of Scientific Revolutions) the insight
has taken root that the development of scientific knowledge is in particular also of social
concern.
It is not the (naturally determined factual) knowledge which determines the interaction
among the scientists, but the interaction which to a substantial degree determines what
scientific knowledge actually looks like.
At the moment it is being planned in the Netherlands to insert short stories from history
(I am thereby thinking of such illustrious persons as Ampere, Archimedes, Boerhaave,
Bohr, Boyle, Buys Ballot, Casimir and Copernicus, to mention only the As, Bs and Cs) in
door-to-door papers. The numerous readers of these papers, which are distributed in particular for product-advertising reason, will undoubted in particular for product-advertising
reasons, will undoubtedly recognize the names of streets and squares that have been
named after these celebrities. Curiously enough, these names do not occur in the history
books at school and no more were the persons mentioned when the results of their scientific efforts were introduced as subject material in the classrooms.
Rather recently all activities, such as illiteracy elimination, parents' retraining, women
orienting themselves in society, arithmetic for beginners, etc., in the Netherlands were institutionalised and legally regulated.
Following the initially long-term study courses of programming languages or difficult
word processors, one-afternoon instruction at the dealer's home is now sufficient. And
after the user has succeeded in mastering the principles, he gradually extends his knowledge further.
Thus, for example, not until two years after the liberation of 1945, he for the first time sees,
via the famous Carol Reed movie The Third Man (starring Orson Welles), what and how
World War II actually was.
Extensive experience with contemporary young persons and their dealing with the new
technology has yielded sufficient practical wisdom to relieve research form the pre-scientific part. In the perspective of the problem formulation of this conference, investigations
should be given the nature of development research. Then the question is: What does the
practice of informal learning teach us in regard to the arrangement of non-formal learning
environment? The answer should be given in form of instructions and clues for educational designers. Key conceptions are: learning environment and action support.
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Patterns of
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effective for the polarization of
science and technology
Ana Krajnc
During the last decade school system and adult education undergo very dynamic
changes. The school reform was introduced on the secondary school level, in adult
education and in higher education. As the feedback of this reform on upper levels, the
primary school program was changed afterwards as well . It' s difficult and almost
impossible to describe great changes which were brought in after 1976 by Act of education. It was a megalomanic swift, the blow which changed the school curricula, (all
programmes were made anew), many schools closed and many new opened. Names
of the schools were completely changed and new terminology for educational area
introduced. Man can easily ask, where all this energy and input comes from and what
made people move so eagerly to confront the problems of education. The great need
for new knowledge has pressed the politicians and public functioners, economists and
developers. They realized the same what in other societies did, too; the school does
not serve efficiently any more for the normal economic and social development.
Worried were parrents, too, and fear of what would their children know the future was
dominant. The teachers shared the general opinion that schools should be renewed
and modernized, but they were too much in the matter itself and therefore had difficulties to see more concretely what changes should be made in the school system. The
political party was the power which carried on the school reform under the premises
that technical and scientific knowledge of the population would be improved. Into
school curricula were introduced new subjects (polytechnical education, working
practice, computer science) and the previous subjects were revised. Officially was
prescribed the ratio between technical students and others (70 against 30 in favour of
the students of technical schools) and all students were carefully streamed in so called new, reformed "directed (so called) education".
From outside it seemed as the carefully planned and well elaborated trial to match
the formal school education with today world needs. From the reform on the education was and is still the hot issue of public discussions and many conflicts arise from
there. Still the right solution has not been found yet, one could say, while the effects
of education are unsatisfactory.
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From the school reform to new experiences
The school reform initiated many new studies, analyses and observations of status quo and the development after the introduction of the reform during the last decade. There some important conclusions and discoveries derive from. The boom of the
knowledge, world wide intensive "production of new knowledge", quick development of science and technology pressed our reformists to be engaged primarily with
the quantitive dimensions of the educational reform.
The groups who were shaping the reform discussed primarily how to squeeze the
great amount of knowledge which was recently produced in technology and science.
The number of school hours, number of subjects and number of students became the
central questions within the reformists discussions. But the needs for school hours
were overwhelming and they were still not sufficient, when confronted with "quick
jump" of technology and science. The school curricula dangerously expanded and in
some schools the students had to stay in classrooms from early morning (7 a.m.) to
late in the afternoon.
Some new space for new subjects in school curricula was made so that the previous subjects were reduced to minimum or some of them left out completely (classical languages, history, social sciences, art). This attempt swept away some subjects
of general education, which gives the knowledge with the highest capacity of transfer
from one field of application to another.At the same time general education develops
personal characteristics of the students, for most their interests, horizon, understanding of the environment, outlook, and independence in personal decision making and
planning depend on it. The reformists were not aware that cutting down the subjects
of general education (they called them as "unpractical", "not directly applicable",
"historicistic burden") were looking primarily for practical benefits of schooling
which can be seen directly and immediately in the practice. Such an accent on economic quick achievements and political goals made them "blind" for the losses and
mistakes made. Instead of mathematics, physics, history of literature etc. were included the more applicable subjects like: electrotechnic, machinery, computer sciences.
By such changes the general knowledge which could fertilize the applicable more
practical subjects was dangerously reduced, and the learned new knowledge remained
static, paralized. The first generations of students who attended the reformed "directed education" were very unpractical in spite of their "practical and applicable subjects" in curricula. At most they were able to use their knowledge in the situation they
were taught for, but the transfer and the flexibility of the knowledge was very low.
From these facts one could conclude that more important is to obtain the general
wide education than the narrow (new) knowledge. Without it the students were not
able to obtain new knowledge themselves or to create new knowledge. Their education made them static and predetermined. One could say that our reformists were "cutting the branch on which they were seating".
After one decade of practical experiences it is also observed that the reform
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relied too much only on "intentional education", on school curricula, and did not take
into account the other nonformal and informal channels for obtaining knowledge.
When it paid attention to other patterns of education (out of school education) the
quantity, number of school hours etc. would be reduced easily and spontaneous learning in environment where the students live would make the school more pleasant and
not so overloaded with subjects.
The reformists build reform only on one pattern of school education (which is
most traditional and subordinated to clear planning), but loses its social and psychological roots, when treated so isolated.
As in many previous case in our school reform more attention was paid to planning, dissemination and input of formal education, and less attention was paid to the
receivers, consumption of knowledge or output. Some analysis show that the results
of such reform are relatively poor and not the right way to go today, when people have
to consume so much new knowledge, the young ones and adults.
From our reform it can be learned that school cannot function properly without
well developed adult education system. It is decisive for the school curricula, what
will happen after the school. The patterns of adults' learning are complementary to
children's previous formal and informal or nonformal learning.

Drop-outs from the schools and informal learning
The drop-outs from the schools after the reform quickly grow in number. Surprisingly was that among them were very capable students with high IQs and talented, but they had difficulties to adapt to the hard rythm of the overloaded school program. On average the drop-out grew up to 25-30% of generation which entered the
secondary schools. These young people had to enter work in one or another way very
early and they had to learn if not in schools then in other patterns of nonformal and
informal education.
The drop -outs were quickly and directly exposed to the new technology which
was being introduced in enterprises when economically it could not be avoided any
more. The equipment of factories is usually more modern from the school labs, and
the information flow is fresh and current mixed with all kinds of domestic and foreign resources. Among the drop-outs the education shifts from formal to informal, from
intentional (school) to functional education. No time is lost in between for educational planning and programming. The selection of knowledge goes in parallel, and in
the dependance with work and other social activities (entertainment, sports, health
care, sociopolitical activities, cultural engagement, family life). So selected knowledge matches directly with the needs, because it is based upon the diagnoses and not the
prognoses (upon which the school curricula relies upon).
The drop-outs followed in their job promotion show quick upward social
Nobility. They are especially successful in working or developing themselves small
businesses, services and in tertiary section of economy. They are well informed and
struggle for new knowledge (handbooks, short courses, professional reviews,
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asking specialists, travelling abroad and visiting foreign companies, trades and associations etc.) in most imaginative way usually very individual ways and methods.
Drop-outs operate as "freelanders", they have to find themselves their own way
to the information they need. A lot of initiative and imagination is involved in their
activities they report about in some analyses made in our country during the recent 4
years. Comparing to the graduates from regular schools, who were before in schooling successful and stayed in the school to the end, the drop-outs prove some special
characteristics and patterns of life still and social behaviour. They are much more imaginative in finding the proper solutions, through their behaviour they demonstrate
much higher level of social independence. They operate with higher level of self-initiative. All these to the great surprise and mistrust of the teachers, who still remember
their failures in the school. Teachers who met them earlier in the school treat them and
approach them with a lot of mistrust and disagreement. The teachers do not believe in
any other way and method of learning besides formal school education.
Our Act of Education enables the evaluation of knowledge obtained via nonformal and informal way, and after the evaluations made, the law allows even formal
degrees and diplomas, which the candidates could obtain afterwards. In practice it
never developed and the schools did not even name the proper commissions for evaluation of nonformally obtained knowledge. The teachers mistrust in some patterns of
learning had negative consequences in our practice.
The formal education and the patterns of informal and nonformal education
remain separated instead of the systematical integration, which could bring success in
learning new technology and scientific development. Teachers in schools rely extremely upon formal education, while the others, who learn via nonformal education are
left upon spontaneous resources of knowledge and the lack of systematisation reduces
their efficiency in learning.
In the described situation it is evident that "the differentiation of labour" in education did not take place yet. When this is obtained both formal and informal/ nonformal education will obtain their own specific function, which should be complementary to each other.
Nonformal education of school children depends upon their possibilities for
actual activities and when they are included in the real life to a greater extent, and they
are not just observers of others (their parents, their teachers). Children's own actions
make them learn spontaneously and matched with real needs.

Adult Education and Learning of new Technology and Science
Several researches proved that adults depend on nonformal and informal education in the process, when they have to obtain new knowledge. "Genotype" programming of school curricula, the whole methodology how to shape them leads to the static education, which obviously cannot follow quick changes in technology
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and science. The complementary function to the school education developed in adult
education activities or "phenotype" education, which is matched with individual
situations, and it is flexible, changeable and dynamic enough to-guarantee the follow
up with new technology and science.
In the researches made we structured adult education planning and programming
into some categories according to the institutional (workers universities, factory educational centres, evening and correspondence schools for adults) and individual level
of engagement:
Pattern 1: Fully institutionally prepared program of continuing education, realization
and evaluation remain within the adult education institution. Group work.
Pattern 2: Semi institutional. Basic planning and programming done at the institution
together with some in advance prepared educational means. Occasional
group work. Over 70% individual learning. When and how decides the
learner himself.
Pattern 3: Individual learning with one basic (or sometimes two) educational mean
(handbook which a person studies through). The educational means is
popular, widely distributed, and used by learner as such. Learner does not
search additional means. Main effort of learner is put into consuming the
knowledge. The attempts to use new knowledge in practice appear in
parallel with learning and immediately afterwards.
Pattern 4: Learner makes combination of many educational means, uses various
resources Reading talking to experts, observing the activity and equipment, experimental use of equipment for training purposes, writing, drawing, traveling, consultations and instructions). Learner is crossroad for
several educational impulses. Conditions necessary are high motivation
for education and ability for independent learning.
For the transfer of new technology and science among adults population is the
initial animation, rise of aspirations for new equipment of methods and technology of
work the unavoidable phase. It is neccessary for all patterns of learning. It comes "in
waves" in our social environment and it is at certain time common for most people.
To illustrate this: it is possible to see in previous period that there was the time when
people were interested in TV sets, it was followed with spread interest for dishwashers, later Hi-Fi, and later video technic, and recently DC music in parallel with
computers. The least interests were animated in private life needs. In parallel the technology of work has changed and computerized production is coming into the country
over night.
The motivation for learning about computerised production is more existential,
but still it divides the population of employees into two parts:
— the workers who struggle to obtain the neccessary knowledge, they consider that
their previous knowledge and abilities enable them to obtain the necessary skills
and information, and they are very acceptable for knowledge,
— the other half of the workers (calculations are about 50%) feel paralized by
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new technology. Most of them in this group are functionally illiterate. They were
in schools, but their professional/occupational training is industrial very narrow
education, which in new area does not lead anywhere. They feel dependent from
the social help and play roles of dependents. One after another such groups are
loosing the jobs and vis-a-vis new technology they remain unemployable.
In relation with the new technology and science people find themselves in the
completely different situations. The industrial type of education had deformed many
of them, because their education is too narrow and insufficient for efficient further
learning. They stay where they are in spite of the public animation for new knowledge, because they need first the longer process of individual development before they
can accept new knowledge necessary for great technological changes and science.
Among the patterns of new knowledge transfer the third and fourth are most efficient. Of course they are suitable for the people, who can learn independently. The
first two patterns show slower results and they cover up to 8-10% of adults learning
in our society. All other learning of adults depends upon their own search for knowledge. To find the way to the proper resource of knowledge takes approximately as
much energy and time, as does the learning itself. At the same time it is neccessary to
have in mind, that not all attempts to get the needed knowledge are successful, many
lead to dead end.
Observing these problems from an international perspecitve, the situation
becomes even more complex. People have to continue their development (and their
learning) from where they are. Not all nations are for the same distance away from
the modern technology and science—their production of knowledge. The patterns of
obtaining knowledge effectively develop only, when they are developed closely with
the national culture and social development.

Summary
When the education which would bring new technology and science is discussed we
touch the problem not only of knowledge (have more knowledge or have enough
knowledge), but the development of new quality of man. Instead of objects man
should be capable of producing ideas, innovations. He has to offer new solutions. The
transition from previous stage (knowledge for serving machines in industry) to the
new one (abilities for producing ideas and mastering the new technology and science
giving the new face to the production and social relations) asks for deeper changes.
According to the psychologists and neurologists, who are pointing out today, that men
has practically no limitations for learning, when their brains are properly used. The
obstacles and limitations come from the social and cultural development. Not rarely
the political systems put limitations to human development and the potential natural
abilities of people remain unused for ever.
The educational processes which bring about the transition from industrial
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stage of development to new technology, and spread out the great amount of new
knowledge, can be efficient among the population only when political freedom is
given for social processes, communications, and culture to burst and grow. Under the
conditions of repression it is useless to expect, that the creativity, "production of new
ideas", innovations which accompany new technology and science, will appear.
The popularisation of new science and technology is closely related with the
renaissance of spiritual values, quality of man and quality of life. the "quality of production" is the dissolution of today's world. But the expectation of new way of work
and life brings to individuals and the whole relation’s great fears and insecurity feelings and unrest. They may for some time in the particular social environment prevent
and restrict the normal development to the new quality of man. In such socio-political conditions the transfer of knowledge, contemporary technology and science is
deminished and delayed, the development of man suppressed to minimum.
The transfer of knowledge goes hand in hand with the new development of man
and both with the processes of democratisation which is not a luxury but necessity of
economic and socio-cultural development. Complex interdependance of these processes can be discovered, when it is observed also among those societies who go in
their repercussions and changes in the reverse direction, from what the development
asks for.
There is also an additional factory which is to be taken into account: the discussed educational processes, new knowledge, more knowledge, and the new quality of
work and life, transfer of new technology and science, cannot be any more limited to
the intellectual elite, only to some individuals in each society, but it asks for mass education and mass changes. The mass approach can not be avoided in education or adult
education, because of the nature of new technology, which must reach certain quality of an individual, but it is interrelated and interdependent in functuning in practice.
The computerised production and all what accompanies it can make only masses of
people properly developed.
As much as it depends on the quality of individual and his education and development, it depends also on education and development of total population.
Knowledge can not be preserved only to privilleged, because when it happens, also
the educated are parallized from using their knowledge. As much as the nations are
dependent on each other today, so are the individuals in the society, their work and
life.
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THE VOLKSHOCHSCHULE: A Public Institution for the Provision of
Adult and Continuing Education
Life-long learning must not be a purely private undertaking. The further education of adults is a fundamental community task. In the Federal Republic of Germany
exist 860 public institutions for adult education which are supported by the local and
regional bodies. They are called VOLKSHOCHSCHULEN (VHS). In 1988 the VHS
ran 400 th. courses with 12.8 mill. lessons and 5.6 mill . participants (Figure 1). Each
of-the VHS is relatively autonomous in planning and running its programmes.
Besides the high percentage of courses which are open for everybody the work with
special target groups forms an integral part of the programmes. The contents of the
courses spread over various areas with different proportions are (Figure 2):
— socio-cultural education
— vocationally oriented further education
— learning of languages
— leisure activities
— health education
— school-leaving certificates.
Sciericezand technological courses have gained 7 percent by 1988. Most of them
are vocationally oriented or prepare participants for vocational training.
In order to match the differing expectations of adults there is a great variety in
learning objectives and methods. Adults have the opportunity to
— acquire measurable knowledge and skills
— get information and orientation
— exchange experiences and opinions
— acquire perspectives
— receive stimulations towards social activity
— progress towards self-knowledge.
These objectives are not necessarily connected with particular areas of content.
Every course can be a mix depending on the needs of the participants.
The degree of standardisation ranges from late acquisition of school-leaving certificates to courses where the participants themselves decide what and how to
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learn. There are different types of involvement for participants as
— courses of instruction
— study groups
— conversational circles
— autonomous working groups
— series of lectures.
Two thirds of the courses take place in the evening. An increasing number of
courses are
— daytime courses
— weekend seminars
— long-term full-time courses
— one week seminars within the framework of paid educational leave — short and
extended study trips
— exhibitions
— opportunities for individual studies.
According to the federal structure the VHS have formed regional associations in
order to coordinate their programmes and to voice their interests and demands.
Depending on the particular legislation of the Federal Lander the VHS are supported
financially by the Lander governments. These regional VHS-associations constituted
the German Adult Education Association (DVV) in l953. Its main task is the representation of common interests of the 11 Lander federations of the VHS and the promotion of their pedagogical and organizational efforts. Besides an office in Bonn providing contact with the Federal administration and other associations dealing with
adult education, three departments (Figure 3) are dealing with the improvement of the
quality of adult education work at German VHS and with the promotion of international cooperation.
Department for International Cooperation
The Department for International Cooperation of the DVV supports, with the
financial help of the Federal Ministry of Economic Cooperation, adult education in
Africa, Asia and Latin America (c. booklet).
Adolf- Grimme - Institute
The institute carries out innovative tasks in the area of multi-media falls. The
Institute is arranging and awarding the "Adolf-Grimme-Prize" for the DVV. This television prize is regarded as the most regarded television contest in the Federal
Republic .
Pedagogical Institute (PAS)
Founded in 1957 the PAS receives institutional support from both the Federal
and Lander governments by now. The institute works as a scientific service
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organisation linking scientific research and practice of continuing education.
Innovative work is financially supported by means of project-linked grants from the
Federal Minister of Education and Science. It was in this context when in 1970 the
PAS started its activities in the area of science and technology. As a part of the
VHS-Certificate System (Figure 4) Curricula for adults in mathematics and electronics
were developed and evaluated. Manifold activities followed. As a result of these the
need of pedagogical planning in this area was recognised. So persons mostly with a
university degree in science were employed to adjust the programmes fit to the needs
of those to whom the courses were addressed. From 1976 on the Pedagogical Institute
of the DVV has organized yearly conferences to discuss innovative concepts and to
exchange experiences. On the basis of these contacts and the different project-like
activities in course development in cooperation with the VHS and interested teachers
I will try to give a survey of the situation of science and technology in non-formal
adult education in the Federal Republic of Germany. It is not my aim to present proudly on occasion of this conference the work of the German VHS, the German Adult
Education Association and the Pedagogical Institute. I will try to concentrate on the
problems, the difficulties and the open questions that I noticed over the years. The few
solutions might be restricted to the situation of the Federal Republic of Germany, and
it may be doubtful to what extent they can he transfered. In spite of the fact that the
popularization of science and technology is pursued to a large extent in the context of
vocational training organized by various companies my outline will be restricted on
VHS as public institutions with an open access.

Science and Technology as a Part of the Programme
The classic natural subjects mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology have
had a long tradition in the general educational system for many decades. A subject
called "Polytechnique" is taught only in the so-called "Hauptschule'' or "Realschule",
secondary school level I till age 15 or 16, not in the secondary schools level II till age
19. Informatics as an independent subject exists only in the last two years of level II.
In comparison with the programmes of VHS the main difference between formal
education and adult education is easily recognizable, especially so when considering
the development over the years.
The programmes of the VHS are developed according to the needs of adults. The
traditional structure of subjects is therefore broken up. For adults there must be a
recognizable relationship between the content of the learning programme and their
perspective of life. It is the relation to their vocational qualifications which mostly
makes adults participate in courses. They want to acquire new knowledge and new
skills in order to
— get better paid jobs or jobs with better working conditions
— refresh their qualification profile because some of their knowledge is getting
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Obsolete
— get a job after some time of unemployment
— get a first job after initial vocational education without success in the first step
— get a firm who accepts them for vocational initial education or because newtechnology is implemented in their surrounding and they do not want to loose their
jobs.
So it is the applicability of the knowledge which is of great importance. The last
four reasons are of an increasing importance since the beginning of the eighties when
the phase of structural unemployment started in the Federal Republic of Germany.
Not every course in science and technology is strictly oriented towards the needs
of vocational qualifications. There are always adults who are strongly interested in
some special topic (short wave radio, astronomy). In most cases these topics are
connected with a hobby they are occupied with in their spare time.
In addition to what has been said the participation is also connected with the wish
to fulfil a certain social role more successfully:
— Parents learned the so-called "new math" in the seventies to be able to helptheir
children
— Some people want to take care for relatives handicapped by special illnesses
— A lot of citizens nowadays worry about their ecological environment and wantdetailed information.
The needs of adults for further education derive from special situations and
constellations and the structure of classic subjects is very often not able to match
these.
Identifying courses for adults in the programmes of VHS by the categories of the
well known classic subjects is on the other hand helpful in order to find the fitting
courses in some cases (Figure 5).
So physics and chemistry are of minor importance (less than 400 courses p.a.). In
some regions with a local chemical industry courses are organized which lead to an
examination called VHS-Certificate. Even a VHS-Certificate in physics was developed with the deceptive hope that the fundamental role of physics in modern technology would be realized.
The development of biology as the third classical natural science has been very
different. The amount of courses in 1986 (Chernobyl!) was already ten times higher
than physics or chemistry. The reasons for the continuing increase are the following:
— The obvious ecological problems in local, national or worldwide contexts ledto a
more urgent need for ecological knowledge.
— The increased consciousness of a threatened health (sudden death of babies)
made people more interested in biological topics.
A more detailed statistics shows that courses with ecological topics make up
about 50 percent of the classic category biology (Figure 6).
On the other hand a continuing decrease of courses in mathematics can be
observed. It seems that the development stabilizes at a much lower level of 2000
courses a year since 1985. No more courses are held for parents learning "new
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math". As a rule nobody learns mathematics because of its applicability in his vocational environment. Many people need mathematics during a learning process leading
to other goals. If they want to take the opportunity of a long-term further education
mathematics may become a formally important subject again. In many cases those
whose abilities leaving school are under an average level have poor mathematical
skills. So there obviously will be a continuous small number of adults who have to
compensate a lack of mathematical skills for various reasons.
Courses in the basics of electronics (Figure 7) are part of the VHS programmes
since the early seventies. They were supported by VHS-Certificates ElectroTechnique
and Electronics since 1972 respective 1974 developed by the Pedagogical Institute.
To run these courses the VHS needed more than just plain training rooms. The quality of the electronic equipment for measurement exercices has been an important factor for the applicability and practical relevance of the acquired skills. Since the beginning of the eighties courses in digital electronics for the more advanced increased as
a preparation for courses in controlling by means of micro processors. Some VHS are
able to run courses dealing with computer aided manufacturing (CAM), computer
aided construction (CAD) or CNC. Due to the high prices of the necessary equipment
these courses usually take place in regions with a high percentage of unemployed
where the VHS cooperate with the supporting local working offices.
Informatics (Figure 7) is the discipline with the most striking development not
only in the area of science and technology. In 1988 nearly 14,000 courses took place.
Since the mid seventies many different types of introductory courses were offered. A
VHS-Certificate Informatics was developed in 1976 aiming at problem solving by
description of algorithms. As a formalism to do this Pascal was chosen. The main reason was its—to that time only theoretically—good support for structured programming. The boom started in 1982 when more and more firms began to install so-called
Personal Computers. The number of courses increased with accelerate speed in two
directions:
— Programming courses in two or three parts for BASIC, Pascal, FORTSAN or
COBOL
— more lately courses in standard applications (text systems, spread sheet programmes, data organisation programmes, graphic programmes, integrated programmes)
In the mid seventies there were only a few VHS which were provided with a sufficient number of computers to integrate computer practice. The famous Commodore
C 64 was the standard. Since some years a lot of VHS own special rooms with one
Personal Computer (in most cases IBM-compatible) for every two participants. In the
first years the main difficulty was to get the adequate software. In the meantime the
software houses offer special prices for training institutions.
Today it is considered that the reach of courses which are oriented on special software systems is too short. It should be the task for further education organized by
various companies to provide learners with the necessary skills. Public adult education should concentrate on qualifications which are less likely to get obsolete
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and support adults with the ability to handle coming systems. There are many suggestions how to teach these key qualifications. But besides hope there is no hard evidence that this way will be successful.
An important topic in informatics is the question of their social implications.
There have been obvious changes in everyday life, caused by the application of computers. Working conditions in some jobs got worse. Office staff was in some cases
reduced. Legal problems have to be solved (right to informational self-determination). The VHS as a public institution has to consider these problems when developing didactic concepts of courses. In each special course adequate ways to do so have
to be found depending on the background and the different experiences of the participants.

The role of adult education in science and technology
Adult education aims at making adults able to act autonomously in vocational or
social contexts. There are many uncalculable factors producing unforseeable effects.
So if they are motivated to do so or if their surrounding gives them the opportunity to
do so is not an easy consequence of their learning process. Adult education is not an
easy control system. In many cases the reasons for supporting adult education in the
area of science and technology is to make people accept new technology or even to
break the resistance against it for economic reasons. This seems to be in contrast with
one of the fundamental principles of adult education, i.e. to respect the interests of
adult learners. The primary task for adult education should therefore be to enable
these learners to handle the technological tools in respect to a human development of
the society and their environment. If this is accepted there are many ways to combine this aim with providing adults with adequate qualifications, required by industry.
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Competition and complementarily between formal and nonformal education

Competition and complementarity
between
formal and nonformal education
Jean-Emile Charlier

Introduction: The parallel developments of the school and the nonformal
education (systems)
The West-European countries are lacking systematic researches on the importance of the nonformal education. When simplifying an infinitely more complex situation, two parallel trends of development may be stressed.
On the one hand, the diploma has become more and more important. Legal regulations restrict the practice of a growing number of manual or intellectual professions
to holders of diplomas delivered by institutions. That is to say, the learning of a job
on the field has happened to be discredited to the advantage of a training rewarded for
the passing in theoretical and practical tests. This is true for a large number of crafts
which represented the natural prospects for the part of the population relatively unable
to succeed in a classical school curriculum. The laws protecting the access to these
professions have been taken essentially under the pressure of professional corporate
bodies, seeing to protecting the market of their members.'
On the other hand, the nonformal education, under various forms, has been developing very quickly for less than fifteen years. Two reasons at least may explain its
success. First of all, the speeding evolution of the production and work methods in the
secondary and tertiary industries has required the setting up of systems of permanent
education similar to the nonformal education ones. Secondly, the restructuring of the
north european economies has excluded the least qualified workers from the employment market. The trainings offered to them are also closer to the patterns of the nonformal education than to the ones of the school system.
School education and nonformal education are not independent from each
other. The school institutions also organize short trainings, not awarding a diploma,
on the fringe of their main activities. One of their aims is to win one part of the
financial resources given by the individuals, the enterprises or the authorities to the
permanent or further education. Moreover, the social movements are attempting to
have the value of spontaneous skills acquiring processes by individuals in their
places of work acknowledged. So some colleges of social and economic sciences
allow workers with a few years of professional activity to unroll directly as senior
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students, recognising that way the equivalence between the work experience and the
curriculum of two academic years at university. Lastly, the recent law on the raising
of the school-leaving age to 18 in Belgium has explicitly stated that 15 to 18 year old
young people can only follow a half-time education if the other halftime is to be dedicated to training periods in firms. In this respect, the formal education recognises the
worth of the nonformal education and makes use of it to fill its deficiencies and to
motivate young people not very interested in a theoretical training. The model of
alternation, of German origin, has been strongly backed and encouraged by the
CEDEEFOP2. In Belgium, it has enabled various corporate bodies of craftsmen,
employers federation, social movements to set up training sessions in which the main
part of the training occurs on the field and in which the young people are given first
a few theoretical courses in direct connection with their own work experience.
For these last decades, we have thus witnessed a pendulum motion. In a first
phase, the school forms strengthened their monopoly in awarding a diploma and tried
to obtain the monopoly in education by denying the validity of non school trainings/or
trainings not provided by school. In a second phase, school appeared more and more
clearly not to be the most efficient place to provide particular forms of knowledge and
to train certain audiences. The nonformal education developed then firstly by concerning itself with what the school did not take charge of or badly took charge of and
secondly by broadening its scope of concern.
Nowadays, if the two systems appear to be complementary, they also appear to
be competitors, in particular as far as the further adult education is concerned. Power
struggles arise in as much as the school is the only institutionalised body to be entitled to award legal diplomas and would like to plan and organize the whole of the training systems according to its criteria. The three examples of the nonformal education
come within the framework of this institutional context.

The professional training in the tertiary industry
After having changed drastically the industrial production methods the new
technologies deeply modify the whole tertiary industry in full development. The
most spectacular adaptation efforts are observed nowadays in the banking sector
where very elaborated further education curricula have taken place and aim at
maximising the efficiency of the nonformal education. Every institution has acquired equipment of self-learning (computer aided teaching CAT, library, videotapes
library, ...) where all the employees can train themselves. The technological environment of the banks is moreover very modern and the popularization with these
everyday technological instruments occurs naturally. Many sessions for internal
purpose are furthermore organized for the employees who wish them. They do not
adopt the form of school education but articulate with the conference or discussion
patterns. Any individual having acquired experience in his work may be invited by
the direction to talk about it, either to his peers or to subordinates
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wishing to progress in the hierarchy. The all of the accumulated knowledge in the
organization is thus systematically redistributed, everyone being required to be trained or to train according to the themes dealt with. Trainings are also organized outside or are led by external experts but they belong less to the logic of nonformal education.
The case of the training courses organized by the banks is particularly interesting
because these organizations have endeavoured to systematise the methods of the nonformal education. Presently, some of the most competent terms in the field of adult
further education work in the banks and they have acquired a remarkable experience.
The efficiency of the system stems at least from three factors:
— The education budgets in the banks are very high. The means at the disposals of
the persons in charge of the training are clearly more important than the ones
available in the schools.
— Everyone is stimulated to follow a training on his own. Possessing the command
of new techniques results in pay -raise and ascent in the hierarchy. All the culture
of the organisation drives the individuals to follow a training even if they had in
the past negative experiences in their school curriculum.
— All the employees have a basic training of which the level tends to rise. They thus
show a positive attitude towards the acquirement of a new knowledge.

The professional training of the indemnified unemployed
Since 1974 and the dramatical increase in unemployment, the Belgian State
Secretary for Employment and Work has taken various steps to improve the professional qualifications of the unemployed. Many of these measures concern the popularisation with the new technologies and belong to the field of the nonformal education. Nevertheless, one must notice that the Belgian State Secretary, faced with the
number of the unemployed, has progressively focused his efforts on the most trained
individuals as well as on the most likely among them to gain immediately from a
complementary training. The goal of getting the least qualified popularized with the
new technologies has been almost totally given Up3. Among the most efficient measures, we may quote:
— the training periods in firms.
A lot of measures allow unemployed to work in firms to get a training in the most
modern technical equipment. Strictly speaking, there are no training courses as
such but much more a real familiarisation process with the instrument. The training periods are all the more efficient so since the unemployed have a basic training.
— the fast technical training.
These training sessions which do not belong to the school training types are
basically practical and aim at giving quickly the workers the ability to use new
technical devices. Agreements are sometimes taken with firms which undertake to recruit unemployed workers trained by the State department. We must
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underline that most of the training sessions organized find their equivalent in the
school system. The only differences are the pedagogical method, here exclusively based on the concrete aspect, and the duration of training, which is considerably shortened.

The vocational training of young people without any qualification and
training
In spite of the extension of compulsory school-attendance to the age of 18, a portion of young people keeps appearing on the employment market without any diploma and professional qualification required by the employers. The majority of these
young people come from cultural environment favouring the concrete aspect; they do
not manage to carry out a school curriculum awarding a diploma. It does not mean
that they do not have any skills. They may possess the physical strength, the assiduity to the task, an immediate and concrete comprehension of the object. All these qualities, that would have been sufficient a few decades ago to turn them into appreciated workers, do not permit them any more to find a job. Their situation is all the more
difficult that their qualities are valorized by their own cultural environments but
depreciated by the professional milieux.
Among the initiatives taken in enabling them to get a qualification, we may mention "Les Entreprises d'Apprentissage Professional". These small-scale outfits (between 20 and 60 young people aged from 18 to 25) use only non-traditional methods.
The training includes a very limited theoretical part and a two-sided practical part. On
the one hand, a training in workshop, inside the Entreprise d'Apprentissage
Professional, on the other hand, traineeships in firms. Les Entreprises d'Apprentissage
Professional are subsidised by the European Social Fund, provided that they comply
with a certain number of provisions; among them we find the obligation to provide
their trainees a training in the new techologies. They can not afford to acquire expensive equipment. Therefore they do their best to send their young people for a training
in enterprises equipped with modern devices. Unfortunately, these firms are very
reluctant to accept that hardly trained young people work on top equipment. In other
words, young people whose culture is the most remote from the Sciences and the new
Technologies, find themselves prevented from concretely approaching them. As a
result, they are even more removed from them. A functional illiteracy develops among
those who have not succeeded in a basic school curriculum. This illiteracy breaks up
on its own for the persons who manage to find a job in spite of their lack of qualification4.

Conclusion
The analysis of the experiences in the nonformal education proves very systematically that they are much more beneficial to those who have a good basic
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school curriculum. This could indicate that the school remains the place par excellence "to learn-to-learn" and to take advantage of the later opportunities of training.
It must be added that the supply of the nonformal education is clearly more important
for trained employed individuals than for unqualified unemployed workers. The nonformal education makes up a market; the costs of access to it are generally too high
to bear for isolated individuals. Only the authorities or enterprises can afford to offer
training in the field of Sciences and Technologies to selected people.
Moreover, the on-the-job-training and the in-service-training, when they are efficient, are meant for those who are employed, i.e. mainly for the holders of a diploma.
Even the methods of unpaid traineeships are only open to those who have basic abilities5.
The field of the formal and nonformal education is going through a rapid restructuring. The effort of school and universities to offer short trainings, which do not
lead to the award of a diploma and which give a quick training in some forms of
knowledge, has been mentioned earlier. Conversely, the will of private managers to
set up training schemes close to the school pattern must be quoted. For instance, a
steel industry organizes a one year full time advanced training course for engineers.
In the same way, a bank has set up a training for managers of medium-scale enterprises, it also lasts one year full time. These training courses cost a lot more than similar ones organized by schools of higher education and universities.
Each side has its assets in the competition which opposes the school system and
the profit-minded educationalists. The school has for itself the monopoly of awarding
a diploma. It means that each diploma is classified in an univocal catalogue and corresponds to a given level of salary and responsibilities. Moreover, the diploma is linked to the person for all his professional life. The school is clumsily run because its
curricula, the qualification of its teaching staff are controlled, but it gives on the other
hand a diploma of which the value wanes only very slowly. Conversely, the private
sector and the nonformal education offer immediately applicable and quickly controllable forms of knowledge. The aim is to endow the individuals with an operational
ability in a specific language and with particular equipments. The efficiency of this
method is high but the acquired abilities by the individuals are only recognized in the
enterprise where they have been gained and where they are put into practice. Without
any recognized diploma, the individual can only show practical proves of his abilities.
No legal measures can protect him6.
One of the key problems between school education and nonformal education lies
in the democratisation of the education. For several decades, the occidental countries
have been willing to put the access to school within the reach of everyone by instituting free education, by granting scholarships to students. Nevertheless, the State has
a hold only over the education structures it organizes and subsidizes. It can not provide a free access to training set afoot by profit-minded educationalists, training
which proves to be the most profitable on the employment market especially when it
coexists with a bright school curriculum.
In that case, we could wonder how to carry on the effort on the way to the
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democratisation of profitable forms of knowledge mainly conceived and imparted out
of the school structures. The only solution to this question could consist in giving
every citizen "courses-vouchers" entitling him to follow out of the school context the
training he wishes.
Finally, the last problem I would like to tackle at deals with the transfer of financial resources from the school system to the independent profit-mined educationalists.
The market of the nonformal education draws important amounts of money which
would perhaps enable the formal education to take in charge the trainings of "dropouts" and the permanent further adult education if these financial flows were reinjected in the school system. If the formal education misses the most profitable training undertakings, it is obvious that it will be weakened and more and more compelled to impart only static forms of knowledge which are the least profitable.
This may once again present us with problems of democracy. When the school
functions well, it not only teaches the operative methods but also offers a thorough
comprehension of the mechanisms involved. It makes the individuals self-sufficient
when faced with knowledge, it gives them the possibilities to become makers of
knowledge. The profit-minded educationalists only provide ways of using the techniques. They put this way the individuals in a situation of dependence. It is not
obvious that this evolution is positive when we analyze it from a democratic point of
view.
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Indigenous cultural tradition
and the popularisation
of science and technology
Bernard H.K. Luk

It is a fact of modern life that science and technology develop very rapidly, that
new knowledge is being discovered, and new inventions made, by researchers every
day, only to become outmoded in a few years' time. Modern science has provided
extremely vigourous and powerful explanations for natural phenomena, and has also
lent its theories to innumerable applications which enable humankind to control some
of the forces of nature to an unprecedented degree.
While such control has brought forth both benefits and dangers, especially such
frightening dangers as the industrial importance of scientific knowledge in twentieth-century life. Technological successes have vindicated science not least among
those who know very little about science and has given it a mysterious, quasi-magical aura. No wonder, then that one of the major trends in twentieth century education
has been the increasing emphasis on science education.
Science education at all levels, and in rich as well as poor countries, is needed and
desired both for spreading "scientific literacy" among the members of society to
improve their participation in modern life, and for training the scientific and technological personnel which a society needs for the economic and social functions of
today and tomorrow. In the less developed countries, especially where both the general "scientific literacy" and the available pool of native technological personnel tend
to be rather limited, the perceived need of science education is all the greater. This is
well attested by UNESCO statements during the past few decades, which stress the
importance of science education in helping these societies to take off from the mass
misery of poverty and disease, and make good speed on the way to economic development.
But the popularisation of science and technology should aim at not only the
spreading of basic knowledge among the general population of scientific and technological topics, but also at de-mystification and de-dogmatization of science and
technology. Since science and technology develop very quickly, a recognition of the
changeability of science and technology should be a basic part of the attitude that
popular as well as professional education in science attempt to cultivate. Change
implies history; and history is the continuous view of things. This paper attempts to
argue for the need for history of science and technology as a component in the
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training of science educators—not only for formal schooling, but also for informal
and non-formal education, to cultivate a sense of changeability and relativism which
these educators could then transmit to the learners, to enable them to rise above awe
and mystification and to make the best use of science and technology in their social
and economic life.

Scientific revolutions and science education
In promoting science education, the structure of scientific knowledge should be
carefully borne in mind, otherwise the investment of human and material resources
might not bear the desired fruits. This writer holds a dynamic view, shared by many
scientists and historians of science, that there is no permanent truth, and no permanent
approach to truth, in science. Scientists observe natural phenomena, and formulate
theories and paradigms to explain as many phenomena as possible. The greater the
scope and rigour of an explanation, and the simpler its formulation, the stronger
would be the theory. Theories derive from, and in turn constitute paradigms, which
are overall views of a facet of nature. Each paradigm is necessarily imperfect, but
enjoys the adherence of scientists because it provides satisfying explanations to those
puzzles of nature most intriguing to the scientific community of the time. The history of science consists of the jolts and shocks of the falls and rises of paradigms, rather
than just the gradual and progressive accumulation of facts and figures.
The displacement of one paradigm by another as the guiding principle of research in the scientific community is known as a "paradigm shift" or a "scientific revolution". Examples are the revolutions of Newton, Boyle, Mendel, Einstein, and so on.
Each paradigm recognises as valid and relevant a particular set of facts, theories, and
methodologies, some of which the next paradigm might repudiate.
The long periods between "scientific revolutions", when scientists accept the prevailing paradigm as the guiding framework for their research, and seek only to refine
or extend the theoretical applications of that paradigm, or to search for practical, technological applications of it in economic life, are considered to be periods of "normal
science". During such periods, knowledge does grow by the accumulation of small
bits and pieces, and when the outmoding of particular theoretical of practical applications of the paradigm by newer, more sophisticated applications serves to reinforce
rather than reduce the acceptance by the scientific community of the basic paradigm
itself.
This framework for the history of science, first put forward in the 1960's by
Thomas Kuhn of MIT, enjoys much support among historians and philosophers of
science, and is gaining ground too in the social sciences.
When in everyday conversation we talk about scientific advances and the outdating of older knowledge, we might be referring to the development of technological applications, or to theoretical refinements of extensions, or to paradigm
shifts—or we might be confusing the three levels. And it is this confusing that
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often contributes towards a mystification of science as something so elusive yet so
mighty, so inaccessible to the uninitiated yet so powerful in the hands of the scientific elite—by the individuals of nations. In fact, popularisation of science and technology that succeeds only in imparting a little knowledge and not much else would likely increase the learner's sense of awe about science, scientists, and scientifically
advanced countries, and the sense of powerlessness about oneself and one's own
society.
Given the paradigmatic structure of scientific knowledge and the relativism inherent in scientific advances, science education, whether in school or in informal or
non-formal settings, should aim not only at the transfer of specific facts and theories
recognised as scientific under the prevailing paradigm, but also at the cultivation of
scientific attitudes mind to accept challenges to the currently held scientific explanations of natural phenomena. But science education as it is practised in the world today
all to often entails, at best, little more than training in the concepts and principles of
existing "normal science"; and, and worst, simply passing on bits of scientific or technological information. This not infrequently results in dogmatic beliefs in such explanations or information as permanently proven and ultimately established, sanctified
truths.
This is a static view of contemporary science which underlies such science education, and it assumes the scientific status quo as the heroic endpoint of an arduous
but no longer relevant progress in the past. Such a close-ended view of science was
derived from the almost religious faith optimism of the ascendant West of the nineteenth century—faith in the "ultimate triumph" of Western civilization of Science and
Technology. This doctrinnaire attitude is not only unscientific, but also counter-productive. The analogy could be drawn with the Second Law of Thermodynamics, that
every closed system tends to run down and become less and less organised.

Scientific revolutions and indigenous cultural traditions
Furthermore, the Triumphs of Science and Technology school of thought also
tends to equate modernism with Western civilisation, and to identify the successes
of the prevailing scientific paradigms as proving the superiority of that civilization
over the backwardness of the rest of the world. While there is no denying that the
rise of the West in recent centuries has given shape to the modern world, and has
brought many benefits as well as problems to all parts of the world, thoughtful and
informed persons in the West itself are beginning to rise above the old prejudices.
However, much of the Third World still live under, and suffer from the derogation,
or self-derogation, derived from the old Western prejudices. While this kind of
Western ethnocentrism pervades through many aspects of life and thought! it is in
science education that it enjoys the most unspoken (and therefore) unchallenged
entrenchment. The prevailing scientific paradigms are known to have grown out of
Western civilisation; they are also assumed to be the heroic endpoint
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of scientific progress by science teachers and textbooks in Western and non-Western
societies alike. Thus in the Third World, to the dogmatism of "normal science" are
added the humiliation of the learner's community and cultural tradition, a tradition
that is considered, at least by implication, as backward, unscientific, and irrelevant to
the future world of science and technology. Dogmatism and humiliation are not positive factors for education.
The science teachers and textbooks, whether in formal schooling or in informal/nonformal education, often imply that the native tradition had no science worth
the name, and made no contribution whatever to modern science. This might be true
to a large extent, if "science" is equated with the prevailing paradigms, and "technology" with "cutting edge technology" derived from such paradigms. But if a more
ecumenical and dynamic view is taken of science and of scientific progress, it would
be found that each indigenous civilization had its own paradigms to explain observed
natural phenomena, which are more or less sophisticated and accurate descriptions
and explanations of Nature. These paradigms were derived from the particular perceptiveness and wisdom of each cultural tradition, and cannot fail to be interesting
and valuable in themselves, as anthropologists would know. They may yet have
important contributions to make to the formulation of more powerful paradigms
which scientists of a more ecumenical generation in the future might accept in place
of the contemporary ones. This is not an advocacy of indigenous obscurantism against
Western-derived science and technology, but rather a suggestion to look towards the
future by looking also at the past, instead of focussing exclusively on the present.
The work of Joseph Needham, an English scientist and historian of science, has
done much to elucidate the story of the development of science and technology in the
Chinese past. It is significant that this pioneering work was done by a foreign scholar, because in China, as in so much of the Third World, it was assumed that the indigenous cultural tradition was scientifically backward and contained no history of
science worthy of attention. For science education in the Third World to dismiss the
scientific past of native cultures as nothing but pretty myths or despicable superstitions would be not only unhistorical, but also a disservice to the future development
of worldwide science and to the cultural identity of the learner. What is needed is not
to glory blindly in a native past, but to give science education in all countries an injection of relativism and ecumenism, which should come with the recognition of the
paradigmatic structure of science and of scientific progress .

Paradigms and science pedagogy
In recent years, science educators in Britain, Australia, Hong Kong, and elsewhere, have been exploring the "naive" notions of children's explanation of natural
phenomena, in the belief that a teacher's understanding of these "naive" notions
could help improve the pedagogy to be used in teaching science to the children.
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In fact, when children, or adult learners, who are uninitiated in modern science,
grope about for explanations for natural phenomena, or to try to relate what they learn
in science lessons to their own previous convictions about the world, they are humbly and unsophisticatedly trying to formulate their own paradigms. These paradigms
are likely to be derived, in some way, from aspects of the learner' s native cultural tradition. The teacher, unlike the learner, is more firmly entrenched in the prevailing
paradigms. Unless previously sensitised to the value of such naive paradigm-making,
he or she would fail to see the learner's gropings around as a worthwhile scientific
activity from which all concerned would learn more about nature, science, themselves, and their cultural tradition, but would rather tend to perceive such efforts as an
undersireable falling away from the task at hand at inculcating contemporary science,
and hence discourage the learners from their own formulations.
The bulk of science education in any setting should of course be the prevailing
science accepted by the scientific community as such. But that should not be the
exclusive content of that education, lest it excludes even the avenues for its own future growth. What is needed is a strong dosage of the history of science, a la Thomas
Kuhn and Joseph Needham, to sensitise science teachers to the relativism and ecumenism which should be the part of the underlying assumptions of science education.
Thus informed, science teachers may be able to teach science in a more open-ended
style, and contribute more towards the scientific, technological, and cultural development of their societies.
(References to be supplied on request.)
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Popularization of
science and technology: The cultural
dimension
Cheng Kai Ming
The theme of this short paper is to identify the cultural elements which may
contribute to the popularisation of science and technology in the East Asian region.
The theme has been made elsewhere in international conferences (Cheng, 1988a,
1988b, 1988c) but in another context.

Does Culture Matter?
What may be identified as characteristic of the East Asian Confucian societies —
Japan, Mainland China, Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong and to a large extent Singapore—
is the low visibility of technological unemployment and computer phobia.which,
elsewhere, can easily become the major setbacks for the dissemination of modern
science and new technologies.
There could be all kinds of economic, social or political reasons, internal to these
societies, to explain the lack of such phenomena in these societies, However, it
remains to be explained why these societies, with extremely different economic statuses and systems and of rival political ideologies, should share such common characteristics when they come to the acquisition of science and technology.
One possible answer to this question is that these societies share the same culture—the "Confucian culture" as is known—which favours competition and adaptation.
It is not the job of this paper to probe the substance of "Confucian culture" in general, but it is sufficient for the purpose of this paper to identify that the societies mentioned were all once influenced by Confucius.

A Culture of Adaptation
A famous China sociologist, Fei Hsiao-tung (1974) made a distinction between
the Chinese society and the "Western" society by identifying the Chinese society as a
configuration of hierarchy contrasting the Western societies which are "configurations
of groups".
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In the former, every member of the community is very conscious of his or her
position in the hierarchy and tend to act according to the role expectations of the
society with respect to his or her position. This is identified by Fei, quite justifiably,
as the basic interpersonal relations in typical Chinese societies. Whereas in the West,
people exist as individuals and they link to each other in groups according to expedient necessities.
Fei's assertion may be used to explain a number of phenomena which are common to Chinese societies. It helps explain the way resources are allocated in Chinese
societies. It helps explain the strong family tie and the strong sense of seniority in
such societies. It may hence support the findings that Chinese work ethics disfavours
individualism (Hofstede, 1984) and the absence of the notion of self in traditional
Chinese thinking (Hsu,1985). It may even help explain political and ideological
struggles in modern Chinese history.
Among others, the configuration of hierarchy provides a sociological explanation
to a "culture of adaptation". In such a configuration, individuals are expected to act
according to what the system expects.
In Chinese societies, however, it is also well recognized that there is a built-in
mechanism for social mobility (e.g. Solomon, 1971). It is not a static hierarchy; it is
a strict but dynamic hierarchy. It respects efforts to change one's position in the hierarchy, and the major incentive system which facilitates such upward mobility is education.

Education for Trainability
Education is ever the major ladder, and almost the only ladder, for social mobility. But such a mobility can be achieved only if one works according to a uniform set
of social expectations.
Hence, there is early socialisation of pre-school children to adult values. There is
what is seen as "rote-learning" by the Westerners, but is viewed just normal in East
Asia. There is a largely uniform curriculum which seldom cater for individual needs.
There is the mere attention to job-market information at the expense of personal suitability in career orientations. And so on. (See details in Cheng, 1988b).
The education system is so much respected by the society that it has become
an instrument independent of the societal context in which it works. In other
words, relevance is not an important issue in education. In ancient China, where
the imperial civil examination prevails as the only education programme, scholars
spent decades to study "the Four Books and Five Classics" and are appraised not
on the merits of ideas, but on the styles of writing. Even in recent years, comparative studies have exhibited that in Japan, for example, contrary to all modern theories, students achieve well in science despite a rather traditional curriculum (Lynn,
1988). In other words, the relevance of education is reflected not in the content of
education—the curriculum and the applicability of the knowledge in actual life—
but in the training for conforming oneself to the system. It is under this
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motive of conformation that students compete and work hard. Psychologists may also
find that in such a society, the line between extrinsic and intrinsic motivations begin
to blur (Ibid.)
The concept here is that individuals should try hard to adapt themselves to the system. Whereas in the West, the system should try hard to cater for individual needs .
Such an intensive training for adaptability, incidentally, creates the general climate in the society which favours rapid acquisition of modern science and technology, which in turn creates favourable conditions for international competition .
In essence, it is the formal education system in the Confucian societies which
does the job of informal education—creating a culture of adaptation and "flexibility".

The Social Costs
Such a concept infiltrates through all walks of life and is reciprocally reinforced
by the social system: lack of social security, great disparity in rewards for education,
high pressure for upward mobility, and so forth, quite apart from the hard- grinding
examinations in schools and the monotonous styles of teaching and learning.
These are harkly tolerable in a Western society. Seen in this light, the ideologies
of equality and democracy, which are taken as axioms in the West, were, until recently, not felt as a neccessity in Chinese communities.
There is therefore a dilemma, perhaps not so much in Japan, but certainly in other
Confucian societies, between maintaining the original culture which favours international competition but neglects equality and democracy (which are Western, but has
become international) and an enhancement of individualism which will eventually
reform the social structure, but may meanwhile eliminate the privileges in international competition.
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The role of
Science Teacher Associations
in promoting the popularisation of
science through nonformal means
Jack B. Holbrook

Introduction
The position paper (Cheng Kai Ming, 1989) for this conference suggests that
science and technology have never played such an essential and influential role in our
lives.
Certainly changes are rapid and have placed new demands on society. The debate over the use of nuclear power, the concerns about the depletion of the ozone layer,
especially by CFC's and the ethical issues related to genetic engineering all point to a
need for today's society to be more literate in science and technology.

Science Literacy Standards
Yet the recent results from an International science study in Hong Kong at the
form 2 (grade 8) level (Holbrook, 1989) show that about 6% of students in Hong
Kong are barely scientific literate achieving little above chance level and the overall
average for all students at this level low by international standards. After only one further year of study many of these students will have completed their formal scientific
level of understanding of such students will remain low and any gains in the realm of
science and technology, as such students progress into adult life, will fall solely on
non-formal and informal means.
Evidence of the lack of awareness of science and technology can be easily observed using Hong Kong as an example. Two illustrations that can be cited are the lack
of care of the environment, particularly by dumping rubbish on the streets, in the
country parks and in the sea; and unsafe practices leading to industrial disasters such
as the serious fur factory fire which occurred fairly recently through a lack of education on appropriate procedures to be employed when handling benzine (petroleum
ether).
The popularity of science subjects at school is currently high at the senior
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secondary level in many Asian countries although this is far from being the case in
many Western countries. Yet this science is only for a minority and is very much
school orientated and lacks serious concern for technology. The curriculum is based
on building up fundamentals leading to conceptual development rather than relating
the science to the technology in the society. Without transference skills students can
complete a school course in science and still be illiterate towards the technological
problems in society. There are moves today to introduce more relevant and technologically orientated science curricula e.g. Chemcom by the chemical society, SATIS by
the British Association for Science Education and Salter's Science by the Science
Education Group of the University of York, UK, but their impact has yet to be-clearly observed even though early signs are encouraging.

Non-formal Science Education
All this points to an obvious need for more than formal science education. This
need is for both students and adults if the level of technological awareness is to be raised and citizens are to be better able to grasp issues confronting society. This education has the unenviable task of overcoming the poor image science and scientist have
acquired and to popularise science as a first step to increasing scientific awareness
and scientific literacy.
Maybe unwittingly the task of popularising science has been made more difficult
by the mass media, particularly television. Science television as such does not receive high audience preference ratings and thus such programmes are rare and often
confined to specialist channels (Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) in the US) or aired
late in the evening. Entertaining television, especially cartoon, tend to put forward a
stereotyped image of science as magical, dangerous and conducted by "mad" scientists who are old, white haired men in white labcoats. Science is thus portrayed as
being in a world of its own and too obscure for the average man in the street.
Science magazine or newspaper writers have a difficult job making the science
comprehensible to the majority of its readers and tend to gear stories to topical happenings, glorified by striking headlines. Such headlines are all too often disasters e.g.
Chernobyl, impending doom e.g. flooding resulting from the greenhouse effect, or
fantasies that would enhance the image of science if only they would come true e.g.
cold fusion. Little wonder that the population is not clambering to become more
scientifically literate and may well be perceiving science as obscure, dangerous and
irrelevant to their lives.

Non-formal Education at the School Level
Yet there are channels of non-formal education at the school level that can play a
positive role in the popularisation of science. Such examples are well known
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e.g. science clubs run after school, inter-school competitions such as exhibitions,
young inventor, story writing, fairs and Olympiads and regional and international
competitions of a similar nature. It is suggested that greater efforts in these areas provide a good platform for encouraging the study of science and in bringing science to
link with concerns in the society.
Hong Kong has a very good example of an exhibition which is open to the general public and provides an excellent platform for the popularisation of science and
technology. This is the Joint Schools Science Exhibition (JSSE). Every year Hong
Kong plays host to a science exhibition in which students exhibit their projects and
are judged on its merit and their ability to explain the project to members of the
public. The exhibition, usually organised in late July or August, is open to members
of the public free of charge and held in the exhibition centre for about 1 week. This
year marked the 22nd joint schools science exhibition and it has truly established
itself as a major function in Hong Kong in this area.
An unusual feature of this science exhibition is that it is completely organised by
students. This does not simply mean that students develop the projects by themselves,
but that the whole planning, fund raising, timing, judging are carried out by the joint
schools science exhibition preparation committee which is composed entirely of students from different schools with officials elected to their positions entirely by the
students.
All member schools hand in a description of their project to the Project Inspection
Group before the exhibition, the deadline being set by the Project Inspection Group.
A member from the Project Inspection Group checks that the project in each school
is progressing well and is completed in time for the exhibition. All individual projects
are under the responsibility of a student from a: member school. The school is responsible for all financing of the project. Joint projects between member schools are
permitted.
The exhibition was initiated from a concern that science in senior secondary
schools was too academic and too narrow and there was a wish to encourage students
to gain wider experiences. It was shown to the general public to give greater awareness to science and to link schools a little more closely with the community. The first
event was such a success that the JSSE became an annual event.
The exhibition is given a theme each year. For 1989 this was Dreams Come True.
Living in the modern world, everything around us such as buildings, vehicles, clothes
and even foodstuffs are products of technology. All increase the quality of life. Just as
man would never have flown had he not first dreamed of flying, so man's dreams for
the future can shape the technology for tomorrow. Dreams come true is thus an opportunity for students to consider how technology of the future is evolved from the scientific world of today.

The Role of Science Teacher Associations
This year for the first time, thanks to contacts with the Hong Kong Association
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for Science and Mathematics Education, the committee made contact with the China
Association for Science and Technology and had arranged for a winning exhibition to
be shown in the Hong Kong exhibition. Unfortunately visa difficulties made the realisation of this not possible.
Thanks to contacts with the International Council of Associations for Association
for Science Education which runs the Brunei science week in December each year.
The committee has secured funds for the Hong Kong winning entry to be exhibited in
Brunei in December 1989.
For the event in Hong Kong to become larger and to have the potential to involve all schools, there is a need to offer help to the committee and to assist in the promotion of the event from one year to the next. Further, to coordinate projects and perhaps arrange for regional miniexhibitions prior to the main event, there is a need for
help from a body with expertise in this field. In Hong Kong this role could be filled
by the Hong Kong Association for Science and Mathematics Education, a teacher
organisation that has already offered support to the Joint School science exhibition
preparation team and has organised many events of its own, sometimes with the general public in mind. Such a development may well be a future trend, further enhancing
the ability of the exhibition to popularise science and technology by making a greater
impact on the public, the media and linking with organisations overseas. The role of
science teacher associations is thus seen as being very important in promoting the pursuit of non-formal science and in the popularisation of science to the general public.
This can be more understood when it is realised that additional events link with
the exhibition. For example the organisers arrange a poster competition among students during the Easter holidays with the winning poster chosen to publicise the exhibition. This year over 100 entries were received and were judged by a team of 4 invited judges from the Government Education Department and persons from tertiary institutions and the Hong Kong Association for Science and Mathematics Education.
In July a seminar on astronomy was organised for about 30() students to publicise the Joint Schools Science Exhibition to be opened on the 29th July. The speaker
invited was Mr Leung Kam Cheung, President of the Hong Kong Amateur
Astronomical Society and arrangements were again made with the help of the Hong
Kong Association for Science and Mathematics Education.
Further publicity for the Exhibition is organised through the publication of a
series of articles in the local newspaper, each article written. by a group from the Joint
School Science Exhibition Preparative Committee Publicity team. By keeping the
themes topical and readable to members of the general public, the publicity team
wished to draw attention the exhibition and popularise science amongst adults.
Many events of this and a similar nature which have great potential to popularise science amongst the general public do however go unnoticed. Publicity and
coordination are a problem. This has been recognised in some countries and
out-of-school activities have been carefully coordinated and propagated by a
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separate body e.g. the Out-of-School Department of CAST (China Association for
Science and Technology).
Many countries do not possess such an umbrella organisation as CAST and even
then there are between country contacts to consider which can sometimes benefit
from the informality when not solely dependent on governmental controlled organisations e.g. UNESCO.
Many countries however do possess Science Teacher Associations. These are
non-profit making professional organisations with the aim of promoting education by
(HKASME prospectus) improving the quality of Science and Mathematics education;
affording a means of communication amongst people concerned with the teaching of
Science and Mathematics in particular and with education in general; providing a responsible medium through which opinions of those in Science and Mathematics education on educational matters may be expressed; and extending the professionalism
of Science and Mathematics teachers.
Such bodies are in a very good position to coordinate efforts between organisations be it students, the teachers or other bodies such as Chemical societies, Physics
societies etc and provide the necessary infrastructure to ensure participation in a
friendly and voluntary manner (the teachers being the level of communication) and
being a recognised body, having communication channels with Ministries of
Education, the press and the public at large, to encourage the popularisation of science and technology.
Science Teacher Associations are linked internationally by ICASE (International
Council of Associations for Science Education). The International Council of
Associations for Science Education was established in 1973 to extend and improve
education in science for all children and youth throughout the world by assisting
member associations. It is particularly concerned to provide a means of communication among individual science teachers' associations and to foster cooperative efforts
to improve science education. Its beginning stemmed from a realisation at a conference at the University of Maryland that UNESCO could not be expected to fulfil
such a role, but could be supportive of a body created specifically for communicating
amongst science teacher associations and other organisations interested in science
education. To date ICASE has communicated to its members by means of a newsletter, a yearbook, occasional teacher resource publications and by the organising of
symposia usually on a regional basis.
ICASE has the infrastructure to coordinate efforts by member associations
around the world and promote regional and even international cooperation that bring
science and technology to the attention of the public and in so doing further popularise science. This role is only limited by financial constraints such an organisation
inevitably suffers where it is not governmentally controlled. Its publications such as
a newsletter and yearbook ensure sharing of developments and suggestions on how to
organise non-formal events among teachers and through them further promoting such
events.
The potential role for science teacher associations in the popularisation of
science an technology is thus great. Unfortunately the enthusiasm of such persons
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is not sufficient to create extra working hours in a day and there is a limit to which
voluntary labour can cope with the enormity of the task. Yet their potential to arouse
the interest of teachers and through them of the students and to sustain efforts at a
local and informal level, makes-them indispensable in any real attempt at the popularisation of science amongst the general public. After all a good scientist or for that
matter a good administrator is not necessarily a good presenter of science and technology to students or the general public; the popularisation of science depends on its
image and what better than that from teachers and students? The role of Science
Teacher Associations is worthy of greater consideration and better support.
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Popularizing educational technology:
The INNOTECH model
Jose B. Socrates

A major obstacle to the popularisation of science and technology—especially
products of educational research—is the lack of even absence of a systematic dissemination program. The difficulty is compounded if the educational technology, or
innovation is to be applied in the nonformal and informal sectors. It is, a common
disappointment and discouragement of researchers, after going through a time consuming, expensive, and generally demanding research, to find that their study is just one
more statistic in research archives.
The fact is, any innovation, a new technology, if it is the result of a research process, is known only to the developer or researcher. For it be applied 011 a wider scale,
it must be known to those who will apply it. It goes without saying, therefore, that a
remedy, the solution, is a deliberate, resolute and sustained program to disseminate
the technology. Indeed, the so-called R and D (Research and Development) process,
is more properly called the RD and D process, or Research, Development and
Dissemination process, or Research, Development, Diffusion and Adoptation (RDD
and A).
The question, therefore, arises—how to properly disseminate an educational
technology that is a product of a research activity, and which is a process, a series of
processes, with attendant assumptions and principles; and which moreover, has definite and specific objectives.
This is a problem which INNOTECH, the Regional Center for Educational
Innovation and Technology of the Southeast asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMED), confronts every time it undertakes research. The problem is
endemic to INNOTECH, because the Center is not an implementing institution. Its
mandate requires INNOTECH to conduct research only for the purpose of finding
solutions to problems of education faced by the member countries. It leaves to the
Ministries of Education the prerogative to implement or not to implement the results
or products of its research activities.
In view of this peculiar problem situation INNOTECH deliberately plans out a
dissemination or popularization process for all the outputs of its research. It is this
experience, which I refer to as the INNOTECH model of dissemination, which I
would like now to describe and share with you. In the process T will be citing two
INNOTECH research outputs as examples of educational technology.
Let me assure you, however, that INNOTECH has not always been successful
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in disseminating its research outputs. As in fact this model for dissemination had not
been used for all its research products. Indeed, it must be admitted that it was refined
and made operational by Project DELSIFLIFE, the latest of INNOFTECH ' S R and
D researches completed only in 1989.
Toward the end of this paper I will be referring to the actual process of dissemination or popularisation—following the development of the technology —as a really
simple and straight-forward process. However, as model, the process is based on, and
is greatly dependent, on a number of pre-conditions or prerequisites, for it to be successful or effective, as follows:
l. RELEVANCE
An initial precondition is the relevance or timeliness of the research.
Relevance, of course, is relative. To assure itself of relevance of its research,
INNOTECH has, so far, undertaken mainly developmental research and has avoided pure or experimental research.
Thus Project IMPACT, which resulted in the development of the IMPACT
system, an educational intervention system for mass primary education, was
conducted in response to prevailing adverse conditions surrounding primary education in the SEAMED Region characterised by poor quality, high drop out rates,
lack of qualified teachers, and generally expensive operation. These conditions,
observed in the 1970's when Project IMPACT was conducted, persist to a great
extent in the 1980's and perhaps even beyond.
Project DELSIFLFE, out of which came the DELSIFLFE system — another
educational system but unlike IMPACT, applied in the nonformal sector—aimed
at improving the quality of life of the rural poor through self-reliance. Like project IMPACT, Project DELSILIFE was undertaken in the light of the failure of
development programs and projects to reach the greater majority who need them
most—the rural poor.
2. USER AS RESEARCHER
One other factor which adds a great measure of guarantee that a technology
will eventually be disseminated and used, is the involvement of the user in the
research. This is perhaps an aspect of other models, just like relevance. However,
in the case of INNOTECH research, the user is, in fact, the researcher.
For developmental projects, such as Project IMPACT and DELSILIFE (there
are other examples) whose eventual user is the Ministry of Education, the studies
are actually undertaken in field conditions, and it is the participating Ministry
which identifies the researchers or research teams. In which case INNOTECH'S
role is more of guidance and monitoring, or technical assistance. (As in fact the
trips of INNOTECH staff to the project sites are called Technical Assistance
Visits).
Aside from the research team, INNOTECH always sees to it—insist, in
fact—that a Ministry official, with decision-making prerogative, is identified as
a member of the research team, if only in an advisory position. This official or
his representative is always expected to participate in crucial meetings, especially a Consultative Meeting (CM).
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A Consultative Meeting is a mechanism used by INNOTECH to bring together
key participants to a research project for the purpose of sharing information, discussing and generally learning form each other significant development concerning a
project. A CM is a monitoring devise called at crucial points of a project and is an
occasion to recall common guidelines previously agreed upon and to make necessary
modifications.
Incidentally, a second monitoring mechanism is the Technical Assistance Visit.
3. FINANCE AGENCYAS RESEARCH COLLEAGUE
INNOTECH has had the good fortune of having its two major research projects financed by funding agencies, which are themselves research institutions, or
which collaborate with a research body.
The experience of INNOTECH in this regard are of two kinds, one formal,
the other, informal. In the case of Project IMPACT, which was given financial
support by the International Development and Research Center of Canada
(IDRC), the then Head of the Social Science Division took it upon himself to
monitor the project. In the end he even published a book on the project and the
IMPACT system.
In the case of Project DELSILIFE, funded by the Dutch Government, the
participation of the Center for the Study of Education in Developing Countries
(CESO) was formally built-in into the Memorandum of Agreement with INNOTECH.
INNOTECH, therefore, was given, not only financial support by institutions
that were convinced of the relevance of the research, but equally important the
time and energies of its own staff of competent and concerned experts. As a
model for other similar researches, it may not be easy to replicate the congenial
and professional relationship between financier and researcher. Yet, it is inevitable that we suggest that for research outputs to be effectively and efficiently disseminated, a collaborative working relationship between financier and researcher
be an a priori condition even if the financier modestly refers to its staff only as (is
the case of DELSILIFE) "Consulted Colleagues."
Needless to say, the researcher has the tendency (as INNOTECH did) to
exploit this relationship to assure itself of continued funding. The truth is that
both parties (and here I refer only to INNOTECH and CESO) from the start, had
objectives which both pursued with sincerity, trust and understanding.
4. A DISSEMINATION INSTRUMENT
It is decidedly a deterrant to effective dissemination of an educational technology if it is popularised in the absence of the proper adequate dissemination instrument.
Hence, the marketing of a technology is usually done with the use of brochures,
videos, film, slide-tapes, books, pamphlets and others. In many cases, however, these
are produced mainly to afford the researcher, especially an institution, a convenient
vehicle to describe a product to visitors and other interested parties and researchers.
Thus, in the case IMPACT, INNOTECH and with IDRC, a book was also
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edited by INNOTECH of which only 1,000 copies were printed are, in fact, for sale.
There is also a slide-tape presentation for our visitors: and a brochure. A monograph
and a module were also prepared, but used mainly by the trainees of INNOTECH
Training Programs. The final report on Project IMPACTcontains a replication manual
which remains only in the few copies of final report on the project.
In addition, the last year of Project IMPACT was declared a "demonstration
year." But then those who took advantage of it were mostly foreigners, academicians
who visited the sites for only one day each. At that time all the materials mentioned
above had not been produced.
What I am saying is that these instruments, which may be perfect as dissemination materials, (are) were not really used in a systematic dissemination program.
The same is true with DELSILIFE. There is a brochure, a module, a slidetape presentation, and a monograph. Unlike the cast of IMPACT, however, but because of the
lessons learned from the IMPACT experience, INNOTECH took the cue from the
business community—DELSILEFE was "packaged."
THE DELSILIFE Package: 1
The DELSILIFE package is a set of multi-media (print and non-print) materials
which describe in specific details the intervention process and provide directions and
guidelines to the different persons, groups, actors and performers who participate or
who have responsibilites to undertake. Each component of the package is addressed
to and is expected to be utilized by specific users and performers.
Each country which participated in Project DELSILFE produced its own package, in the local language. The use of simple language is especially crucial since parts
of the package are to be read and utilized by villagers who are assumed to be, at best,
semi-literate—who are in fact, the object of non formal education programs. INNOTECH, however, produced its own package, borrowing from the country packages, in
the English language for wider use in and outside the Region.
On closer examination, it appears that each country package is of two parts. One
part is a general information on DELSILIFE as a system, how it operates, its components, principles and features; what it attempts to achieve. This part is addressed to
decision makers, to administrators, to entities and institutions concerned with developing and improving the lives and living conditions of peoples and communities.
Physically this is made up of videos and cassette tapes and printed pamphlets or booklet.
The second part, made up of a number of booklets compose the set of manuals
which provide the necessary guidelines to those I referred to as the actors or performers in the living drama that is DELSILIFE.
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Generally, the booklets or pockets have the following contents:
Booklet number 1. The Delsilife Intervention System
The booklet is meant to explain the principles of the Delsilife system to
Promotors and Initiators of the Delsilife Community Council, the Group
and Area Leaders of the Village and Resource Persons.
Booklet number 2. Manual for the Initiator
The booklet explains to, specifically the initiators who will introduce
Delsilife system in the villages, what her functions are and how he/she
can perform these functions.
Booklet number 3. Manual for Training
The manual is aimed at all those who are expected to have leadership roles in the
implementation of Delsilif. The booklet describes who will need to be trained,
who will train, and in what the training will be.
Booklet number 4. Manual for the Delsilife Community Council (DCC)
The booklet addressed to the leaders of communities. It tells how the DCC
is formed, what the functions of the DCC are and how the DCC can perform
its functions.
Booklet number 5. Manual for the Group Leader
The manual describes in some detail the conduct of Learning Programmes,
which is the core of the Delsilife system; the role of the Group Leader,
how he/she is chosen, what his/her functions are and how he/she can
function .
Booklet number 6. Basic Life Skills
This booklet describes what, and how some Basic Life Skills are obtained or
developed in the Delsilife system.
The DELSILIFE Package is an attempt on the part of the developer of the DELSILIFE system—INNOTECH to transfer the technology to the implementors in the
field. Theoretically, DELSILEFE was known only to INNOTECH and the few participating research staffs of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand. For the
technology to be known and utilized by others, it was decided to "capture" the system
into a "package".
There are certainly other ways of transferring technology, such as through seminars and workshops. It was thought, however, that through the package, the essence
of DELSILIFE can be capsulized in as pure a form as possible; assuring therefore, a
minimum of dilution of its concept, principles, processes and even objectives.
Thus, it is not so much a question of whether or not the concept can be transferred in its true form—since the package has assured that—but whether the user, the
one who opens the package, will want the whole package, or simply pick those parts
that suit his fancy or which appeals to him most because of his circumstances or working environment.
Moreover, it was also the hope that if the package can be made as complete and
comprehensive enough, that it will be self-sufficient and that it need not entail additional verbal explanation, or intermediation by the original developer.
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In other words, the package takes the place of the developer of the technology. If the package is placed in the hands of a person in authority such as an
education regional officer, this officer, after studying and understanding the system, may cause the package to reach all concerned personnel under him. In turn,
each will study and understand his part and role and perform this accordingly. In
the bureaucracy of the Department of Education, Culture and Sports of the
Philippines, for example, the last person to receive the package will be the
District Nonformal Education Coordinator, or the school NFE teacher—who will
have direct responsibility to motivate a village to adopt DELSILIFE.
For the village itself, the package provides manuals for the leaders and the
learners. Each manual explains in simple language what the leaders and learners
are expected to do or behave; and what they can learn or acquire or develop.
5. OFFICIAL ENDORSEMENTAND ENCOURAGEMENT:
It goes without saying that the best package, and the presence of all the favorable preconditions, would be inutil and ineffectual without the accompanying
support in the form of endorsement by the appropriate official or person in authority. This is especially crucial in a bureaucratic set up, such as the Ministry of
Education. Happily for DELSILIFE the Ministry of Education of Indonesia, the
Philippines and Thailand gave official sanction for DELSILIFE to be adopted as
one more approach to their nonformal education program.
The effect of this endorsement, or its absence, is demonstrated quite well in
both projects—IMPACT and DELSILIFE.
IMPACT was favorably endorsed by the Indonesian2 Ministry, hence there
was an extended experimentation and more extensive implementation of the system. On the other hand the Philippine Minister of Education simply "encouraged
further experimentation by schools." Only the Philippines has more than one
school applying the IMPACT system.
In the case of DELSILIFE, the Ministry of Education of Malaysia, since it
does not have a nonformal education aim, did not participate in Phase C of
Project DELSILIFE—which is an implementation phase.
6. EFFECTIVENESS
Underlying all these pre-conditions, however, is the primary assurance that
the product being disseminated works—that the technology can effectively attain
its objective. And this assurance must be shared by both the financier and the
researcher.

The process of dissemination
Admittedly all these preconditions individually and collectively may not guarantee success in disseminating a product. The assumption that by itself alone a package
would be self-sufficient may be unfounded, or at least its basis weak.
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Happily, again, the Ministries of Education went one big step further. They utilized their training mechanisms.
The example of the Philippines in disseminating or popularising Delsilife, is a
case in point. On the strength of a Department Order, encouraging the adoption of
DELSILIFE, the Bureau of Nonformal Education conducted four regional seminar
workshops on DELSILIFE which eventually included all Regional and Division level
action officers in nonformal education. Following these seminars, all regions conducted Division level "echo" workshops to which Division and District Nonformal education supervisors and coordinators participated.
The net result of this is that it is now virtually impossible to make an accurate
count of the number of villages in the Philippines in which DELSILIFE in its pure
form, or aspects of it, has been introduced.
In other words, given all the aforecited pre-conditions, the actual process of dissemination or popularisation of the DELSILIFE ecthnology was really a simple thing.
The "echo" seminars conducted at the Division level was in fact a training workshop for the promoters and initiators. The DELSILIFE package identifies two levels
of personnel who perform quite crucial roles, in popularizing and implementing DELSILIFE.
The promoter (in the instance of the Philippines) is a nonformal education supervisor with jurisdiction over a number of schools. An initiator, is likewise a school personnel also in charge of nonformal education whose responsibilities require of
him/her to take or introduce a nonformal education program in a specific district or
village.
The two terms are interchangeable, but the concept requires one of them —the
promoter to cause the technology to be accepted by other entities involved in development, including personnel under him/her; the other—the initiator— is expected to
directly motivate a village to adopt DELSILIFE. The initiator performs a very crucial
role in the popularizing (and implementation) of the technology that is DELSIFLFE;
as seen in the list of his/her functions after convincing a community to adopt the
Delsilife System.
1. Helps the Community Council in coordinating and monitoring Learning
Programs.
2. Helps the Community Council in motivating potential target clientele to participate in the Learning Programs/organize learning groups.
3. Helps in the development, evaluation of Learning Programs.
4. Assists in securing human and material resources for learning programs.
5. Assists in the training and development of group leaders.
6. Helps keep records of DELSILIFE data and facilitates their optimal use.
7. Facilitates the diffusion and adoption of the DELSILIFE system.
In summary, dissemination, or popularisation of a technology as experienced by
INNOTECH (with Delsilife example) goes through four stages:
1. adoption by a national body
2. production of a package as the dissemination instrument
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3. orientation of high level officials; training of promoters and initiators
4. motivation of the community; Implementation
• Creation of the Support System (Steering bodies; Organization of the DCC)
• Formation of Learning Groups
• Conduct of Learning Programs

Problem of research, dissemination and implementation
Although INNOTECH utilizes various ways by which to disseminate information
about its research projects and other activities, there are many problems and
constraints which militate against more effective and efficient dissemination of information.
These are general problems but they may apply to popularisation programs
in the nonformal sector; hence shared in this seminar.
1. The apparent lack of a more positive interest on the part of some of the MOEs are
to implement, or at least try out more extensively the results of INNOTECH
research.
Perhaps MOEs are immersed in their own problems or planned which any
preclude their adoption or adaptation of finding of research studies and other
technologies. Perhaps too, the technologies do not appeal to the MOEs.
2. Limited circulation of the Journal
Only 1,000 copies are printed, some of which must have to remain on file.
3. Language poses a problem in a number of ways.
A case in point is Project RIT, the outputs of which include learning materials all written Thai. Assuming there may be a desire on the part of another member country to adapt RIT., the need to translate the materials poses a big problem.
4. The creation of Steering Committees for project do not ensure implementation or
even dissemination.
There is secant evidence that the Committees have actively worked toward
implementation of the research findings.
5. Finally, one obvious factor which a center like INNOTECH would inevitably be
confronted with, is the composite of differences in policies, socio-economic and
educational conditions of the member countries.
At first glance, these differences would be immediately considered as stumbling blocks to a unified, concerted or efficient conduct of a research activity. And
this is true to some extent. For example, not all countries have participated in all
INNOTECH researches because of differences in the socioeconomic conditions.
As a result too of variations in the educational climate, field staffs have been of
wide diversity in their qualifications Because of policies, not all research methodologies and procedures could be followed in certain countries. More seriously,
the differences in policies have prevented
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greater implementation of research products.
The happy part of it, however, is that this same factor—the variance in policies
and socio-economic and educational conditions—has also been a positive factor to
INNOTCH.
For one thing INNOTCH has been able to achieve its mandate of assisting member countries by serving each country more directly and specifically through the
conduct of a research. All methodologies and processes of a research project must
adjust to country policies and conditions. In so doing the resulting product, such as a
model, is directly relevant to the country.
Secondly, as a result of adjusting to national policies, INNOTECH researches
have resulted, not only in regional models, but also in a variety of national models.
From a professional point of view, there is great satisfaction in achieving more than
just one stated goal through one activity.
At a more micro level, the difference in policies have also resulted in different
products and by-products which are otherwise not anticipated. Again, this has been a
source of satisfaction on the part of the researcher, INNOTECH.
Project IMPACT is a good example. In Indonesia, they developed the Learning
Post. In the Philippines, the staff produced an integrated set of modules as against the
subject modules of Indonesia. The concept of the "itinerant teacher" is quite different
for the two countries.
Project DELSILIFE is another. Two types of the DELSILIFE Community
Councils have been developed. Various versions and parts of the package are anticipated. Different criteria are used in the organisation of Learning groups. A wide variety of Learning Programs have been undertaken—giving INNOTECH an almost unlimited list of possibilities open to rural communities which would want to implement
DELSILIFE in order to improve their quality of life.
This is, of course, saying that INNOTECH manipulates apparent hindrances and
impediments and turns them around into facilitators to its advantage.
INNOTECH, in other words views these problems as opportunities for perfecting
its R and D approach to product development. As new products are developed, new
insights are gained and the R and D approach is fine-tuned further.
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Notes:
l
2

"Package" is used for want of a better, more appropriate term.
In Indonesia the project was known as Proyek Pamong, for Pandidikan Anak Oleh
Masyarakat Orang Tua Dan Guru.
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Out-of-school activities:
The road to success
Cheng Donghong

In the contemporary world, science and technology are playing an important: role
in every country's social development and economic progress. Successful competition
in science and technology is directly related to the success of failure in the field of
economy, military and politics. Many facts have proved that to increase the national
awareness of science and technology and train a large number of specialists and scientists at various levels is an essential task for our country to accomplish if we are to
keep up with the rapid development in science and technology and meet the challenge in the fierce competition in the world market. Therefore, it is our important basic
construction to engage in the popularization of science and technology in the whole
society using various means and media. And the popularisation of science and technology among youngsters, who represent the future of the country, is of strategic
significance to us.
It is true the formal education, which is education in science at school, plays the
leading role in the popularization of science and technology among youngsters. But
facts have shown that in China it is far from enough to depend on school education in
science to popularize science and technology among young people. The reasons are
as follows: First of all, formal education contains materials that is relatively fixed
which is unable to reflect the latest development in science and technology. Secondly,
as China's formal education is not well-developed, it can not shoulder the whole
younger generation as the objects of education. In China", rural areas, only 70 percent
of the primary school children enter middle school and 30 percent of the middle
school students continue their study in senior-middle school, consequently the few
middle school graduates who are able to receive college education takes up only a
very small percentage of the younger population. Under these circumstances, non-formal education in science and technology becomes an indispensable supplementary to
education in science at school.
In the recent ten years, non-formal education in science and technology among
Chinese youngsters has mainly been conducted in the form of out-of-school activities
in science and technology. It has been proved that out -of -school activities in science
and technology is indeed an effective means to popularise science/ technology among
young people.
One of the characteristics of China's out-of-school science education is that
governments of all levels, various unofficial organisations and science associations
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and societies are all sponsors or supporters in various forms of such activities. The following is a brief introduction to the youngsters' science and technology work of China
Association for Science and Technology (CAST)

I. Organizer
The top organizer for the whole nation's youngsters' science activities is the
Leading Group of All China Children's Science and Technology Activities which is
established in 1981 by the chief officials from China Association for Science and
Technology (CAST), the State Education Commission, the Central Committee of the
Chinese Communist Youth League, the All-China Federation of Women and the State
Physical Culture and Sports Commission. The Group coordinates the different departments in their work of science and technology activities, works out the major regulations and policies, organizes demonstrative nationwide activities and comb ends outstanding science instructors. The office of the Group is located in the Department of
Children and Youth's Affairs of CAST.
CAST, which has 153 natural scientific and technological societies, associations
and research institutions, is a society of scientists and engineers. To express scientists'
concern on nurturing science reserves, CAST takes it as one of its major tasks to carry
out the youngsters' science and technology activities and set up the Department of
Children and Youth's Affairs which is in charge of organising youngsters' science and
technology activities among the affiliating organizations of the CAST. Among the 153
natural scientific and technological societies, associations and research institutes, I
want to mention the China Association for Youngsters' Science Instructors. It has
130,000 members, through whom the Association keeps contact with the vast science instructors and science teachers. Science instructors are the grass-root directors and
organizers of various science and technology activities, mostly volunteers doing the
work in their sparetime, with only a small number as full-time instructors.
Besides the institutions and organisations mentioned above, there are more than
8,000 youngsters' palaces, activity centres, science centres and such institutions in
China. The number of county level and above youngsters' palaces has been increased from 92 in 1979 to over 700. There are sizable youngsters' palaces, activity
centres or science centres each of the 30 provinces, automous regions and municipalities. In cities like Beijing, Shanghai, Xi'an and Wuhan and in Liaoning
Province, out-of-school activity stations are set up in most of their neighborhoods
thus forming a complete network with the municipal, district and neighborhood
levels for out-of-school education. Many enterprises and institutions also have
founded centres or stations in their residential areas. Some well-off rural villages
are beginning to set up such places for their children. These out-of-school activity
centres do not only provide needed sites for the young people, hut also they are the
sponsors for various activities. CAST established its Children's Science and
Technology Centre in 1980's and has set up more than 20 children's science and
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technology centres in different provinces throughout the country, which are actively
involved in various activities in science and technology.

II. Multi-level Activities, Multi-subject
China started its organized out-of-school activities in science and technology for
children and youngsters in the 1950's. It organized its first national exhibition on
science and technology in 1955. In the 1980's, when China's modernisation campaign found itself in needs for a large number of scientists and millions of people armed
with advanced knowledge of science and technology, the popularisation of science
and technology in the society became an urgent and important issue. As a result, activities in science and technology for children and youth met with an unprecedented
development along with the increasing educational programmes in science. Science
activities for children and youth have been organised at different scales by organisations and societies at various levels. They are:
a) Multi-subject Comprehensive Activities
— National Contests for Inventions and Seminars on Science and Technology
Development by Children and Youth, in the field of mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology, biology, . . . Since 1982, these contests and seminars have been co-sponsored every other year by the Leading Group of All
China Children's Science and Technology Activities and the National Natural
Science Foundation of China. Candidates with outstanding essays and inventions for the contests are selected from the corresponding activities organized
by various counties, prefectures and provinces, thus forming a relatively comprehensive selective system that presents nearly three million children and
youth for each session.
— "Science-loving Month" has been started in many places. During that month,
every children and teenagers is called on to get to a popular science talk or a
science film or a exhibition, read a biography of a scientist, or is encouraged
to make some little invention, or do a little experiment. This has turned out to
be quite a success. For example, Beijing has designated every October as the
city's "Science-loving month". These activities have been going on for seven
years, which involve 2 million primary and middle school students every year
in different forms of science activities that serve to popularise the scientific
knowledge and increase young people's interest in science.
— Science and technology activities by rural children and youth to improve practical techniques in planting, gathering, sewing, and mechanical and electrical
skills.
— The nation-wide composition contest entitled with "Great Nature and I" which
was co-sponsored by 17 publications and newspapers for popularization of
science.
b) Single-subject Activities
For many years, more than 50 academic societies attached to the CAST
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have organized rich and multi-level science and technology activities for youngsters
in accordance with different subjects. They are:
— National competition among middle-school students for mathematics, physics,
chemistry and computer software designs which were sponsored respectively
by Chinese Mathematical Society, China Physics Society, Chinese Chemical
Society and Chinese Computer Federation. Winners from these competitions
have been selected to attend the international Olympiad for mathematics physics, chemistry and informatics since 1986. What we achieved in the international science Olympiads has greatly stimulated China's progress in the education of science and technology.
— The summer camps in science and technology. The subjects including: physics, chemistry, astronomy, geology, biology, forestry, botany, electronics,
computer science, aviation, navigation, earthquake, survey and drawing, coal,
petroleum, environment protection, agricultural science, solar energy,
ship-building, measurement, insects, ocean, nucleus, light industry, etc. About
one hundred thousand students participate in these activities every year.
—The space craft model, ship model and vehicle model activities which lead to
annual national competition sponsored by CAST and the State Physical
Culture and Sports Commission.

III. Results
The effect brought about by the science activities by children and youth in
the increasing popularization of science and technology is mainly shown in the following three ways:
a) These activities have increased the chances for the young people to get into
contact with the knowledge of science and technology thus opening a new channel for them to learn about the latest information in the area. Non-formal education in science and technology, which is lively, practical, and easy for children
and youth to understand, has proved to be a very effective r weans for the education of popular science.
b) They have helped to increase the awareness of practical techniques in the rural
areas. Thanks to the under-developed education and the lack of information,
Chinese peasants who are still in traditional farming in many areas refuse to
believe in the new farming technology. However, in those areas where out-ofschool science and technology activities are well underway, many students try to
put into practice the techniques they have acquired into their own experimental
plot. The success and experience of these students have become the most effective proof for the superiority of the new farming techniques over the old traditional method! thus speeding up the development of productive forces. Students graduating from these programmes have become the advocates for the new practical
technology.
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c) They provide chances for outstanding youth display their talent. On the one
hand, talent can only be displayed in and identified through its application; on
the other, only by constant use can talent be developed. The opportunity provided by classroom education is quite limited while out-of-school activities create
a much greater opportunity because they are more active, more flexible, more
practical, more adaptable and more interesting. The recent decade of science
and technology activities have brought into full play the potential and talent of
a large group of young people who won the prize of competition with their
achievements and were recommended to further their education in colleges and
universities. Now we are glad to see that a large number of active participants
in the out-of-school science activities have made their serious commitment to
the country's development of science and technology and the cause of popularising science and training the qualified citizens for this country.

IV. Future Perspective
Great efforts have been made to engage in science and technology activities
through non-formal channels. However, China, as a developing country with an unbalanced economy, has shown a serious need for balance in education and science activities among young people. It is almost impossible for those rural grade schools and
high schools to provide enough money for the simple need of the instructors for
after-class activities when their classrooms threaten to cave in a' any moment. This
author believed that greater efforts should be made in the following three areas if
China's science and technology activities by children and youth are to make further
progress:
a) To expand the scale of these activities so that more schools, children and youth
will be involved in these activities;
b) To increase the number of science instructors and make sure their knowledge in
the subjects is continuously renewed;
c) Strengthen the theoretical research work for the out-of-school science and technology activities to find out the innate regulations in this form of nonformal
education;
d) To open up other new possibilities for new forms of such activities that will
effectively reflect the latest development in science and technology.

Conclusion
Practice in the past thirty years have indicated that out-of-school activities in
science and technology is an effective means to popularise science and technology
among children and youth and complement the formal school education, They have
made great contributions to speed up the country's development in science and technology in the modern area.
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Education and technology transfer in
Shenzhen Special Economic Zone
Gerard Postiglione

I. The Special Economic Zones (SEZs) and Technology Transfer
In 1979, China decided to establish four foreign investment enclaves in southern
China. Five years later, Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping toured the four SEZs, proclaimed them a success, and called upon the nation "to learn from Shenzhen," the largest
of the SEZs (Da Gong Bao, 1984: 1) Since that time, at least 21 coastal cities have
been declared open as preferred cites for foreign investment. More recently, Hainan
island, formerly a part of Guangdong province, was designated a special economic
region with its status being upgraded to that of a province. Also, China has opened the
coastal regions of Fujian and Guangdong provinces, the Liaodong peninsula in the
northeast, the Shandong peninsula, and the Yangtze delta area to attract foreign investors (SCMP, 1988:7). A large number of regions will follow this pattern, including
Zhong Guan Village, an area of Beijing with a concentration of high technology work
units, often referred to as Beijing’s Silicon Valley.
Among the stated goals of the SEZs are to generate foreign exchange, to create
employment, to attract foreign investment, and to facilitate the transfer of technology
(Xu Dixin, 1984). Of the four SEZs, only Shenzhen was mandated to establish a large
comprehensive zone involving across the board development of industrial, commercial, property and tourist undertakings. The other zones were, to varying degrees,
hedged in by policy directives which called for limiting zone size and for gearing
zone objectives to local resources (Falkenheim, 1986).
The major vehicle for development of these zones is the joint venture. This is an
arrangement in which the foreign side provides the foreign exchange and technology,
while the Chinese side provides buildings, site, equipment, and renminbi (local
exchange). The joint venture company is managed jointly, and profits and losses are
distributed in proportion to the participants' equity shares in the venture. Aside from
the chance to learn the new technologies and management techniques from the foreign partner, the Chinese partner enjoys other advantages as well, including flexibility
in hiring personnel, pay scales for personnel, import and export control, management
of the firm's investment, purchasing, and sales policies.
Although a number for impediments, many relating to foreign investment, have
inhibited the attraction to China of foreign technology, there are equally important
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non-investment related problems. Even when high technology transfer to China does
occur, there are serious difficulties in the assimilation, innovation, and dispersion of
that technology. To relieve the investment related problem, new regulations grant a
privileged position to export oriented and high technology foreign enterprises (United
States Congress, 1986). Solutions to the non-investment related problems rest almost
totally with education. It is these that will be a major concern of this paper.

II. The Shenzhen SEZ
The Shenzhen. SEZ is the most ambitious of all the zones. In 1980, Shenzhen was
designated a special economic region of China by the Central Committee of the
Communist Party and China' s State Council. In 1979, its population was 23,000 in
what was then rural Baoan county. The new zone was to be the largest special economic zone in the world, 327.5 square kilometres in area, stretching 49 miles in along
the border of Hong Kong's New Territories, and incorporating one-third of the area of
the newly designated Shenzhen municipality. The population of the zone is 400,000
of whom almost half are temporary workers (Shenzhen TEQU, 1985). In the draft ten
year development plan, technology intensive industrial development is stressed (Wen
Wei Bao, 1983:2). The average annual rate of projected economic growth through the
year 2000 is 31%. By the year 2000 the population growth is expected to reach one
million.
The number of specialized personnel transferred to Shenzhen up until 1985 was
10,000. Also, as many as 100,000 construction workers have come from other parts
of China. The total work force is over 154,4000, which does not include over 118,000
temporary construction workers. By the end of 1984, there were 3,495 contracts with
foreign businesses and direct investment exceeded US$2,200 million. In 1984 alone,
1,183 contracts were signed exceeding US$600 million in direct investment.
However, only a minor portion of the investment (10.3%) is foreign, with the largest
portion (89.8%) coming from Hong Kong and Macau. In 1984, the output of joint
ventures, cooperative enterprises, and wholly owned foreign enterprises in Shenzhen
accounted for 53% of the total output. Moreover, overseas investment, equipment,
and technology imported to Shenzhen are mostly used in technology-intensive and
knowledge-intensive products, i.e., electronics, light industry, petrochemicals, precision machinery, and building materials.
After Shenzhen was declared a special economic zone, many Hong Kong industrialists who found themselves hard pressed by labour shortages and rising wages
in 1979 and 1980, saw the SEZ as a way to cut costs through the decentralisation of
low-skill, labour-intensive processes in Shenzhen. However, Shenzhen industrialists
are clearly not interested in attracting only simple and assembly types of industry.
Instead, Shenzhen wants more sophisticated industries (Sit, 1986). One investor's
handbook, in referring to types of industries, stated that the zone did not want "those
involved in assembly and processing activities."
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The Shenzhen SEZ Development Company, one of the three major promotion
agents of the SEZ, listed nine high-priority promotion items for 1984, all of which
belong to the high technology electronics industry. Another agent, the Shenzhen
Municipal Electronics Company, listed 31 items in the handbook for promotion. All
except two required an ultimate investment of over US$10 million, one even of
US$200 million. The size of the capital and preference for high technology production (Sit, 1986:240). In 1978, there was only one electronics assembly factory in
Shenzhen employing about 300 workers. By 1983, there were 60 establishments
employing over 15,000 workers.
In principle and practice, the Shenzhen SEZ is socialist. Socialism and high technology have combined to influence the nature of work and labour markets, expansion
of the educational system, and the content of education. Unlike Hong Kong where
workers had much manufacturing experience, Shenzhen has had to condition a new
work force.

III. Education and Technology Transfer in Shenzhen
China's major problem has been tied less to acquiring technology, than it has been
with assimilating, innovation, and effectively diffusing that technology (United States
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, 1987). The problem of assimilation is
linked to the issue of technology. In the past, merely purchasing technology has avoided much of the foreign dependence, but, it has fostered a kind of self-reliance that
has stifled solutions to the problems of assimilation and diffusion. Ironically, in the
case of China, "the risk of dependency increases as the problems of assimilation
remain unsolved" (Zhang, 1985:62). The problem of assimilation of technology may
be looked at as composed of three areas: production (using the imported technology);
manufacturing (replicating the import); and, design (capability of redesigning the
technology). It is in the last of these that China is the weakest. Although other parts
of the problem are structural, i.e. choosing the right technology to buy, balancing the
purchase of expertise and software with hardware, getting managers to focus on
absorption rather than production quotas and output, etc., it is the capability of redesigning the technology that is, most important at present. Its major solution rests with
providing the most appropriate education.
With few exceptions, the Shenzhen education system follows the nation-wide
policy of expanding vocational-technical education at the secondary school level
(Postiglione 1988, 1988a, 1989). Aside from ensuring a good investment climate,
the greatest need of Shenzhen's high technology environment is to raise the level of
the technical qualifications of its people. It has made clear its direction toward high
technology production by such things as the establishment of a massive Science and
Industrial Park project. If the Shenzhen SEZ continues to insist on only allowing
high technology projects and discouraging assembly industrial processes, then it
will have to show that it is able to support such operations with a highly skilled
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work force. Although it is making a strong effort, mainly through the use of adult education and continuing education to supply trained personnel, this could not possibly
provide the type, level, and quality of training needed. Shenzhen will only be able to
maintain the supply of highly skilled personnel, as it has in the past, through the
movement of individuals from other parts of the country. For example, it has already
imported over 10,000 professionals from other parts of China. However, this is not
nearly enough to deal with the problems of assimilation, innovation, and diffusion of
technology. According to Wang (1987):
... 29.8 percent of the administrators and staff from all walks of life had an education of junior college or above; 23.3 percent had a vocational education; 20.7
percent had a senior high school education; and 28.7 percent had an education
below junior high school level in 1985....among the province's 120,000 in-service workers, 42 percent had a senior high school education or higher level education, and 58 percent had an education below the junior high school level in 1985.
(1987:8)
Predictions by the Adult Education Bureau of Shenzhen are that before 1990, the
regular higher education institutions and vocational schools can only train enough
people to meet about 10 percent of the total developmental need. In addition to the 20
percent professionally trained people that Shenzhen IIOW has, it will still need about
70 percent more by 1990 (Shenzhen Adult Education Bureau, 1987).
The Shenzhen education authorities view an increase in the provision of vocational-technical education as one of the most important parts of their education development plans. However, a shortage of resources has kept the pace slow. In 1985,
there were only 9 vocational-technical middle schools, offering 11 specialization,
with 1,086 students. The ratio of vocational-technical school students to upper middle secondary students is I :3. Post-secondary specialized colleges receive graduates
from the vocational-technical middle schools in ratio of 2:3 to the academic upper
secondary schools (Chen, 1985:217). At the policy level these vocational and technical schools are seen as preparing people for work in a special economy, and at the
same time providing continuing education. Conditions in the schools need to be
improved, and the "fenpei" system, whereby students are assigned to work unit, needs
continued deemphasis to allow for more choice on the part of graduates seeking
employment.
Although Shenzhen follows the main policies espoused by the Central Government, its special conditions differ from those in other parts of the country and, therefore the Shenzhen education authorities have identified ways that their vocational-technical secondary education must align itself with the special conditions of the
zone. For example, a rapidly expanding economy calls for a number of new specialisations. Every year there is an increase of a hundred factories, and therefore, at least
a thousand technicians and managers are needed each year In recent years, the practice has been to appoint someone to work and train them later. The problem exists in
all of the vocational work areas. Because of the nature of the special economic zone,
unlike other parts of China where less intense competition exists, the vocational-technical schools in Shenzhen must be competitive.
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Skills change quickly and need to be constantly updated. Student aspirations in the
rest of China only also differ from those in Shenzhen. Thirty to forty per cent of students graduate from lower secondary schools in the country as a whole. However, in
Shenzhen the figure is 85 % . Very few students want to go to vocational technical
schools. There are other problems as well, many of them shared with other parts of
China, such as a lack of trained teachers and a shortage of school resources (Chen,
1985:218).
The Shenzhen education bureau contends that half of the work force are engaged
in some kind of continuing education. These courses are run by a variety of institutions, including the work units themselves. The level of training may not be very high.
Nevertheless, according to the city's Bureau of Adult Education, 149,223 people were
enrolled in 186 specialisations at the higher education level and secondary adult education level in 1986. In 1985, more than half of the total number of workers and staff
were enrolled in some kind of adult education. (Ren Min Ri Bao, 1986) By 1990, the
Shenzhen Bureau of Adult Education plans to have all leaders of large and medium
sized enterprises and community authorities trained with at least a junior college education. The reasons, for the heavy reliance on adult education are obvious. Without a
large educational infrastructure, it would take too long to run great numbers of students through the system in time to meet the needs of the rapidly expanding economy.

Conclusion
Shenzhen is a potentially interesting region for the study of the Informal and
Non-formal education and the popularisation of science and technology. The following five features combine to form a set of circumstances supporting further study of
this region:
1. Unlike other SEZs, Shenzhen is not hedged in by policy directives which callfor limiting zone size and for gearing zone objectives to local resources;
2. expressed intent to develop high technology rather than processing operations; 3.
proximity of Hong Kong;
4. the importation of large numbers of skilled and unskilled workers from otherparts of China;
5. the establishment of a large scale science park; and,
6. the extensive amount of adult education.
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Popularization of science and technology
Kurt Prokop

Popularisation of science and technology is an important task for the society
depends, how we judge and understand science and technology, either as the tool of
human development or as a dominant factor of the human life. This basic precondition reflects itself on our education system in all three areas of education policy: in
the formal education, in the nonformal and informal education. Therefore the introduction and popularisation of science and technology is not a neutral process, it is a
very hot political issue. Personally, I see this question through the eyes of a worker
educator, who dedicated his whole working life to workers and adult education.
Therefore the introduction and popularisation of science and technology in the formal
and nonformal education system demand an overall consensus amongst the economic
pressure groups of our societies. Because of this precondition the rate of adaption and
change of educational structures in societies is rather slow. We have to be aware that
structures, especially in the formal sector, are on the whole not able to cope immediatly with the progress of technology and science.
In the nonformal sector the rate of innovations is relatively higher, because nonformal education has not so tight structures as the formal education system.
The existing gap and the growing knowledge in science and technology is one of
the fundamental problems of our societies, especially of the underdeveloped regions
on our earth. It is a fact, that the breakthrough of the so-called "key technologies" has
totally changed our leisure and working life.
Popularisation of science and technology could help to bridge the growing gap
between the progress of science and technology and the needs of societies. In the process, we observe a steadily rising demand for higher qualified and skilled people, who
are able to operate and manage new technologies and science.
Especially the developing countries suffering under illiteracy and therefore on a
great waste of human talents and abilities. The popularisation of science and technology must therefore have differentiated character in the developing countries than in
developed countries. For these problems a separate item on the agenda of this conference would be necessary.

Science and technology—A challenge for education
We are observing the global breakthrough of the so called "key technologies",
which are the driving force behind change. Our historical experience shows, that
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if technology and science are changing, also the instruments of society to control and
to manage technological and scientific development must change. The important "key
technologies", who are the driving forces amongst others, are as follows: microelectronics, electronic, media, satellite technology, bio and gentechnology .
All these "key technologies" are changing and revolutionizing our society and are
influencing our educational, social and cultural structures in a very serious way .
Especially the microelectronics, the computers, the electronic communication and the
satellite technology has developed consequences for our leisure and working life.
Three tendencies are challenging us in a serious way:
1. The typical process character of new technologies, which demands extensive
integration, flexibility and adaptation from our education system.
2. The system character of work and production. The new technologies and theincreasing application of science do not change individual working places alone;
they are changing the total system.
3. By application of new technologies and science, we are able to use them in a universal way, in all areas of production, in communication, in services, in agriculture, in the development of science anal technology itself, anal even in our daily
life.
These three tendencies demand a radical new approach in formal and nonformal
education. The informal education is especially affected by means of new communications (electronic media). The new approach means a new type of learning and the
application of interdisciplinary thinking and learning to control and to work with the
new process and system character in work and leisure.
We need a breakdown of the faculty system and interdisciplinary thinking in all
areas in education of society. Therefore we need, for example school students with a
sound polytechnic knowledge. We are needing doctors with technical and sociological knowledge, we need engineers with knowledge on medicine and human relations,
we need lawyers with knowledge on human, economic and technical management,
we need economists with a sound knowledge on human resources and we need teachers, who are motivating and not demotivating for life long learning.

The new "Learning"
Traditional learning was the key of success of our past. Traditional learning was
directed to get or to teach defined issue, methods and rules to manage situations,
which repeatly took place for centuries. This learning guaranteed the survival of the
existing systems and our way of life.
This traditional learning was basically interrupted by unforeseen shocks with
all their social and cultural consequences. Learning by shocks and events like Chernobyl, environment hazards, hunger in the third world and other catastrophes are
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far too dangerous for us in our time and could lead in chaotic situations with the danger of a total collapse of our societies.
At present in spite of billions of investments in education, we have to admit that
we know very little about other people' s technological, science, social, cultural and
religious situations and development, their human values, beliefs and their religious
and cultural practices.
In spite of undoubtably better, higher and far more widespread education, hate
and racial discrimination is not decreasing, it is increasing. We have to take in account
that our education system worldwide has more or less failed, a possible global on fundamental questions is far. A head inspite we are dealing with global technology and
science.

What do we need?
We need urgently a way out of this human dilemma.
We need innovative learning processes, which integrate anticipative and participative learning. Participation means more discussion, more orientation and learning in alternatives.
Participation means also dialogs, communication and co-operation. Popularization of science and technology in formal, non-formal and informal education will
be a helpless beginning, if we are not able to change and adapt the learning processes
for the youth and adults.

Popularization of new technologies—An Austrian case shady
Austria is a small, but-highly industrialised country. It was heavily destroyed
after Second World War and has now reached roughly the seventh place in the social
and industrial ladder of Europe.
Besides a well developed parliamentary system, the social-economic partners of
Austria (Trade Union and Employers Associations) has contributed a lot to the
Austrian economic, social and educational development. They are permanently involved in all major economic, social and educational discussions and decisions.
Popularization of science and technology outside of the working world is not very
difficult, because commercial interest has made computer games, electronic and video
technology to an everyday instrument, for instance, the home computers are at present a dominant factor of our leisure time.
In industry, in production and services as well as in the formal and nonformal
education the introduction of computers was more complicated. Traditional behaviour
and structures were endangered and challenged by new technology and science.
Many workers lost their jobs and qualifications. In the formal and nonformal
education system new technologies were for years not seriously discussed. An
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Overall campaign for new technologies at schools, universities, as well as in the
non-formal education system was urgently needed.

Attitude of workers organisations towards new technologies in formal
education
The approach of workers organisations vis-a-vis technologies is rather simple. It
founded its expression in a simple sentence: we are for the introduction of new technologies and science in all areas of education, but under negotiated conditions. This
basic position was also accepted by the social partners in Austria.
By consensus the Austria ministry of education and science was asked to introduce new technologies in the formal education system following pre-conditions
where for this step necessary on education.
A commission to reform the formal education system decided, together with the
minister of education that within the curricula a subject "preparation for the world of
working has to be introduced".
Secondly factory visits and an extensive professional orientation has been introduced in the curricula.
A concensus between employers and trade organisations to support the ministry
to install computers and other technologies was negotiated and agreed.
A computer center in a teacher training college was built up for the study of all
computer system available on the market. The next step was an extensive training of
teacher in this area. We know that teacher has only little knowledge in science and
technology and their practical applications. At last 20% of teaching was dedicated to
discuss the social and economic consequences of new technologies and science.
For this demand trade unions and employers organisations prepared materials,
videos and other written material for schools and universities. In addition they nominated their own experts for discussions and lectures on school university level and in
the broad area of nonformal education.
The trade unions of Austria offered a large scale of teacher training seminars at
their own cost. The trade unions trained in these programs in the last year more than
1000 teachers in Austria.
New technologies are now accepted part of the formal education and workers
organisations are pressing permanently for a test installation of new technologies in
secondary and especially in apprentice schools. The universities are inviting trade
unions and employers organisations to participate in seminars for technology orientation.

The non formal education
The formal and nonformal education system has to be linked in popularization
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of science and technology. It is a fact that all what we miss in the formal education,
we have to educate in the non-formal area with heavy investment. We know that the
formal education system will never meet the requirement of changing technology and
science.
Therefore adult and workers education gets more and more important. The
demand of long life education reflects also in the rapid change of science and technology and their application. In Austria there are different programs of adult and workers education in operation. Mainly they are qualification programs for retraining and
further training.
The financial burden for these education and training programs which include
also elements of workers education are partly borne by private institution, the
employers organisations and trade unions running big professional training centers for
adults.
These institutions are mainly financed by "active manpower policy" funds of the
state budget or by other subsidies. These institutions are equipped with all modern
machinery and technologies and co-operates very strongly with universities and other
educational bodies. The main contents of these training courses are mainly qualification seminars, which are planned together with job demands of the economy. The
courses, where education and training are combined with job creation, are coming
more and more in the forefront, because training and education isolated from job creation and development could be a great failure. The demand for high qualifications is
a strong issue for popularising schemes of new technologies and science.

The growing informal education
The informal education structures are growing because of new electronic media,
which are offering science and technology programs.
An interesting feature is the growing interest of the population on science and
technology programs in radio and television. In Austria the social partner, started
so-called combined media programs, on science and technology questions. They
consisted of 10-12 minutes TV-programs, printed material to these TV-programs and
organized study circles, which were organized by adult and workers education associations.
Similar programs were also distributed in the radio system. For such a development it is important that adult and workers education associations have access
to the electronic media and a certain influence on their program.
A great extent of informal education programs take place in the cultural field,
whereby animation and participating by doing things is the general line of educating
people. Informal education provides normally programs which offering the chance to
activate people in the educational and cultural field.
Finally may I underline that popularizing of technology and science has the following preconditions:
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l.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

The status and financing of education especially nonformal in society has to be
improved.
Technology and science in informal and nonformal education have to be adapted to the economic and social demands and needs of the society. The education
system has to orient itself not purely on economic interests, but also on the
social and cultural consequences of our technological environment:
Popularization of science and technology means also to challenge educational
structures, learning processes and the development of interdisciplinary thinking
and approaches.
Innovative learning is needed instead of pure traditional learning.
Participation and anticipation in learning processes.
Teacher training has to be radically improved and changed.
Popularization of new technologies and science must be developed in an atmosphere of political concensus to safeguard a balance economic and social interest in society.
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Country Paper: China
Pan Zhongming

China is at present making great efforts in developing socialist construction and
fulfilling the magnificent modernisation programme. The realization of modernization programme cannot do without the development of science and technology.
Accordingly, much efforts must be made in primary and secondary schools to popularise the knowledge of science and technology among young students for laying a
solid foundation for improving the citizens' quality of science and technology and
training a large number of qualified personnel in science, technology and management.
Over the past a dozen of years or more, science and technology have been
enjoying a rapid development. As a result, the new science and technology in microelectronics, biological engineering, optical-fiber communication and new materials
have entered various fields of social production and daily life. Education is confronted with the challenge of new technology. Ever since the implementation of the policy of reform and opening to the outside world, the long-existing closeddoor situation
has been changed and the waves of various kinds of new science and technology have
been surging into China. Meanwhile; along with the prosperity of economy and culture, science and technology are now being popularized on a even more extensive
scale. The new development and popularisation of science and technology are now
challenging the primary and secondary education in China.
In the Decision of the Central Committee of CPC on the Reform of Educational
Structure issued in May of 1985, it is pointed out that education must serve socialist construction, which in turn must rely on education. The Decision has not only
made clear the important strategic position of education in the socialist modernisation programme, but also put forward that the reform of educational structure must
adapt itself to the economic structural reform and that the structural reforms of economy, education, and science and technology should be interrelated and interpromoted. The following points are also pointed out in the Decision of CPC: (1) the
fundamental aim of restructuring education is to improve the quality of the whole
nation and produce as many skilled personnel as possible; (2) the responsibility for
developing basic education should be entrusted to local authorities and the nine
year compulsory education should be implemented in a planned way; and (3) the
secondary education should be restructured by vigorously developing vocational
and technical education. In July of 1986, the Chinese government formally issued
the "Law of Compulsory Education of the People's Republic of China", requiring
that the nine-year compulsory education should be gradually popularized in varied
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paces from place to place throughout the country.
For the past decade, on the basis of restoring the teaching-learning order in
schools, a series of reforms have been undertaken for meeting the needs of social progress and scientific and technological development.
Under the above-mentioned circumstances, the education of science and technology in primary and secondary schools has been paid extreme attention by educationists and people from other circles, and has been consequently developed in the wave
of reform.

I. The Situation of Education of Science and Technology in Primary
and Secondary Schools in China
China is now implementing the school system of 5-year or 6-year primary education, 3-year junior secondary education and 3-year senior secondary education. For
each academic year, 40 to 42 weeks are spent on teaching and learning; in two semesters.
The education of science and technology is offered to primary and secondary students mainly in the form of class teaching with extra-curricular and after-school activities as its supplement.
In the draft of the teaching plan for 6-year full-time primary schools in urban
areas, the offered courses of general knowledge of science are as follows:

The following is the draft of the teaching plan of general knowledge courses offered in 6-year full-time primary schools in rural areas:
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In secondary schools, physics, chemistry, biology, physiological hygiene, and
geography (including the contents of both natural science and humanities) are offered
as independent courses and called as science courses. The taste of these courses is to
impart the knowledge of science and technology to students and to develop their competence and the relevant skills. Moreover, the offered course of labour techniques can
enable the students to master some basic techniques. In the following table, the
concrete information of these courses is shown:
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The practices of imparting basic knowledge in the form of independent courses
and developing students' basic skills in light of the subject system have been followed
for the past decades and are still being followed at present.

II. Developing and Reforming Education of Science and Technology
in Primary and Secondary Schools
As to the present reform on education of science and technology in primary and
secondary schools, the focal point lies in the restructuring of curriculum. It is known
that curriculum is the means for realizing the training objective of schools. Most of
the primary and secondary students learn the systematic basic knowledge and skills
and have all-round development of body and mind through class teaching under the
guidance of teachers. To keep abreast of the social progress and scientific and technological development, a series of measures have been adopted for the reform and
development of curriculum in China.
(1) Renewing the content of curriculum. When working out the teaching programme
of science courses for 10-year schools in 1977, the following principle was determined: The teaching content of primary and secondary education should be enriched by introducing the knowledge of advanced science and technology in light
of students' comprehension ability, while cutting out the outmoded knowledge.
Consequently, the content of basic knowledge and skills imparted in primary and
secondary schools has been gradually renewed along with the development of
science, technology and production, and the new and advanced science knowledge has been introduced into each subject.
In order to keep abreast of the social requirements for the knowledge of physics and take the social requirements as important basis for determining the teaching content of physics in secondary schools, China Physics Teaching Society
has made surveys among 16 occupations and found out the social demand for 132
items of physics knowledge. On the basis of the surveys, a plan for restructuring
the courses of physics in secondary schools has been accordingly formulated. The
survey results showed: of the 47 items of physics knowledge which had not been
compiled into textbooks or given enough class explanation, 28 items were about
electricity making up 59.9% of the total, while 10 items were about electrotechnics and electronic technology accounting for 35.7% of the total items about electricity. The above survey results have reflected the demand of scientific and technological development in China for the knowledge of electricity.
(2) Adding new courses. According to the incomplete statistics Us by the end of
1986, there were in China about 50,000 sets of micro-computers in 4,()00 secondary schools and 8,000 full-time and part-time teachers in charge of teaching
800,000 students on computer science at different levels. Therefore, the following measures have been adopted: (a) to offer elective courses in regular senior
secondary schools; (b) to provide preliminary computer education in junior
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secondary schools; and (c) to implement computer-aided teaching in some
schools with good conditions.
Since the population education is a newly-emerging integral discipline which
is of special importance for Chinese people, lectures of population education
have been offered in school since 1981.
Moreover, the course of labour skills has also been popular in schools for the
past years.
(3) Trying out various kinds of elective courses on the basis of reducing the number
of required courses. For example, the Attached Secondary School to Nanjing
Normal University offered the senior secondary students in 1987 with 28 elective courses including a third of courses on science and technology as follows:
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For another example, the Attached Secondary School to Beijing Normal
University has offered the elective courses such as "Science, Technology and
Society (STS)", "Human Beings and Environment", "Physics in Daily Life" and
"Contemporary Physics".
Facts show that the extensive knowledge, strong synthesis and new viewpoints of the elective courses provide a favourable environment for improving
students' knowledge structure, opening up their mind and developing their individuality.
(4) Renewing educational concepts, restructuring curriculum system and improving
teaching methods. Although the titles of some courses have not been changed,
their content and structure as well as the teaching methods have been undergoing
changes as a result of the renewal of educational concepts. For example, according to the traditional concepts, the course of General Knowledge of the Nature
in primary schools is the main subject for pupils to learn the knowledge of natural science and the task of this course is to teach pupils some simple knowledge
about natural science. For this reason, this course was usually offered in grade III
after finishing reading primer, and class teaching was the main way for imparting
knowledge of natural science. Consequently, this originally interesting course
was made dull and dry. After curriculum reform, it is stipulated that the course of
General Knowledge of the Nature is an important basic discipline for providing
pupils with enlightenment education of science. Accordingly, the course is determined as educational subject instead of formerly-determined knowledge subject.
The pupils should not only be taught with knowledge of natural science, but also
be cultivated to love our motherland, the nature and natural science, to develop
the ability to learn and apply science knowledge, and to have a scientific attitude
towards the nature. The teaching method of inquiry—discussion should be
employed in guiding the pupils to seek knowledge direct from the natural world.
This course should be taught from grade I so as to stimulate pupils' strong interest in learning.
In recent years, the research activities on strengthening the education of
science and technology in primary and secondary schools have been very brisk in
China. Only referring the Unesco-assisted national workshops, we have organized for four times . China Central Institute of Educational Research conducted the Workshop on the Competence of Teachers for Science Subjects in 1984,
the Workshop on Integral Science Subjects in 1986, and the Workshop on
Curriculum Reform of Science Education in Secondary Schools in April this year.
Moreover, the Research Institute of Curriculum and Teaching Materials organized in 1986 the Workshop on Development of Science Courses in Secondary
Schools in China. The Programme of Education for Development and the
Principle of Science for All have attracted the extensive attention and influenced
the active considerations of reforming the education of science and technology in
China.
(5) Planning to offer integral science course in junior secondary schools. As to the
necessity of offering integral science course, there are three different
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opinions in the ongoing heated debate.
Those who are in favour of the integral science course believe that the seperated academic science courses should be changed into practical integral courses
for training qualified citizens. This change is also necessary for training students
to enter social life instead of merely seeking the chance of entering higher-level
schools. Considering that students are in the period of changing from imaginary
thinking to logical thinking, the courses should not be offered in the same way as
to adults. Viewing from the tendency of integration of science, it is appropriate to
offer integral science courses.
As to the supporters of seperated science courses, they hold that each subject
has its own characters and different characters reflect the different science
methods. The separated science courses are advantageous for the junior secondary students to lay a comprehensive foundation and have all-round scientific training.
Those people for the third opinion maintain that seperated science courses
have the drawbacks while integral science courses have their strong points. The
integral science courses should neither be popularised blindly nor denied rashly .
It is evident that the debate on this issue will influence the curriculum development.
Viewing from the development tendency of curriculum reform, the following
conclusion can probably be reached: in formal schools, not only the static knowledge
should be imparted to students, but also the basic knowledge of science and technology with the value for extensive application should be introduced into curriculum
step by step. Among the disciplines are environmental science, energy source science, population theory, information technology and etc. Otherwise, the schools will be
blamed by the society for training useless people. Naturally, so the training aim of
schools is not to fill in the student's head with all the new science and technology but
to teach students to master the methods for learning and solving new problems.
Although the teachers and students sometimes go to the society for popularising new
science and technology, the promotion role of forma] education to the progress and
development of society should be displayed by its qualified "product"—skilled
people adapting to the social needs. It is impossible to solve all the problems through
formal education. Since the relative stability of curriculum makes it impossible to
avoid the stagnation of curriculum content, some problems can only be solved
through non-formal education and informal education.

III.The Second Channel for the Education of Science and Technology
in Primary and Secondary Schools
For a long time, extra-curricular and after-school activities have been emphasized
in primary and secondary education. The recreational activities, activities of science
and technology, and social public labour have been the indispensable conditions
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for the all-round, vivid and healthy development. In 1984, a well-known educator
wrote an article advocating that an educational system including the second channel
(also called second classroom) should be established for changing the practice of
relying merely on formal class teaching. Here, the second channel is different from
extra-curriculum education. The aim of the former is to use all the educational conditions in the society such as factories, rural areas, research institutes, museums and the
stations of science and technology for setting up an extensive social classroom and for
creating favourable conditions for the development and creation of students'interest
and intelligence. In so doing, the qualified modern personnel with real ability and
intelligence. Taking extra-curricular activities as another channel inside the educational system is an exact evaluation of the role of these extra-curricular activities.
Along with the present prosperity of science and technology, the activities of
science and technology in primary and secondary schools are getting richer and richer
in content and more and more lively in form. In this regard, Miss Cheng Donghong
from China Association of Science and Technology has provided a very good report.
Now, please allow me to introduce other efforts made by the mass media for the education of science and technology in primary and secondary schools.
(1) Broadcast of popular science is an important channel for disseminating the knowledge of science and technology to young people. In the early days of the People's
Republic of China, the Central People's Broadcasting Station began the programme of "Lectures on Natural Science", introducing the knowledge of the nature
and of new science and technology . The main contents are as follows: (a) the
general knowledge of some basic desciplines such as mathematics, physics, chemistry. astronomy, geography and biology which contribute to the enhancement
of people's quality in science and culture; (b) the knowledge of applied science
and technology for serving the economic construction; (c) new techniques, new
materials, new product, and new technology; (d) the knowledge having close
relavance to the daily life of audience; (e) the new development and tendency of
both domestic and foreign science and technology; and (f) history and figures of
science and technology. Although the title of this programme has been changed
for times, it has been having a strong appeal to the audience. Many famous scholars such as Zhu Kezhen, Zhou Beiyuan, Hua Luogeng, Qian Xuesen, Qian
Sanqiang, Bei Shizhang, Jin Zhanbao, Wu Zhonghua and Yan Jici have been writing articles for this programme or making live speeches. Nowadays, new science and technology have entered the society and economy for promoting the civilization of modern human beings. To adapt to this tendency, the above-mentioned
broadcasting programme is now called "Scientific Technology and Society" and
new content is unceasingly added into this programme.
The knowledge of medical science and hygiene is introduced in the broadcasting programme called "Attention to Hygiene". Dr. Lin Qiaozhi, a famous
expert of gynecology, has written a special article entitled "Puberty Hygiene"
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for the programme. Other programmes such as "Cross the Land", "Touring
the World" and etc. have been introducing extensive knowledge about the geography, history, construction, economy, natural resources, culture and custom of
other countries.
The programmes of popular science, which account for 7%—8% of the total
broadcasting hours of the Central People's Broadcasting Station, are transmitted
two times a day and each lasts for ten minutes. The young people are the main
audience of these programmes and they can listen to them both in the morning
and in the evening.
With the new development of science and technology, the Station has transmitted the programme called "Automation and Information Times" which gives
a detailed explanation of the application of computers in all trades and professions. At present, the programme entitled "Game Theory" is being transmitted for
popularising the knowledge of systematic management.
(2) TV undertakings are enjoying a rapid development in China. Among the TV programmes transmitted by CCTV are "Science and Technology", "Second
Classroom", "Try to Do It", "Computer Science for Children" and etc. The
newly-produced programme entitled "Times of Science and Technology" (including 155 kinds of items) will be transmitted in October this year. The main
contents for this programme include spaceflight, navigation petroleum, electronics, energy-saving stove, superconduction, microfilm, energy sources, and environmental pollution. The Hong Kong made TV programme called "Secondary
Students Learn Science" has been transmitted four times.
At the approval of the State Council in 1986, a set of satellite TVrelay equipment was given to the relevant sector of education and a number of ground-based
TV programme relay stations were also built up. The Ministry of Broadcasting
and Television decided to arrange a special TV channel for transmitting educational programmes for the whole day. At present, the main content of this special
channel is the programmes of primary and secondary teacher training and adult
education. Some of the programmes are suitable for primary and secondary
school pupils and students to watch.
(3) A large amount of reading materials concerning science and technology have
been published by many publishing houses for young people. From the following
list of new books, we can have a broad outline about the contents and characters.
People's Education Press has published a series of Contemporary Science and
Technology and the list is as follows (First Volume):
"Triangle with Equal Angle-dividing Line",
"Strategy for Controlling Population",
"Theory, Application and Development of Computer",
"Immortal Member of the Family of Particles",
"Theory of Relativity is not mysterious",
"Space Flighting and Carrier Rocket",
"Theory, History, Today and Future of Nuclear Energy",
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"Laser in the Future Chemistry",
"The Mystery between Order and Disorder", "Strange Liquid Crystal",
"Genetic Engineering", and
"Compass and Modern Geomagnetics".
The following is the list of the series published by Jilin Education Press:
"Modern Science and Thinking Mode",
"The Grand System and Function of Modern Science", "An Introduction to
Information Culture",
"Computer and Social Development",
"Artificial Intelligence and Social Progress",
"The Competence of Modern Skilled People of Science and Technology",
"System Science and Social System",
"Progress of Science and Technology and Modern Education".
Fujian Education Press has published the "Modern Secondary Students Series'
with the contents as follows:
"Fifty Questions for Secondary Students", "Sports and Body Building",
"Occupation Guide",
"Newly rising Science and High Technology", "The Future of Human
Beings",
"A Full Reflection of New Stage Literature", "The History of Books in
China",
"Appreciation of Four Famous Classical Novels", "Stars in World of Sports",
"The Track of Explorer".
(4) Exhibitions are often displayed and lectures on science and technology are often
organised by museums, hall of science and technology, libraries, exhibition halls,
institutions of higher learning, and mass academic organizations.
All the above-introduced programmes and books have some common features: (a) having wide range of knowledge; (b) reflecting new tendency, new
knowledge and new concepts of science and technology, (c) having interdisciplinary contents and strong synthesis; (d) having close relevance to social realities
and individual life of young people; (e) being participated by experts and suitable
for self-learners; and (f) being loved by young people for the interest, artistry and
popularity. A11 the above characteristics are exactly the objectives which are
found difficult to be achieved in the reforms of teaching and curriculum.
The reforms in schools should be tried out before extensive popularization.
For the reform of curriculum, teaching materials should be well compiled, the
needed teachers should be trained and necessary teaching equipment should be
added. Compared with extra-curriculum education and after-school education,
school education lacks flexibility and adaptability. Therefore, the roles of
extra-curriculum and after-school education should be brougt into full play
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and they should be interacted each other.
The international environment, domestic needs of modernization programme, the development of science and technology, and educational structural
reform will all influence the education of science and technology in primary and
secondary schools. The education of science and technology in schools should be
unceasingly reformed, and the extra-curriculum and after-school education
should be developed vigorously. The three aspects should supplement and promote each other to form an organic whole. Only by doing so can we provide the
young people with a satisfactory environment for the education of science and
technology, so that they can receive comparatively overall cultivation and training for becoming a new generation with high level quality of science and culture.
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Country Paper: Ghana
Eric Mensah

The utility of science and technology
Scientific knowledge and modern technology like any other type of knowledge
constitute power. The kind of power exemplified by the two phenomena is, however,
perhaps more critical because of its concern with our very survival. Science and
modern technology empower us to adjust satisfactorily to our harsh physical and
social environment. And they have been used to improve upon the quality of life on
several dimensions: to promote industrial and agricultural growth and to improve
upon health.
The contribution of science and technology to Ghana's agriculture and health programmes, for example, is very instructive. Ghana is an agricultural country and
approximately 80% of the population live in the rural area where agricultural activities are dominant. But less than 13% of the country's total arable land is under cultivation and the average farmer cultivates five acres or less. One half of the country's
92,373 sq. miles of land lies within the coastal and interior Savannah. The interior
Savannah which is our focus of our attention covers some 50% of the total area of
Ghana with 20% of the country's total population. But only a small proportion of the
area is cultivated by peasants who operate less than six months a year. It would appear
that Ghana's potential in food production lies in this area and irrigation is gradually
facilitating the realisation of this potential.
The health problems facing Ghana are also associated with a very rapid population growth of about 3.1% per annum. The other factors are a very ineffective system of controlling disease and an unsatisfactory and poor sanitation. Life expectancy
in Ghana is estimated 55 for males and 57 for females. The answer to some of these
health problems is rooted in science and modern technology. As a young nation child
survival activities have been very crucial in the solution of health problems. They
include programmes of immunization and oral rehydration for diarrheal diseases.
Science has also confirmed some long standing traditions of spacing births through
prolonged breastfeeding. Modern technology in the health service also emphasises
Primary Health Care which is aimed at prevention rather than cure.

A critical missing link
There is a need for continuous research to make life less burdensome, less
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difficult, rewarding and less boring. The exodus of persons from the rural to urban
areas provides a vivid demonstration of this need. There is no doubt that a great deal
of research is being conducted by organizations of one kind or another into these matters. The organisations include the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research
(CSIR), and the three Universities of Ghana. It seems, however, that the people who
need the research findings most are not aware of outcome of such results. There
appears to be a critical missing link between the people who need the research findings and the task that needs to be accomplished to translate research results into
application and adoption.
In 1972 a workshop was organized at the University of Ghana on "The Pooling
of Resources Among the Universities and Scientific Research Institutions in Ghana"
to address itself to some of the problems created by this yawning gap between research and application. One of the outcomes of the workshop's deliberations was the
appointment of an Advisory Committee on the "Dissemination of Scientific
Information to the General Public". The Committee was charged with the task of studying and making recommendations on how to "organize an effective form of disseminating useful scientific results obtained from the Universities, the Research
Institutions and any other creditable source to the population so that they not only
benefit but get to know what is happening in our scientific institutions".
The Committee was sceptical about a follow-up on its proposals and therefore
recommended what it described as an "Action Group" or "Striking Force" to bring its
work into fruition. The joint action expected of the Universities, and the CSIR indeed
failed to materialize. The popularisation of science and technology through the dissemination of scientific information to the general public remained a Cinderella.
The efforts of the three Universities of Ghana and the CSIR in the popularization
of scientific information illustrate what is currently being in these directions. It will
be argued that these efforts need to be augmented by other informal and non-formal
educational activities to enhance the application of research findings to societal problems.

The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR)
The CSIR was established in its present form in 1986 to organize and coordinate
research in all aspects in Ghana. It is expected "to undertake or collaborate in the collection, publication and dissemination" among other statutory functions. Its research
institutes are as follows:
(1) Animal Research Institute;
(2) Building and Road Research Institute;
(3) Crops Research Institute;
(4) (Ghana National Atlas Project;
(5) Herbs of Ghana Project;
(6) Industrial Research Institute;
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(7) Institute of Aquatic Biology;
(8) Oil Palm Research Centre;
(9) Scientific Industrial Centre;
(10) Soil Research Institute; and
(11) Natural Resources Research Institute.
The technical services and assistance that these institutions offer include consultancy advice and extension work. For example, the Animal Research Institute provides advice and consultancy on subjects such as feed formulation, pasture establishment, poultry breeding and farm management. The Institute's extension service also
covers activities such as the training of farmers and individuals in animal management animal of suitable types as a source of food. The Food Research Institute is one
of the Institutes whose services have been directly related to national development. In
helped to reactivate the Bolgatanga Neat Factory through the improvement of the
Volta Corned Beef. It also assisted the Tema Food Complex Corporation (TFCC) to
set up production lines for fish canning, smoking, cold storage and fish meal plants,
and flour packaging in small units.
Information dissemination by the Institutes is varied. Annual and technical
reports are published. Symposia, seminars, open day and exhibitions are organized.
Lastly, research results are communicated to user-agencies.

The Universities of Ghana
The three Universities in the country, namely, the University of Ghana, the
University of Science and Technology, and the University of Cape Coast are actively
engaged in research of one kind or another. The mode for the dissemination of research results does not differ so much from the format used by the CSIR. There are, however, some unique features of their research institutions which are instructive.
The University of Ghana, for example, maintains two Agricultural Research
Stations. The Faculty of Agriculture which oversees these research stations also
publishes the Legon Extension Bulletion which is designed to provide technical information on a variety of themes. The following examples of publications provide some
information on the Faculty's efforts in these directions: "Hot Pepper Production"
(1984); "Garden Eggs/Egg Plant Production in Ghana" (1986); and "Hints on Poultry
Farming in Ghana" (1987).

Alternative modes of education
The efforts of the research institutions and Universities notwithstanding, it is
generally recognized that the target population for research findings is very limited, In a country with a 60-70% illiteracy rate, annual and technical reports in professional jargon, workshops, seminars and symposia as well as other such
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sophisticated modes of transmission of scientific information is dearly unsatisfactory.
It would appear that a conscious attempt would have to be made to promote a
scientific culture by emphasising alternative forms of education, namely, informal
and non-formal education which maximises learning resources in and out of school
for both children and adults. The rationale behind this assertion is the failure of the
school system to have the desired impact on the promotion of a scientific culture in
Ghana. It is estimated, for example, that even in the field of literacy, although 70% of
Ghanaian children are enrolled in school, adult literacy rates remain stagnant around
60-70. This suggests that attendance in school does not necessarily promote permanent literacy for a majority of Ghanaians.

Objectives and target groups
It would appear important to clarify the objectives of this educational effort
to facilitate the determination of appropriate strategies for the popularization of science and technology. The following objectives are suggested:
(1) to inform the general public and other agencies of what is happening in the scientific world,
(2) to help user agencies and persons needing specific information or to identify the
sources through which help could be obtained;
(3) to organize scientific educational programmes for the general public as and when
necessary;
(4) to promote a scientific culture that may enable Ghanaians to understand the technological world in which they live to become science conscious and develop a
scientific attitude towards problems;
(5) to enable various categories of scientists to keep abreast with scientific development in the country.
The target groups would have to be categorized, given the foregoing objectives,
to enhance the process of dissemination. The majority of the people who need to be
informed are illiterate and this suggests a linkage with the planned Functional
Literacy Campaign which is due to be launched in Ghana towards the end of this year.
The next target group would be persons with some education who can read and
understand material in both English and Ghanaian languages. After this group would
be those whose educational background is the General Certificate of Education and
above and who can understand the language of elementary science. Scientists or
young persons in Secondary Schools who are taught science and are interested in
applying their knowledge to particular scientific situations would constitute the next
groups. It is also important to aim at government, public and private agencies such as
regional development corporations and private manufacturers. It is vital to pass on
scientific information to this group because it is through these agencies that such
information could be most effectively used to make an impact on national development. Lastly, a programme for the popularisation of scientific information
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would necessarily have to include scientists who need to broaden their own scientific
knowledge with information outside their own field of specialisation
which may be of interest and relevance to their work. Problems for other agencies
may also be brought to the attention of the scientists.

The Channels and media for reaching target groups
(1) The use of Ghanaian languages—As indicated earlier, the dissemination of scientific information may be accomplished as part of the projected Functional
Literacy Campaign through the production of post-literacy material. Moreover.
Ghanaians have their own expression for some scientific concepts and the
medium for the dissemination of scientific information need not be exclusively
English. Borrowing will earth the language instead of attempts to force vernacular translations of well-known scientific concepts where much can be achieved
with a word with the same euphony but spelt differently. Perhaps this would be
one of the ways by which Ghana could evolve a purposeful scientific vocabulary, and the publication of scientific material in some Ghanaian languages appears
to be worthy of consideration.
(2) Publications—There is a need for the production of a wide variety of publications
in English and Ghanaian languages for the dissemination of scientific information. Bulletins, journals, pamphlets, newsletters, teach-yourself material, broadsheets, and columns or pull-outs in daily newspapers may be considered. Areas
of immediate importance are animal production, crop production, fishing, food
preservation, health and intermediate technology including cottage industries.
(3) Do-it-Yourself materials—These may be produced in fields such as gardening,
animal production and intermediate technology.
(4) Audio-visual aids—The production of educational films could be used to supplement programmes organized for the dissemination of scientific information.
(5) Radio and T.V.—The Ghana Broadcasting Corporation has a major role to play in
the popularisation of science and technology. The content of its science programmes is, however, geared towards the General Science syllabus of the West
African Examinations Council . There is a need for the Corporation to broaden
the content of its science programmes to cater for the general public as a whole.

Adult Education Agencies
(1) Organisations—It is proposed that the various adult education agencies in
Ghana should be fed with scientific information, pamphlets and other publications for use through their normal channels to various targets. A promising
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surategy for the popularisation of scientific information is the Adult Education
Networks established by the Ghana National Council for Adult Education. The
utility of a network lies in "the strength or weak ties" and is symbolised by the
looseness of ties in a network. The networks would therefore enhance the popularisation of scientific information because a network is also a system of communication channels which promotes the sharing of experiences, knowledge and
skills.
(2) Cultural centres or science museums—Ghanaians have a scientific heritage. The
establishment of cultural centres or science museums where science could be
practised in the traditional setting would therefore go a long way in popularising
and inculcating a scientific culture among the general public. An attempt to bring
science closer to the people through the establishment of more science museums
and cultural centres preferably in the regional capitals would also help to allay
some of the superstitious beliefs prevalent in Ghana society.
A conscious attempt to popularize science and technology through informal and
non-formal education would help promote a scientific culture in Ghana. This would
in turn facilitate an understanding of the contemporary technological world and the
creation of a scientific attitude towards societal problems. The Non-Formal Education
Division of the Ministry of Education would appear to be the appropriate governmental machinery with the necessary administrative and political clout to implement
such a programme to popularise science and technology in Ghana.
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Daudi N. Nturibi
Introduction
Like the proverbial traveller to strange and distant lands, who inspires wonder
and curiosity, the expert who can manipulate modern gadgetry and is seen to control
the laws of nature through his ability to use scientific knowledge leaves fellows villagers shaking their heads at his wizardry. At best they will be suspicious of attempts
to woo them to try their hand. Their reservation is compounded further by the incomprehensible language and the know-it-all attitude of those who introduce such innovations.
For those lucky to be initiated into the new technology "cults" through formal
education and industrial training the mysticism of science is soon replaced with confidence, so adoption and use of gadgetry is easy. But for the unlettered the mystery
remains and- adoption is fraught with hesitancy and mistakes, sometimes fatal and at
best ludicrous as to make them a laughing stock.
A case in point is that of a traditional herdsman who wiped out his whole herd
when he failed to understand how to administer a pesticide he had purchased. Such
discomfort does not auger well for the rapid advancement that is necessary to 'increase production, survival and self-sufficiency in the developing countries.
This paper will examine the issues involved in assessing the needs and problems
that make the popularisation of science and technology in these countries such an
urgent issue. An attempt will be made to examine how this process has evolved in
Kenya in respect to non-formal education practice. The issues of relevance of science and technology will be examined in relation to the society's level of readiness and
perceptions.

Issues in Promotion of Science & Technology
We can safely start with the observation that people will use knowledge or a technique which they understand, feel comfortable with and that is likely to meet a need
they have. For those trying to promote a new idea or way of doing things it is therefore important that they understand the psycho-social realities of the people they want
to influence. Thus they need to know:
— the prevailing knowledge, beliefs, attitudes and experiences of people as they are
related to the issue :
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— the people's level of awareness and readiness to change
— the need for change and how pressing it is—who feels this need
— traditional of past way of coping with perceived problems and ways of doing
things .
In this respect it is pertinent to note the cultural lag and inertia that has slowed
down adoption of new medical, agricultural and architectural techniques. Many of our
societies prefer to use traditional healers and mid-wives, to eat traditional foods and
build like their fore-fathers. This is what they feel confident to do.
The introduction of new ways will therefore not get very far unless it is grounded
and builds on what people know, and are comfortable with. Strange, gleaming,
modern gadgets and complicated sequences just make people feel clumsy and lose
face before their peers and followers. No one likes to look stupid.
What is then likely to be "appropriate" science and technology as recent wisdom
has counselled? The introduction of new ideas must start from development of existing knowledge and skills. The techniques must be simplified and must also be introduced with sensitivity. We must know and think seriously about how the people will
see the change or new ideas and techniques and how they will feel in their new
roles—are the shoes likely to cause corns or the dress appear clownish? We need to
go about the task slowly and patiently, correct mistakes during the initial faltering
steps and uncertainty. We cannot afford to push people too hard to change their practices. Heavy handed condemnation of people for their ignorance or "foolish" past
ways will only alienate potential adopters.

Approaching the task
Non-formal and informal techniques of promotion of adoption behaviour call for
intensive association and involvement by change agents or animators with community members. We have already noted the need to respect and listen to "clients" in order
to understand where they are and their perceptions of the issue. Once rapport has been
established it is easy to move with an individual or a group systematically through
steps of: — need or problem identification
— analysis of the need or problem to understand its effects and dimensions
— proposals for solutions that might work and be less painful or expensive
— planning of how to proceed in implementation of decisions
— periodic evaluation of success, assessment of subsequent difficulties and problems.
Groups have been found to be a viable approach because of the way in which
members influence one another by sharing knowledge and pressurizing each other by
example. As early adopters demonstrate how to go about it and dispel fears, others
will be more willing to follow their footsteps.
Careful development of relevant messages for awareness and in-depth instruction
suitable for each client group is called for. This can be done best if the group
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or inividuals involved take part in all the above stages and develop the messages
themselves.

Examples of Popularization
It has been extremely enlightening to work with women group leaders in developing leadership and group management manuals for groups involved in pig keeping,
poultry and livestock rearing, tailoring and bread making at the coast in Kenya. The
groups trained under the Tototo project umbrella have grasped these concepts and
techniques quickly to the amazement of their facilitators. They have gone further to
develop guidelines for health, nutrition, and child care based on the needs of members and their families.
The John Snow Inc. Family Planning Programme in Kenya has also involved
workers in enterprises, women groups, youth groups, school children and out of
school youth in popularizing family planning through such traditional entertainment
as song, dance, poetry, drama and story telling. The groups' rich wealth of knowledge and enthusiasm once guided by skillful facilitators, has popularised and opened to
public discussion issues of contraception and family health that were once only whispered to friends. In health, the simplified approach by UNICEF to promote child sur vival technologies has caught the people's imagination and increased the use of Oral
Rehydration Salts, immunisation coverage, re-emphasized breast-feeding and clinic
attendance for growth monitoring. These practices have brought about a drop in infant
mortality, to a point where Kenya is experiencing a resultant spiralling population
growth rate.
In food and agriculture the widespread adoption of new varieties of hybrid maize,
the rearing of improved breeds of dairy cattle and poultry, the widespread use of new
ways of planting and use of fertilisers have been brought about by extension staff able
to work at the village level, to train and visit farmers individually. There is also a growing demand for new technologies in industry and energy. Energy saving "jikos" or
cooking stoves have taken off very well especially as they are promoted through
women groups. Efficient but simple adaptations of traditional technology that can be
done by village craftsmen are easily done cheaply using locally available materials.
Adoption of "weaving" looms and cloth dyeing has also shown a lot of progress in
impoverished urban slum communities where women groups have organized themselves into income generating projects.

Conclusion
There seems to be no lack of enthusiasm in communities for new ideas and skills
as long as they fit into their perception of what will improve their welfare, but will
not bring tears. They eagerly seek knowledge and are prepared to learn new ideas and
to improve their skills.
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The knowledge and techniques advanced by change agents must be seen to
enhance the adopters' image and status in their communities. The promoters must also
be seen as friends and fellow travellers along the rough road to modernisation. Those
extension workers who are close to their communities will achieve the best results.
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Country Paper:
Republic of Korea
Chae Kwang-pyo

Introduction
The recent movement on popularization of science and technology started since
1970's by government in Korea. For example, the 'Sea-Ma-UI' movement has greatly
changed life style in rural areas.
The social change of Korea for the last 30 years has been tremendous. In the process of industrialisation, it has been arisen as an urgent need to prepare suitably qualified and skilled manpower. Science and technological education at college level has
been forced to fulfil this need.
The movement on popularization of science and technology has been carried out
at formal and non-formal education level. It is said the development of country is
resulted from education, but little analysis is performed to show how such development is related to education. It is generally agreed that the popularization of science
and technology also has great effect on the modernization of country.

Programs for the Popularization of Science and Technology
Various types of programs and activities have been presented by public and private organisations in Korea such as provide the information and knowledge about
modern science and technology, the influence of science and technology in the future, what is the scientific way of life, etc.
These programs could be classified as follows:
1. National Science Museum and Provincial Students' Science Museums Korea
has a 'National Science Museum' (NSM) in Seoul and 10 students' science
museums in provinces. The NSM devotes itself to collecting, preserving, and
exhibiting materials in the fields of science, technology, industry and history of
science and technology. The functions of the museum are:
• to diffuse scientific and technical knowledge
• to promote a scientific way of living for all.
The NSM operates exhibition halls all around the year. The number of visitors were about 351,000 in 1987. The NSM has summer and winter Science
Classroom for scientific experiments, and computer study for the students
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during vacations. Usually about 210,000 students yearly join in this program.
Sometimes the museum provides the public with special lectures and science film
service for the topics such as genetic engineering, food production, traveling universe, underwater science, etc.
The students' science museums not only display prototypes and models of
science equipment and various instructional materials related to science and
science learning but also provide actual learning activities to students and teachers regarding their school science. Sometimes the museums exhibit aquariums
and rare plants, etc.
2. Science Exhihitions and Science Fairs
Various kinds of science and technology exhibitions are opened several times
a year by private and public level to enhance the interests in science and technology and to promote the creativity in those fields.
A students' science fair has been operated by the National Science Museum
and the Ministry of Science and Technology since the early 1960s. The subjects
were about 4,500 in the 34th Science Fair (1988) and about 6,000 in the 10th
Student Science Invention Contest (1988). The purposes of the science fair are to
stimulate students' scientific creativity and to cultivate their interest in science
and science learning. The winners have been awarded with flight-benefits, such
as sholarships and overseas study tours. Other industrial fairs and contests are
also held to show the new industrial products.
Other scientific contests are held in various organizations: airplane model
contest, making the radio, personal computer contest, science experiments
contest, drawing and composition contests about science, etc. About 1.3 million
persons have participated in national programs during 1988.
3. Various Magazine for Science and Technology
There are various kinds of magazine concerning science and technology for
students as well as the public. They are published monthly, bimonthly, quarterly,
and so on.
The most popular science magazine for students are 'Student's Science',
'Student's Electronics', and 'Electric Wave Science for Students'. They are published monthly and carry various types of workshops, project, products and information which are fascinating enough to stimulate students' imaginations and
creative minds.
Some magazines for adults are published weekly as well as monthly, and provide recently developed information on modern science and technology. The
most popular ones are 'Weekly Science' and 'Monthly Industry' which carry the
most up-to-date information about industry and technology developed in the
world.
4. Mass Media Communication System
In the Republic of Korea, daily newspaper, radio, and television have contributed to enhancing the understanding of science and technology.
Daily newspaper carries various kinds of information on science and technology in everyday science and technology. It also carries the summaries of
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scientific research papers, which plays an important role in immediately
conveying some ideas and information about the development of modern science and technology to the public.
Broadcasting systems such as KBS and MBC, and KEDI's own programmes
provide the public audience with special topics about science and technology .

Concluding Remarks
There are various type of programs and activities in Korea for the popularization
of science and technology. It is generally agreed that these programs and activities
attributed greatly to the industrialisation of the nation but we have some problems.
For example, the main groups of the participants in scientific exhibitions and science
fairs are students and teachers. The publications of science magazine are still low
level, and the portion of the science program in TV and newspaper is small.
I want to close my paper by introducing the new science curriculum view of
the popularization of science and technology education.
The elementary, middle and high school science curricula have been revised
in Korea in 1987-1988. Computer, as a learning task has been firstly introduced
in the subject, industry art, at the 4th grade of elementary school.
The revision of science curricula was undertaken under the guidelines as
follows:
• The science curricula should be revised for the purpose of preparing the future
society which are supposed to be oriented to high science and technology.
• It should be incorporated with interaction and interfacing of science and technology, and with relationship between science/technology and society.
• It must emphasize more creative works and activities linking to real life situations
of students.
• The science programs should be more flexible and diversified for alternatives.
• The up-to-date information and knowledge such as genetic engineering, computer science, etc. should be incorporated in the school science curricula under the
above guidelines.
The situation of non-formal education for the popularisation of science and technology in the Republic of Korea has been roughly introduced. More detailed one will
be discussed in subsequent meetings.
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Country Paper: New Zealand
Cynthia M. Roberts

Section 1
New Zealand—Key Facts
Population: 3,307,084 (Census '86) 3,356,200 (Est. 31 Dec '88)
Ethnic composition:

Maori population
404,775
European mix
2,732,652
Pacific Island/Polynesian 125,853

12.4%
83.7%
3.9%

Key exports:
Meat, Dairy Produce, Wool, Wood/Pulp/Timber, Fresh Fruit, Casein and Caseinates,
Raw Hides, Skins and Leather, Aluminium and Articles of Aluminium.
Deficit: $M1583 (May '89)
Labour:
Registered unemployed (A): 148,667 (June '89) 11.09%
Number on Department of Labour Access training for unemployed (B):
15,295 (June '89)
Number on Job Opportunities Scheme and other subsidised work schemes (C):
9,633
Total of A + B + C: 173,595
As a percentage of the total workforce: 12.95%
Labour budget:
Employment and Training (D): $M35500(1988)
Social welfare:
Unemployment Benefit (E): $M780 (1988)
Total D + E: $M1135
Education:
Total expenditure on Education: $M3118.2 (31.3.89) as a percentage of government
spending: 5.3% GDP and 13.5% net government spending.
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Retention rate to Form 7 (final year of secondary schooling)

Males (including Maori):
Females (including Maori):
Maori:
Non-Maori:

1987

1988

23.5%
23.5%
6.9%
26.8%

27.1%
27.3%
8.5%
30.9%

Percentage of students taking Maths/Science combination in Form 5, 6 and 7.
Girls: 63.6%
Boys: 74.4%
(A breakdown of these figures reveals further differences with more boys taking 2
maths subjects and 26% girls taking physics and 45% chemistry in Form 6.)

Definitions
For the purpose of this paper the definitions of informal and non formal education will be based on those as set out in APEID/UNESCO publication "Formal and
Non-formal Education Coordination and Complimentarity"l.
"Informal education, which is sometimes called 'incidental' education, refers tounorganised education acquired during the entire life span of an individual through
interaction with parents and siblings and with other members of the society, or
through engaging in work and exposure to social events and movements and through
mass media such as newspapers, radio, television, etc.
Non-formal education differs from formal education in the sense that it takes
place outside the traditional framework of the formal system. This characteristic is
also shared by informal education. However, like formal education, non-formal education is organised and has pre-determined objectives. It also has sequential learning
structures which are not necessarily graded. While formal education is rigid and is
characterised by uniformity to a large extent, the hallmark of non-formal education is
its flexibility in terms of time and the duration of learning, age group of learners,
content, methodology of instruction and evaluation procedures."

Section 2
What is the current state of science and technology education and why
are these skills and knowledge important for New Zealand?
A number of recently published reports [Beattie, CERTECH, Royal Society2] all
highlight the concern in New Zealand over the shortage of skilled and qualified
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people in science and technology. These reports sound warnings that unless something is done soon the economic viability of New Zealand is under threat. Other writers have been predicting that although economic prosperity is around the corner this
will be stunted without the skilled workforce to back it3.
The major focus of concern has centred on the number of young people (33%)
who are leaving school with no formal qualifications and the additional problem that
65% of these school leavers receive no further formal education and vocational training4.
In New Zealand the percentage of 18-year-olds enrolled in full or part-time education in 1984 was 32.6% compared with 73.1% in Switzerland, 71.9% in West
Germany and 54.75% in the United States.
The CERTECH report5 in their analysis of the destination of fifth formers shows
that out of every 1000 students only 9 gain some technology related qualification.
In a discussion document put out by the New Zealand Vocational Training
Council, August 1986, based on a major survey of developed industrialised countries,
they state from their respondents:
"The unmistakable conclusion that must be drawn is their overwhelming recognition of the importance of education and training in economic performance. This
is in keeping with a major overseas research study of West Germany, the United
States and Japan in which ... 'Every single body of opinion believed that their economic success would be impossible without a strongly sustained effort in vocational
education and training.' "
New Zealand's chief export earnings remain those of a primary producing country namely meat, dairy produce, wool, and wood/pulp/timber.
CERTECH6 in their report believe that 10% of those currently in our labour force
need to be doing something different from what they are doing now. Whatever that
something turns out to be it assuredly will need mathematical and technological skills
in quantities not currently being generated. They contend that:
* there is a shift from industries primarily labour intensive to industries primarily
knowledge intensive
* major markets like Europe, India, China, South Korea, Indonesia will become net
exporters of food rather than net importers
* world demand for non-farm commodities is in decline owing to changed relationship between materials and knowledge
* capital movements rather than trade in goods and services is now the driving
force of the world economy.
In their latest report CERTECH7 predict, if present trends of the destination of
school leavers continue, the output of technological skills will have decreased 21% by
the year 2000.
The outlook for New Zealand could be an inability to compete on the international market with resulting increase in foreign ownership and control of our existing resources and a lower standard of living.
Research investigating the deficit of New Zealand-trained scientists and tech-
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nologists have largely focused on formal education and the shortcomings.
Clark and Vere-Jones8 in their report on science education in schools found that
science education was operating under major handicaps of teacher shortage education
and inadequate financial and material resources. This was compounded by the low
level of science knowledge on the part of primary school trainees and the low priority given generally to science education. The outcome they assert has been a lack of
interest in science subjects, especially amongst girls in the upper secondary school;
the poor performance of New Zealand children, particularly at 3rd form level, in the
recent IEAsurvey on mathematics education; and the inadequate numbers of students
enrolling for science and technology courses in the tertiary institutions.
Compared to what is happening in other countries technology education has hardly begun in New Zealand. It is a core subject in Britain, Europe, Scandinavia, Russia
and Eastern Bloc countries, in the most states in the USA and in most provinces in
Canada. In these countries technology education programmes are generally activity
based and concerned with the development of and awareness of a range of technologies and the ability to select appropriate technologies. It includes an understanding
that technology has an impact on society and the environment and an ability to solve
technological problem through investigation, design and construction.
Adult education has an important contribution to make in addressing these issues
in New Zealand. Adults play a key role in influencing children in their subject and
career choices. As citizens and voters they can exert public pressure to bring about
change in educational offerings.
The importance of simultaneously educating both adult and child has been well
documented and researched by bodies concerned with adult education such as UNESCO but it is seen to be of secondary importance in NZ and often overlooked in the
budget allocations.
"Never before have so few of us understood the devices and systems surrounding
us. Yet we are faced with controlling this tremendous power. People need to understand the limitations, as well as the capabilities of emerging technologies. The technologically literate person should have a sense of what technology cannot do or be."9
For adults such knowledge and skills are in fact life skills, in that they enable a
person to function effectively with matters, scientific and technical, as they arise in
everyday life.
The acquisition of these skills enables the person to become an effective citizen
able to be a participant in political debate on important issues such as the environment, the arms race, energy use, nuclear matters, health, the funding of research
and the interpretation of statistical data. All areas that are far too important and far
reaching in their consequences to be left to scientists alone.
As already discussed it is not just in the role of citizen that adult, need to be scientifically and technically literate. An informed citizen is an informed worker able to
contribute innovative suggestions or lead organisations to provide excellence in service or product through the application of appropriate technology.
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These skills and knowledge are vital for New Zealand's future prosperity and
growth.

Section 3
Science and technology education: What is currently happening?
Before a discussion on what informal and non-formal education can do to assist
with this crisis it is necessary to take a look at what attempts have already been made
to address these concerns. Below are listed just some of the many activities going on
in this area.
There has been a problem in selecting which material to include for much of what
is going on in the formal area spills over into the informal area. In fact many activities in the formal area such as science fairs and science badges in schools inevitably
involve parents in assisting children to complete projects.
As the focus of this paper is non-formal and informal education, comment on the
formal area has been restricted to a mention of some special efforts to promote education in science and technology.

Universities
Science in Learning, Waikato University. The aim of this project has been to
research how children learn science. The research findings set the underlying philosophy for the review of the Form I -5 science syllabus. The Learning in Science
Projects have shown that students make sense of their world by building on their own
experiences and prior knowledge.
There are two other projects still in the formative stages, worth noting, with
which the universities have been associated. The first is "Heritage New Zealand", a
project that aims to involve thousands of New Zealanders in the creation of a desktop, national mixed-media database about NZ past and present. (An improved version
of UK's "Doomsday").
The second is a science centre to be based in Christchurch similar to science
museums in other countries aiming to give people "hands on" experience of scientific and technological models.

Schools
Curriculum Review
Review of the Form 1-5 science syllabus. The approach of the new syllabus is
student centred, encouraging students to take an active part in their own learning.
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The student is central to the learning process while the teacher is the facilitator providing the optimum opportunities for the student to learn. An exciting aspect of the
new syllabus (as yet not officially in place) is the recognition of different learning
needs of both girls and Maori.
Science fairs which are for students to exhibit investigative, technological or display
projects are now a feature of science education in New Zealand. Eighteen fairs are
conducted on an annual basis throughout New Zealand inviting both school children
and the public to view the exhibits.
Special weeks, science extravaganzas and travelling road shows Conservation Week,
Technology Week and Travelling Road Shows are other activities aimed to encourage interest of both parent and pupil in the field of science and technology.

Polytechnics
Link Courses are designed to introduce secondary students to polytechnic education
by exposure to workshop activities unable to be offered within the secondary schools
curriculum. A review of the effectiveness of the LINED programme in encouraging
students to undertake further training is currently being conducted.
Try-a-trade-day is aimed to bring girls into the polytechnic to have some "hands on"
experience in occupations that have been seen as traditionally male.
Bridging courses are offered by most polytechnics, a few schools who take adult students and the extension studies department of some universities to encourage students
to "catch-up" on maths and science that are pre-requisite subjects for entry to certain
courses.
foundation and pre-apprentice training courses have been introduced recently to provide training in areas normally only open to school leavers who have an apprenticeship.

Community and non-formal education
Community Education and Evening Classes
This covers a vast array of classes offered through government funded institutions such as schools, polytechnics, university extension studies as well as nongovernmental organisations, For many those classes are an introduction to skills and
knowledge missed out in schooling. It has been a key place for adults to access the
new technology, particularly computers.
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Radio New Zealand Continuing Education Section has a popular following and is respected for the variety, depth and quality of its programmes.
Television provides a number of science programmes each week. "Fast Forward", a
New Zealand production, introduces new developments in science and technology.
"Our World", "Life on Earth " and "Nature Watch" are examples of international nature programmes offered, and specifically for children there is "Scientific Eye"
(Yorkshire).
Cable television is shortly to be introduced into NZ. There is some fear that the introduction of this new technology will affect the quality of programmes provided by the
National Broadcasting Service. It has been suggested that only those who can afford
the new technology will have the option of quality programmes while the National
Broadcasting Service, through economic necessity will serve up a diet of second rate
overseas programmes.
Access radio is people making their own programmes, learning to use the equipment
themselves and cutting out the middle person who often acts as a "gatekeeper". There
are a number operating in NZ, of special note are the two Maori Access Radio stations, one in Auckland (promoting Maori views and concerns on issues in both Maori
and English) and one in Wellington (using only Maori language).
The Christchurch Polytechnic, through their Media Studies Department, is training
students for broadcasting and have set up an Access Radio as part of their training
programme. Many interest groups, clubs and organisations have taken the opportunity to learn the technology associated with producing a radio programme and regularly have a slot on air.
Access TV is soon to be available in NZ. It will be a far more expensive operation. It
remains to be seen if this is as empowering to the users as Access Radio has proved
to be.

Scientific journals, newsletters, associations, networking and support
groups
There are a wide variety of these. Some geared to specific professions, others to
a wider audience. Here are a few that are directed to the lay person.
Computer users clubs to share information and to support in the application of
computers to work or home use.
"Forest and Bird" magazine of the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society.
New Zealand Technology Advancement Trust, a non-profit organisation dedicated to the development of scientific and technological skills in NZ.
Science and Technology Advisory Committee (STAC), a government advisory
committee.
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Environmental groups
The three prominent groups in NZ with a large national membership are Forest
and Bird, Maruia Society and Greenpeace. Through newsletters and public meetings
these environmental groups do much to keep their membership and the public informed by debating environmental issues of concern to the country.

Affirmative action groups
With research and the sharing of women ' s experiences in the sciences it became
increasingly obvious that some affirmative action was needed if any change to improve the participation of women was going to take place.
The Department of Education currently has three women officers working in each
of the tertiary, secondary, and Maori and Polynesian spheres. They have been responsible for both policy and implementation. Much of their work has been directed at
creating a better learning environment for women and girls as, well as encouraging
females into non-traditional careers. The new Ministry of Education has only provided a "watch-dog" role in policy formation. Women are concerned that the vital role
of producing resources, which back up policy, will be lost.
A women's employment officer currently works in each of the main regions and
is based in the NZ Employment Service. These women have the task of working to
encourage women to consider non-traditional employment options.
Women working in science and technology have set up groups to be a support for
each other and to promote more women into these fields.
They include DSIR women's network, equals maths/science network for teachers
and WISE (Women into Science Education). One aim of WISE is to develop a
"Sisters in Science" programme in which women scientists identify with particular
schools. They have also been associated with the preparation of a booklet on four
New Zealand pioneer women scientists in conjunction with DSIR and the
Development of Education.

Maori Studies Association
This group and other Maori groups have been concerned with the neglect by
scientists of things Maori. Traditional Maori methods of cultivation and fishing and
the laws of conservation that were developed to protect and preserve precious or limited resources have largely been replaced by Pakeha methods and laws. One outcome
has been the loss to NZ, through scientific breeding, of the many varieties of Kumara
(a sweet potato brought to Aotearoa by the Maori). Through a dialogue with scientists
interest in traditional plants, crops and their uses has been revived (recently species
of Kumara, no longer present in NZ, but preserved in Japan were brought back for
cultivation).
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Industry-based training, inservice training, on-the-job training, management training
Most leading industries and organisations have a commitment to inservice and
ongoing training. How much employers can be expected to contribute to ongoing training or upgrading of employees skills is currently the focus of discussion of one of
the "Learning for Life" working parties.
Dr Mervyn Probine10, a prominent figure in the debate for the need to increase
our output of scientific and skilled personnel, believes leadership has a vital role to
play in this. He has put this into practice by recently taking a group of "captains of
industry" in food technology to America to inspire them to look anew at technology
and marketing for New Zealand products. Further trips with other key leaders are
planned.

Skills training for the unemployed
The main government funded skills training scheme for unemployed is called
Access. While some providers have been particularly successful in equipping their
students with skills recent research" points out some of the major shortfalls of this
type of training. The mixture of providers and educational/teaching standards, the
lack of any systematised qualifications and haphazard ongoing vocational guidance
all raise questions as to whether this scheme and its bureaucratic administration is the
most useful way to address this problem.

Section 4
The popularisation of science and technology: Why has it failed? What
are the barriers to this happening?
Although New Zealand has been active in the popularisation of science and technology through various avenues and activities (and there are even more than those listed above) there is a major shortfall in the number of people receiving education in
this field compared with the number required. For instance girls and Maoris only participate in this form of education to a minor degree.
Why is this? Why are girls opting out of science and technology courses? Why
are Maoris not only opting out of sciences but education generally at a greater rate
than their Pakeha peers? Why if there is a critical shortage of scientists and technologists is the general population not clamouring for more money to be allocated to this
area? Is it just because they are ignorant and need to be informed about the skills crisis or are there other issues needing to be addressed before action can take place.
One obvious reason is the perception these groups have of science and tech-
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nology. The stereotyped view of the scientist is one of a remote figure, elitist in thinking. A person who is often environmentally insensitive and inhumane (nuclear
bombs and the arms race). A person who has poor inter-personal communications, is
not concerned with social issues and takes no responsibility for the abuse of the products of science.
Such a person and their profession naturally lacks appeal!
It has been well researched that women' s perception and experience of science
and technology has been alienating Research further indicates a strong bias in girls'
choice of vocation towards occupations which are people-orientated and show a
social concern. No doubt research as to why Maori students have dropped out of
science could throw up some useful information also.
Although efforts have been made from many quarters to change girls' thinking
about science and technology with little noticeable effect the question is now being
asked is this appropriate? Who should change? Women or science and technology?
At an international conference that I attended in Denmark in 1986 entitled
"Women Challenge Technology", I was interested to note how many scientists were
posing this question. They gave graphic stories of the loneliness and hardship endured by women working in non-traditional occupations.
One paper traced back to the origins of current scientific thinking through philosophers such as Plato, Aristotle, Bacon and Descartes. The impact of their thinking,
which believed in the division of body and soul, is very much with us today; it associated 'body' with feminine which is unscientific and 'mind' with masculine which is
scientific.
Another paper examined computers, describing them as "a masculine machine
that can only work in a linear hierarchical way with data that is fed into it which is
reduced and uniquely defined. The road to knowledge must pass through the computer wedge subtleties and intuition cannot be computerised".
Janet Burns in her paper "From Changing Women to Changing Science''l3 examines some of the myths surrounding the perceptions that women cannot do science.
These myths include beliefs that men are logical and that women are intuitive, that
men are objective and that women are subjective. Janet Burns supports the need for
science and technology to change, rather than women, when she describes a "revised
view of science, as suggested by scientists like Medwar and Nelson. The focus of
these writers is on the importance of intuitive thought in the real process of scientific
creativity, as opposed to the sterility of logic in the standard scientific method"'.
As Henri Poincare (1929) said "... it is by logic that we prove. It is by intuition
that we discover."
Janet Burns goes on to quote Stephen Toulmin and his revised view of science
which he calls "post-modern" science as one that recognises the subjectivity of the
observer and applies standards of fairness.
Other characteristics that can be added to post-modern science include a recognition that it is holistic, value laden and socially determined.
"Post-modern science reinterprets the process of science launched by Galileo
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and others 250 years ago and moves on to accommodate changes that will allow
science to address issues encountered today."
The adoption of this revised view of science (more attuned to female socialisation/characteristics) would I believe make a significant impact not only in attracting
more girls into science but more people generally.
With the majority of women alienated from science and the majority of Maori
generally alienated from a pakeha schooling system the pool of people which can be
drawn on to fill this huge gap of scientifically and technically competent people is
very small. The answer has to lie in increasing this pool of students.
In spite of the government's commitment to equity, the majority of the population
can still see no connection between creating a more effective learning environment
for girls and Maori (this means addressing racism and sexism) and an increase in the
number of students who will stay on in the formal education system or join non-formal classes, which in turn, would lead to a more educated workforce and economic
prosperity. Many people are openly hostile and see the government as getting their
priorities wrong. I would argue that simply throwing more money at the already privileged group is not going to get New Zealand on the way to economic prosperity or
make for a better society.
Interestingly Suzanne Dillon14 found in her research that although many girls
believed women could and should take careers in maths/science they would not as
they saw a conflict in the future between home and career.
All of this adds another dimension to the need for increased funding for training
in not only science and technology but teacher and parent education. Inservice training is needed to change teacher attitudes to classroom management and what creates
an effective learning environment for all students. As well as this there must be a provision of resources and equipment for the teaching of a revised view of science and
technology.
This cannot be achieved successfully without taking the adult population along
too, as expectations that women and Maoris have of themselves shape career choice
and ongoing educational initiatives. Hence the need for resources likewise to be directed to continuing education.
Another barrier, related to that discussed above, is the question asked by some but
possibly thought by many more, who benefits and who loses from the introduction of
new technologies? Katherine and John Peet in paper presented to the 1987 ANZUS
Conferences15 make a plea for the nation to collectively plan the future and the use
of new technologies so that they are used wisely to benefit all people and not just a
privileged few. "The New Internationalist''l6 has many case studies of the destruction
of the fabric of communities through exploitative technology which while seemingly
bringing riches is in fact creating an improverished society with profits to the wealthy few who run and control the resources.
Peter Fensham in an article entitled "Science for All''17 poses another possibility as to why the popularisation of science and technology has problems to
overcome. He sees the formal education system as having gateway subjects that filter through the relatively few students who are allowed to move into professions
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of status, social experience, and economic security.
Scientists, Peter Fensham contends, are "now a powerful faction with a major
interest in maintaining their subject as an elite and important field".
In preparation for this paper I was surprised to find this argument put forward
from other professionals who were concerned about the attitude of their colleagues
perpetuating the mystique of their particular skill. After all, the slogans "Science for
All" and "Technology for All" could be very threatening if a person believed their job
depended on others not knowing how to do it.
Penny Carnaby, Head of Learning and Resource Centre at Christchurch Polytechnic, elaborates on this further when she expresses deep concern with New
Zealand's move towards user pays and the growth of the knowledge broker. She
defines knowledge brokers as those who have technological know-how and equipment to access the major data bases, such as DIALOG, and charge the users for that
information. For the non-formal learner this has important ramifications in their
access to knowledge and information. The conflict between those with knowledge
and skills and their unconscious desire to hang on to these as their source of livelihood and status could well be one of the contributing factors in New Zealand's problems with popularisation of science and technology.

Section 6
What can non-formal and informal education do?
The most important role that non-formal and informal education can play is to
work actively to bring about changes in attitudes. It is only by a shift in public opinion that our crisis in education can be overcome and that we as nation can benefit
from science and technology.
1
2

3
4

5

Below are listed some possible strategies:
Support the Government's moves to equity in education. Without a changed learning environment for girls, women and Maori little progress will be made in reducing the deficit of skilled people in science and technology.
Lobby for inservice training for teachers and community educators in order to
present "post-modern science" to students, which challenges the existing myths
surrounding these subjects.
Consciously promote appropriate role models of scientist and technologists that
fit the new image needed for science, that is of socially concerned and responsible people.
Promote more public discussion on science and technology, debunk some of the
myths and openly discuss fears as to who benefits and who loses from more spending on science and technical education.
Promote courses that empower people. Such courses include assertiveness training, knowing your rights, health issues, understanding technology,
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computer skills. It is by empowering people to feel confident and good about
themselves that they then are able to question academics and professionals. This
can only work to bridge the gap that now exists between lay and academic and
start the dialogue that will see the problem as a shared one.
6 Develop a public understanding of learning theories. There are many different
approaches to learning. By enabling people to experience a variety of learning
styles they can then identify how they best learn and begin to take control of their
own learning. 'Learning how to learn' must continue to be a key aspect of adult
education.
7 Develop strategies to reach those not currently being reached by the non-formal
and informal education process. Promote through one of the main informal
mediums, television, a much more interactive approach to learning.
8 Support and cultivate the "Tall Poppies", the leaders in industry, education and
the community by acknowledging the importance of leadership skills and training.
9 Request that Technology Education become part of the education system in New
Zealand and call for the establishment of technology centres. These would provide impartial advice on technologies available for educational and public use, provide inservice training for teachers and a place where teachers and parents could
come and engage in technology tasks.
10 Promote the development of high quality career services and directories that will
assist parents and children to be aware of the wide range of career options that
have now opened up with developments in science and technology.
11 Examine the current allocation of government spending on unemployed schemes
with a view to a redistribution to create:
* technology high schools
* technology centres
* senior colleges
* providing more places in existing courses
12 Lobby for continued financial support for Adult and Continuing Education offered through government and non-government organisations. Our ongoing national wellbeing requires an informed and broadly educated adult population committed to life long education.
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Country Paper: Poland
Stanislaw Kaczor
I would like to present some problems involved in adult education in Poland in
the context of the popularisation of science and technology, as a task especially
important in the fall of the 20th century. As far as industry and agriculture are concerned, Poland is medium developed; it is weakly developed, however, in the sphere of
services. At the same time, however, it possesses great possibilities of accelerated
development because of strong traditions in the field of research and relatively
well-trained workforce. I mean here traditional vocations, which implies the shortage
of workers for future occupations, managers included.
After the period limited share in the international division of labour, Poland is
now entering the period of accelerated processes, which were characteristic of highly
developed countries much earlier.
The rebuilding in Poland refers to all spheres of fife, i.e. politics, economy, science, technology, culture and education. Each trend is characterized with its own peculiar processes; all spheres of social and economic life, however, undergo changes
aimed at the acceleration of the development of the country. An important role in
these processes is played by the Polish science, connected in many ways -with the
world science, co-operation with UNESCO being one of the most significant fields of
activity. The contribution of the Polish science to changes occurring everywhere
consists in the development of diagnostic, prognostic and monitory expertises, which
are then submitted to authorities and social organisations.
In order to illustrate the contribution of the Polish science to profound changes
that occur in all spheres of life, I will present the latest publication of the Forecasting
Committee for the Development of the Country, called "Polska 2000" and attached to
the Polish Academy of Sciences. The publication is entitled "The Modern Shape of
Poland. Development Dillemas at the Threshold of the 21st Century" (Ossolineum
Publishing House, 1989, pp. 605). The authors presented different variants of forecasts, stipulating for one of the suggested scenarios. They pointed to four elements of
the quality of life. They are as follows:
— healthy natural environment,
— proper health protection and social welfare,
— cultural and civilisational promotion in the sense of modern education, the participation in the national and international culture, modernised working conditions,
the improvement of service and living standards,
— joint participation in social and political decisions, joint management.
It has been taken for granted that human being is, and will be in the future,
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the originator of the rebuilding. What is thus important is the promotion of intellectual
work, creative attitudes and initiatives among workers. This requires careful reconsideration of the relationship between the individual and the collective.
The researchers working for the "Polska 2000" Committee have presented in their
report three scenarios of the country development that are most likely to be carried
out during the forthcoming decades:
1. the scenario of raw materials and energy priority
2. the scenario of basic needs priority
3. the scenario of civilisation development priority.
They have stipulated for scenario 3, which is likely to ensure the deepest changes
in the economic structure by means of:
— the foundation of those industries that require advance technology, — making our
economy open to the world,
— making economic policy support the market,
— the intensification of scientific and technological development,
— the thorough rebuilding of the national education system, together with theimprovment of the conditions of education.
As it appears from what has been mentioned before, all elements of the development forecasts include the problems of education. In 1987 the Experts Committee for
the National Education was founded in Poland. The Committee is supposed to work
out a detailed diagnosis of the state of the national education in Poland and to sumbit
it, by the end of 1989, to the government and the society. The diagnosis will also
include suggestions concerning educational reforms, which should be in agreement
with social, economic and cultural demands, as well as with individual aspirations, in
the perspective of the first decades of the 21st century. The Committee is of the opinion that it is impossible to carry out effectively the reform in any sphere of social or
economic life without modern schooling, capable of teaching young people how to
think in a new way. For many years in Poland it has been emphasised that education
ought to serve the society, economy and culture. Nowadays we put the main stress on
its stimulating function and, for this purpose, we try to popularise the achievements
of science and technology.
The Institute of Vocational Education in Warsaw, in co-operation with the Polish
National Commission for UNESCO, organized under the auspices of the UNESCO
three European conferences on adult education (held in 1983, 1985 and 1987). The
latest conference concerned the out-of-school forms of adult. education, i.e. those
forms that we call informal. A problem of great importance—and still up to date, I
think—is the question about individual and social expectations as regards educational
standards in the sphere of occupational life, labour market, leisure, family life.
I agree with the statement included in the introductory paper and saying that
primary and secondary schools do not perform their function sufficiently as far as
the popularisation of science anal technology is concerned, This is the case in
Poland, despite permanent changes in curricula and teachers training. Curriculum
changes have resulted in many negative aspects, e.g. the overloading of curricula
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with information. This caused subsequent changes—the reduction of the content, not
always accurate, etc. This brought about the danger of formal only, not actual, teaching.
I also share the doubts that have been expressed in the introductory paper and
referred to the question: can the school perform the popularising function in agreement with social demands? The main task of the school will be, at least in the forthcoming years, to organise educational processes aimed at the development of universal, humanistic values, in order to ensure the development of the mankind. What is
important is to prepare human beings to be able to control the development of civilisation. It seems that if the school fulfilled this task properly, it would deserve approval.
The contemporary school has often been criticized, and proposals of descholarization have been heard and there. It seems, however, that there is something of the
truth in the statement that the school ought to be conservative in a sense, as it is to
guarantee universal values.
Informal education, however, is more flexible in its very nature, geared to the
contemporary and the future, both in its content as well as in forms and methods,
together with the whole infrastructure. I believe that it is necessary to carry out the
research, international research included, into the multitude of information sources
and into the functions of informal education teachers. l think, and base my opinion on
the research that has partially been carried out, that the teacher, especially in in-formal education, is becoming a guide in the world of science (science and technology)
rather than a source of knowledge or information. It is much more difficult to perform
this new function than the traditional one, when the teacher was the only source of
information, or at least the most important one. In Poland, however, the teacher still
plays this traditional function in many cases. It is easy to observe this at courses,
where a lecture delivered by a teacher is the only source of information for participants. The investigative as well as the innovative functions of the teacher must also
gain importance. As regards the investigative function, the teacher must undertake an
attempt to measure the effectiveness of his work, then draw conclusions useful for
self-improvement.
Because of the increasing availability of computerized data banks, and in Poland
first of all libraries attached to scientific societies, occupational organizations and
enterprises, of radio and television programmes (satellite broadcasts included), the
ability to select information, interpret it and apply in different spheres of life is becoming more and more important.
Informal education in Poland is carried on mainly in enterprises. This is because
employees ought to improve their qualifications in consequence of changes occurring
in technology, work organisation, etc. Unfortunately, in Poland there is relatively little demand for in -service training, for the structure of economy is science-consuming
to a very limited degree. The process of restructurization, however) has already been
initiated. This, in turn, has caused the danger of closing down certain factories. And
this process will result in the increased occupational mobility.
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Course and other forms of informal education have been conducted so far by educational units in enterprises (mostly large and medium-sized) or by organizations specialised in educational activity. They are carried on in enterprises or at schools, when
there is a break in their daily activities.
Of great importance for informal education is the development of a new system
of course, including introductory courses, lasting for several hours, development
courses and improvement courses.
Another problem to be solved is the permanent training of teachers from the point
of view of both specialization and pedagogy. Participants of the out-of-school forms
of education expect both competence and authority on the part of their teachers.
In the Polish situation, of great importance is to solve the problem of educational
infrastructure, starting with buildings and equipment and ending up with study materials and handbooks.
In every field of informal education it seems necessary to carry out researches
into teaching effectiveness, and then to popularize the most effective solutions.
International exchange of experiences may result in the acceleration of many processes that have started in Poland.
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Country Paper: Sri Lanka
S.M.D. Perera

Brief Geographical Description
Sri Lanka situated at the southern end of the Indian subcontinent is an Island of
65,000 sq. km. It is an independent country, a member of the non alligned group as
well as a member of the SARC group of countries. A democratic system of government prevails in the country with an elected president. An open economic policy is
adopted since 1977 with many opportunities made available to all its citizens. A
decentralised system of government prevails and there are 8 decentralized administrative systems for the nine provinces of the country (North and East Provinces are
temporarily merged).
Historically Sri Lankan recorded past goes back to almost 2,500 years to the 6th
Century BC. Buddhism was first introduced to the country from India during the reign
of the Indian King Asoka in the 3rd Century BC, and through its, inspiration the cultural traditions and development progressively took place over the years. In the sixteenth century the arrival of invaders from the western world (the Portuguese, the
Dutch and lastly the British) influenced to a great extent the patterns of indigenous
culture and economic sustanance of the country through the infusion of western culture and patterns of living. The plantation industry (Tea and Rubber) as well as a system of schooling in the English Medium were prominent introductions. Western
industrial products too flowed in to strengthen the colonial administration.
In 1948 after securing independence from colonial rule which lasted approx. 400
years, Sri Lanka was again on the path of progress as a sovereign independent nation.
In the 41 years since independence we have attempted to create a welfare state.
Education is free from Primary Grades to the University and available to all. There
are in addition free Health Services and many support services to all people whose
circumstances are comparatively not so well off. There is a free text book scheme, a
free midday meal programme and the new 'Janasaviya' poverty alleviation scheme
(Janasaviya—to strengthen the people) where those below the poverty line are supported by the state both financially and through assistance in education/training and
employment.

Demographic Data
The population of the country now stands at 16.5 million and early in the 21st
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century it is likely to touch the 20 million mark. The population statistics and trends
are mainly based on the 1981 census. There has been a significant decrease in population rise, and the 0-15 age group has decreased from 39% in 1971 to 36.3% in 1981.
The population in the productive years (15-64) has increased from 56.8% in 1971 to
60% in 1981. The 5-9 age group has decreased from 13.2% in 1971 to 11.4% in 1981.
Similarlythe 10-14 age group has declined from 12.7% to 10.7%. the total school
going population now stands at close to 4 million and the annual enrollment at Grade
I (90%) totals almost 400,000. Sri Lanka is multiethnic and multireligious. 74% are
Sinhalese with 12.6% Sri Lankan Tamils, 7.1% Muslims and 5.6% Indian Tamils.
Buddhists compose 69.3%, Hindus 15.5%, Christians 7.5% and those of Islam faith
7.6%.

The Economic Scenario
The socio-economic scenario in the country has always shown a progressive outlook even though problems that affect many nations today such as increase in violence and youth unrest would also have had their drastic impacts in the country. Birth
rates have declined, fertility rates have fallen and child and maternal mortality are at
very low levels (25 and 0.8 per 1000). There is a significant decrease in the 0-4 and
5-9 year olds and the young women of today are better equipped to face the world
ahead. A wide range of assistance schemes are available to help the low income
groups in the country. The period 1977-1985 witnessed one of the highest economic
growth rates of 5.8% on an average; unemployment fell and the real incomes for
many received an increase. The GDPgoing into investment averaged 27%. The changing economic climate of the world, however, and external factors affecting Sri
Lanka's trade balance have forced her along with many developing countries of the
world to apply adjustment policies which would often affect the forward steps taken
for needed social progress in the country (debt service ratio 22.5% of exports in 1985
and estimated to be 30% by 1989).
There is also a negative side in the sense that inequalities have really increased.
The lower 20%, which received 7.1% of the total household income in 1973, received 5.7% in 1982. Associated factors such as acute malnutrition also showed an
upward rise. The population of the country is still rural based (78.5% as per 1981
census). The present policy of decentralised government is in fact to support the
development of the rural sector. Further, Government policy encourages people
moving away from the cities and also from the populous Wet Zones to the Dry Zone
of the country. This has resulted in the population of the Dry Zone, increasing from
35.4% in 1953 to 42% in 1981. Governments have always invested heavily in rural
infrastructure development, e.g. major irrigation schemes and rural housing
schemes. Throughout agriculture has been the main income earner for the country.
During the period 1978-87 agriculture contributed to 28% of the GDP and makes
up 60% of total export earnings. It generates 15% of government revenue and provides employment for about 45% of the labour force. The manufacturing sector
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however had recorded a steady growth since 1978 due to incentives provided. From
a share of only 15% of export earnings in 1978 it has risen to 49% in 1987.
A variety of factors affecting developing countries have their impacts on the
countries' economy and progress. The recent ethnic disturbances and internal strife
have forced countries like Sri Lanka to make heavy commitments on items such as
defense expenditure further slowing down planned progress.

Roles and Responsibilities of Education System
1. The Formal System
There is no doubt the formal education system of a country is primarily responsible for providing scientific attitudes, fundamental knowledge, skills, ways
of thinking and developing values on science and technology of our present and
future generations. Schooling years are impressionable years and what is internalised during these periods often lasts a lifetime. Formal science education commences right from the beginning at Primary Grades (Elementary Science at
Grades 4 and 5) and continues as 'science' education at secondary stages. All
school pupils follow this course. At collegiate level the Science and Arts courses
are separately followed with more pupils following the 'Arts' course. This is
usually due to the lack of facilities (teachers/lab facilities) in the schools system.
In the 11 years of schooling most of the pupils will therefore follow a course in
science. In countries like Sri Lanka we have a persistent problem of a hard core
non schooling group (8%-10% of 5-14 years olds) as well as a drop outs problem
(20% of each cohert at grade 5, and 40% grade 8). Invariably therefore an appre ciable proportion of our younger generation would miss an education as such, and
therefore not be exposed to the basics of science which pupils who complete
schooling would receive (15% largely and approx. 40% to a fair extent). These
pupils would come from deprived and low income families (almost 40% live
below the poverty line).
In the formal area there is much work being done to make the science
course more relevant to needs of the day as well as for the future. Curriculum
developers consistently follow these trends and curricula are updated regularly. Science and associated technology is a subject area advancing at a rapid
rate and the formal system of schooling being highly conservative and often
suffering from this drawback is slow in keeping pace. School science education (like the whole to the formal system) following needs of the sixties to provide for the elite who will follow the professions (medicine, engineering, etc.)
more or less continues on this track. There is a need now for interdisciplinary
adjustments to meet societal needs of science and technology (for basic developmental programmes) as well as for making science and technology more
universal (considering science and technology as essential for a literate person). In this connection teacher training schemes, (regular in service is needed) school facilities (lab and workshop design) as well as extra or supra
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school activities in the community and the outer environment, have to be
rethought and redesigned to meet the real needs of pupils and their eventual life
as adults.
2. Non-Formal Areas (NFE)
The Non-Formal Educational areas which are organized programmes outside the formal could provide a continuing as well as a complementary form to formal education. They are also in most instances an alternative to formal systems
when recipients being often of low income groups get pushed out on left out of
formal education. As the demand for science/technology knowledge and skills
increase with the general public NFE programmes would come in very effectively to meet these needs. Further the courses or training programmes can be held in
areas or locations where there is a demand and at a low cost. Local talent is often
used and while training is in session or not the trainers can themselves undergo
further training to meet specialized training needs. The curricula of courses will
of course be designed to meet the needs of the clients and they will have to be
regularly updated via a strong curricula development facility. Resource centres
will always be associated with NFE programmes which often cater to a variety of
educational needs (in addition to science and technology programmes). Courses
will often be practical and applied, bringing a vast array of information, knowledge and skills to meet the demands of many client groups, specially the young
who would not have their needs met via formal means. In the future the more
'practical' or 'applied' nature of NFE programmes will have to be strengthened
with more 'educational' concepts with courses being multidisciplinary, open
ended and pupils led on to be more creative in outlook yet retaining their functional characteristics. Of course there will be many different types of NFE
Courses.
Economic activity in rural areas are often concentrated in agricultural of
technical areas. Of course many services always develop alongside such activity.
Investments in human resources in the areas of sciences and technology will itself
act as a catalyst to provide for further developments in economic tasks. NFE programmes unlike formal systems will predominantly cater to those who would stay
back in the rural areas themselves and provide the knowledge as well as the interests and utilize available local resources for the improvement of their own areas.
Rural areas would often be content to carry on with traditional economic activities mainly concentrated on agriculture and low volume traditional technology.
Changing the structure of secondary schooling to include NFE programmes as
well as inclusion of such programmes outside formal schooling may well be a
means of meeting rural unemployment under employment youth dissatisfaction,
needs of economic improvement and restructuring of rural areas.
Further, societies in rural areas will face situations of environment protection, conservation of resources, use of alternate sources of energy (renewable as much as possible) and science and technology knowledge both basic
as well as in their applied forms will be much in demand. The concept of
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popularising science and technology will therefore be implied when we have to
meet such situations. Formal systems are much criticised these days and their curricula are often focused to meet needs of pupils proceeding on more professional
avenues. Teaching systems still follow basics ignoring needs of societies on
social fronts, e.g. health, local technology or local questions of technology introductions. NFE can now look into such areas too, along with the more applied
skills that need to be generated at the village level. NFE Programmes can in fact
provide for continuing assistance to a wide range of clients to meet their demands
for knowledge and skills in or after their initial training under formal or NFE programmes—for adults, housewives, or even the elderly. It is now recognised that
in the evolutionary process of education, non-formal education has an increasingly important role to play. Structures, organisation, management, supervision,
evaluation procedures along with the curricula and their educational material production specific to NFE situations as well as learning/ teaching methodologies
will be the areas to be looked into and progressively researched and developed.
At the moment, NFE in Sri Lanka in the area of science and technology is restricted mainly to skills development programmes for youth. It should certainly
take on a wider role in the days to come.
3. Informal Sector - Mass Media
So far as popularising of science and technology is concerned the informal
sector will of course play an important role. The mass media will come in prominently and will be a powerful tool to bring in information, knowledge, skills
and importantly attitudes both scientific as well as humanistic to the whole range
of client groups. Informal scientific and technical information is perhaps a very
rapidly advancing area and is certainly contributing tremendously to popularising
this important area. In the recent past the commercial value of preparing material
and putting it across through the mass media in a way most people find interesting has come in and regular documentaries like "Towards 2000" are very popular bringing in scientific and technical information to the general public.
Science and Technology has always been attractive to the human mind. The
rapidity of its growth is indeed fascination to most people. Futuristic novels of
present day writers like Arthur C. Clark, as well as H.G. Wells of an earlier period continue to facinate most people. Films on future fiction are screened in many
countries and the people both young and old eagerly view videos, documentaries
or even read the comics of things to come. The informal scenario is today both a
source of interest entertainment and information.
However, it would be relevant for us to 'formalise' the mass media and utilize its vast potential for more specific ends. While this is indeed ongoing and there
is much good work done to popularise science and technology, this informal sector could come in to help both the formal as well as non-formal education sectors
more constructively in our different countries. Educationists may well have to
map out the different roles of all such areas when we consider an 'education' for
most individuals.
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Aspects of Science/Technology Development & the Future
1. Directing Knowledgel/Information
Along with the popularisation of science and technology directing relevant
knowledge and skills to correct areas and to the people concerned will have to be
looked at purposefully. Further, progressive build up of knowledge in science and
technology, both through the schooling system, non formal means as well as
informally, is a challenging task. There will be many gaps to be filled, weak
points to be strengthened and relevant and new information to be brought in. The
vast build up of knowledge must be looked at from these different points of view
so far as the users are concerned, and made available in their correct forms, utility wise, information wise or even entertainment or general interest wise.
Popularising will therefore have to be viewed in these contexts and management
systems along with their evaluation systems called in to assist this process.
2. Relevant Technology
The question of relevance in science and technology is often discussed.
Popularising not only new technology but also existing technology, if it suits the
local conditions, will have to be looked into. Some countries would wish to adopt
certain models already developed or are being developed, may be perhaps by
other countries. Some would wish to build up alternate models or develop indigenous models. It all depends on a variety of situations and these factors will have
to be recognised in popularising suitable systems in our different countries.
3. Technology and Social Needs
Apart from economic needs social needs of different countries, will have to
be supported through advances in science and technology. These areas include
health, sanitation, energy requirements, housing, food and nutrition or even education. In popularising of science and technology via formal, nonformal or informal education, the social needs will need special attention for most of our countries. Conservation and environment aspects will also need to be looked at specifically. Control of population growth, a serious problem to our countries, would
need scientific and technological support. All these efforts would contribute to
bringing in desirable standards of living to communities in many countries and
popularising the relevant technologies will add to practical efforts.
4. Cultural Patterns
The culture of a people will be the unseen foundation of which most people
live, work and relax. Sudden influx of too much technology has both its good and
bad effects. Some feel that technology shrouded in consumer gadgets and devises
are often forced on people through devious means. Technology can often influence the ways of living for most people, who often lead satisfied well balanced and
healthy lives (mentally and physically). In these situations rapid 'modernisation'
should be looked at from a long range point of view.
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Popularising of aspects in science and technology should therefore be subjected
to wise judgments and control. On the other hand we also come across communities in dire distress for a variety of reasons. Technology in these circumstances
linked up with other social and economic measures will assist to improve their
lot. Popularising in this context with practical efforts may be a necessity.
Life styles of people are built up over many decades through trial and error
and also through a process of natural selection. Modernization through technology invasions will bring in both the good and the bad. With the powerful tools of
communication with us, we will bear a moral responsibility to consider the well
being of the recipients and should not be guided by purely economic advantages
alone. Social tensions often develop within communities when suddenly submitted to uncontrolled perhaps unwanted technology invasions. Perhaps many
modern 'diseases' will be avoided if we learn to select control, and proceed within
social norms.
5. Technology and Peace
Perhaps no other problem has drawn the attention of nations than the quest
for peace on this planet. Science and technology on the other hand has along with
its good work, inadvertently though, aided in the process of production of destructive weapons to a point where destruction of our planet completely in a short
time is now a possibility. Many countries continue to produce destructive equipment and tools and other countries too, continue this process as a safeguard.
Science and Technology has branched out in this awful direction which many will
end in our complete annihilation. Many countries which intend fighting others as
well as fighing groups within countries could conveniently purchase these items
of destruction which modern science and technology continue to develop and
improve, spending vast resources for this purpose. Aren't leading nations popularising these technologies covertly and as a result hundreds perhaps thousands of
people get killed or maimed daily? It may therefore be our task to popularize the
negative effects of this technological mutation harmful to all people.
Science and technological development always face this dilemma of enhanced destructive capacity build up, contributing to the enhancement of man's
ferocity in contrast to his humanitarian and gentle ways. These capabilities never
existed earlier and only become possibilities with technological advancement.
Should we therefore not consider seriously of a simultaneous popularisation
effort of all ill effects that science and technology has forced on mankind and pursue a policy to ban or reduce such developments progressively?
Man's technological advancement have given him skills to lead a well adjusted and comfortable life, if he could use such skills with wisdom. Let us therefore in our popularisation effort focus on these positive aspects and send the message through in our formal schools/institutes, non-formal classes, as well as informally. This is perhaps our biggest challenge, perhaps our best achievement.
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Country Paper:
Thailand
Somchai Panchawat

Before 1979, non-formal education in Thailand was carried out by Adult
Education section, Department of General Education. However, on March 24, 1989
Non-formal Education Department was founded and combined the Centre for
Educational Museums as one of its sections. In 1963, the Bangkok Planetarium was
opened to Thai people, and 15 years
later the Bangkok Science Museum was serviced to visitors. Although popularization of science and technology has been carried out by some groups of people
for a long time, the non-formal and formal educators are aware of the necessity of
science and technology which influence the ways of life for people especially in the
rural areas. It can affect their incomes, health, and social welfare. In fact, there are a
lot of Thais who have no opportunities to study in secondary level. These people are
the majority. How we can popularize science and technology to them is a question to
be answered. In order to promote effective non-formal education program in science
and technology, the Nonformal Education Department has set the following policies
to solve these problems.
1. To develop science and technology curriculum and texts for adult learners, both
classroom system and remote education system.
2. To organize interesting activities which are short course training for adult learners
to improve their occupations, incomes, and better quality of life. Some knowledge of science and technology such as planting, husbandry, repairing engine, cloth
making, etc. are provided.
3. Let the Centre for Educational Museums be the organizer of science and technology activities in Bangkok, and there will be five centres in the region,
Pisanuloke, Nakornsrithamarat, Prachaubkeereekun, Kornhaen and Rayong or
Chandhaburi. These centres will have its structure and activities organizing as the
same as the Centre for Education Museums. Moreover, there will be a center of
science and technology in each province. It is a source of information to serve
students, youths and people in that areas. That centre is a place to popularize arts,
culture, occupations and information for tourism in each province. The people in
the area can exchange their ideas and popularize some techniques for agriculture
and selling local goods as well.
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Popularisation of Science and Technology through Science Museum
Life-long education is necessary for every people in the changing world today.
Formal education may be gained in schools and colleges in a limited period of time,
but an informal education takes much longer periods. Science museum is one of the
institutions that serves both formal and non-formal education. Everyone can learn
freely in a museum, on one' s own interests and abilities with equal opportunity at
one's own convenience. It is a good laboratory for students whose school does not
have a complete science laboratory and other facilitation for science education.
Learning in a science museum is a basic step towards fulfilling an ability to serve any
problem through thoughtful consideration and careful action.
Consider education, which is a continuing process that one must obtain throughout his life. Thus, formal and non-formal education should be provided simultaneously. At present, non-formal education is playing an important role. Formerly
schools and families were important sources of education. Nowadays, technology has
been developing, but education through the mentioned sources is not sufficient. Self
learning process education should be developed so that it would encourage public
both in and out of school to seek knowledge forever. In order to live wisely in this
changing world, we should urge our populace to continue their education. Education
institutions such as national museum, science museum, historical museum and other
private collections would increasingly play their roles. It will lead to an important step
of upgrading the quality of education, offering freedom to learn and create habitual
self-learning.
At present popularisation of science and technology through science museum is
acceptable to be an effective learning media throughout the world. Although establishing science museum needs a very big budget, in comparing with the very big target
groups who visit the museums each year, not less than 200.,000 people, it is worthwhile. The promoting for science activities in Bangkok Science Museums are following.
1. To display permanent exhibitions to visitors. These exhibitions include: basic
knowledge of science and mathematics, health and human body, energy, solar
energy, history of time, communication and transportation, natural history, science museums, popular science, and science park.
2. To promote temporary exhibitions in a special occasion such as Non-formal
Education Day, National Science Week, National Children Day, etc.
3. To organize science experiment, science demonstration, and science lectur-ing in
the auditorium.
4. To have a science show.
5. To collect and display natural specimens and artifacts.
According to philosophy of life-long education, science activities are focused on
self-studying, depending on visitor's abilities, limit on time, age, sex. Science activities in Bankkok Science Museum will fulfill knowledge of science by using drama,
model, real equipment which students, youths and people can understand easily,
because the process of learning is direct experience.
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Science and Technology Centre in Provinces
To disseminate science and technology more effectively, especially in the rural
area, Non-formal Education Department set up Science and Technology Centre in
each province. At initial stage, 18 appropriated projects were expected to carry out for
this goal. Three centres in Chieagmai, Pitsanuloke and Nakoznsachasima were opened and serviced to the public already. The others are going well and expected to be
opened soon.
Science and Technology Centre supplies information in various fields, such as
occupation, applied technology, basic science and it has come to act as a small
museum. Non-formal Education Department plans to erect the centres in every province.
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Country Paper:
Zimbabwe
S. Duke Ndlovu

The University of Hong Kong and UNESCO Conference on the Popularization
of Science and Technology in Distance teaching has come at opportune time when the
whole world is making strides in the use of science and technology to meet the ever
growing educational needs that no longer can be met through formal education system. This is of particular importance to developing countries as they are still facing
ever increasing populations and increasing educational needs at all academic levels,
business and management areas.
It is now generally accepted that formal teaching and training can no longer meet
all educational and training needs.
Science and Technology geared to facilitate teaching and training are essential at
this time of great need. Our countries are crying loud for technological transfer in
order to meet the educational demands and national development.

Zimbabwe case for science and technology
Brief Country Background
Zimbabwe is a former British Colony that gained independence ill April 1980.
The country has 8 million population and is 390 759 sq mls with a population growth of 3.1 and current population density of 19.3.
Zimbabwe is situated in Southern Africa bordered by South Africa on the South,
Botswana on the South West, Zambia on the North, Malawi on the North East and
Mozambique on the east.
Given Zimbabwe's growing population there is a great need to provide education
and training for the people in order to cope with future demands—what is urgently
needed is the training of trainers in order to have multiplier effect on the use of technology.
Zimbabwe attaches great importance to education as such the Ministry of
Education received the largest budget allocation for the year 1989/90. Education is
regarded as an index of national development and as an inalienable right of all citizens. Therefore any efforts by Zimbabwe citizens and by international institutions to
popularise science and technology to increase education and training are welcome.
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There is greater need to develop education and training through distance education
using science and technology so as to reach the largest numbers of the population.
In accordance with the provisions of Manpower Development Act, Zimbabwe aspires
to attain self-sufficiency in manpower hence various efforts are made for training in
technical areas and in upgrading unskilled manpower and training for middle level
managerial skills. We realise that middle level manpower are the backbone of national development. We are committed to the development of manpower training by distance teaching. Ministries of Higher Education, of Primary and Secondary Education
and of Manpower Planning Labour and Social Welfare are supportive of various
efforts both by government, by individual institutions and international agencies in
the provision of science and technology for education and training.
For example: the following statistics show the intake of students for apprenticeship in
technical training under the Ministry of Higher Education Polytechnic Colleges.
Apprenticeship intakes: 1980 to 1984

Appenticeship intake 1984/85 by race
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The numbers have been on the increase since independence and the demand is
growing. There is therefore a great need to increase science and technology to meet
the demand and as such avoid the crisis of confidence. The numbers for training could
increase if science and technology were available. The training is still on a textbook
and manual demonstrations.

Agricultural and Technical Colleges
Agricultural training is still mainly labour intensive and formal training in
schools of agriculture. Empirical observations have shown that agricultural students
tend to want to go and work in town agricultural offices as administrators instead of
going back to the land.
There is therefore need for distance agricultural training for those who are committed to agriculture and who are already in the fields as this will upgrade their skills
and increase agricultural productivity.

Private technical and commercial colleges are governed by the National
Manpower Advisory Council Act (1984)
Private technical and commercial colleges provide formal training whereas
correpsondence and distance education college use the corresponden ce and distance teaching modes.
There is nevertheless a problem for courses that require practical training
being taught only by the correspondence mode.
The distance teaching mode on the other hand provides for- supervised prac tical training since examinations include practicals.

Evening adult education classes
The Ministry of Education through its nonformal division runs evening classes
at various schools. The numbers attending have been on the increase each year. The
following are figures for 1983, 1984.
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Considering the increase in Adult Education evening classes the use of science
and technology could increase the participation even more.

Development of distance education in Zimbabwe
From 1954 up to 1980 the main thrust was on the traditional correspondence education. In 1954 the Central African Corresppondence College was founded. The
Rapid Results College of UK opened its branch in Zimbabwe in 1955, and during the
same year the School of Careers of the Cleaver Hume Group was also opened. The
International Correspondence Schools branch was opened in 1958. More correspondence colleges such as the Transworld Tutorial College and the I.C.B.A. were opened
later.
In 1980 after independence, the Zimbabwe Distance Education College was
founded. Its distance teaching approach is a departure from the traditional correspondence teaching mode in that it utilises occasional contiguous teaching for dialogue and audio cassettes, video teletutorials and radio.
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Correspondence Colleges Council
Due to the need for the control and registration of correspondence colleges, the
correspondence colleges act chapter 81:1971 was passed. The new education act of
1984 replaced the correspondence colleges act. The act provides for the establishment
of the correspondence colleges with the registrar from the Ministry of Education, and
two other members are appointed by the Minister of Education and four other members by election among the correspondence/distance education colleges. The council
monitors distance education development and the registration of new colleges. It provides a platform for discussion on matters of educational policy and of mutual interest between government and the private distance education sector.
Distance education colleges have a curriculm development committee that
reviews the Ministry syllabii in relation to distance teaching requirements.
Correspondence Colleges and the only one distance education college have a substantial number of students most of whom have come from the formal education system after failing to get the required number of five O levels or two A levels for entry
into the job market or into the university. Some candidates are those who due to
employment and family obligations cannot go to formal education or vocational training schools therefore distance education is not necessarily for school leavers or dropouts.
On the whole correspondence/distance education colleges have made a considerable contribution to Zimbabwe Education over the years of their operation. It is
estimated that over a million students have received correspondence education in one
form or another from correspondence and distance education colleges over the years.
The popularisation of science and technology and making it affordable and accessible
would greatly enhance the development of the country.

Background on Zimbabwe Distance Education College -—ZDECO
ZDECO was founded in 1980 by Dr. Sikhanyiso Duke Ndlovu and is directed and
owned by Drs S.D. and R.J. Ndlovu.
The college is registered under the Ministry of Higher Education and Ministry of
Primary and Secondary Education. The college started with two branches, Harare and
Bulawayo, and has expanded to establish branches in Masvingo 300km from Harare,
Mutare 260km away, Gweru 320km and Kwe Kwe 250km away.
Each branch is run by a Resident Tutor and has Administrative Staff and Distance
Tutors who mark students' assignments and conduct tutorials locally.
The college further has rural learning centres with rural distance education coordinators.
Students are supplied with lesson materials and selected audio cassettes to study
at home. In addition students are required to go to their nearest branch or rural learning centre for face to face tutorials in the evening, weekends or day for those not
working or sponsored students or refugee students.
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Students statistics
Registration of students is continuous.
Harare . . . . . . . . . .
5 000
Kwe kwe. . . . . . . . .
1500
Bulawayo . . . . . . . .
3 000
Masvingo . . . . . . . .
1500
Gweru . . . . . . . . . .
2 000
Mutare. . . . . . . . . . .
1000
We also have a few students from Zambia, Botswans, Mozambique and Malawi
and have received applications from Ghana and Sieraleon.
Tutors
The College has 120 tutors distributed throughout its branches. Their qualifications range from BA to Phds.
Examinations
ZDECO is an examinations centre for the University of Cambridge O &A levels,
University of London, Institute of Administrative Management, Zimbabwe Junior
Certificate, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Pitmans Examinations,
Institute of Marketing and Association of Business Executives.
The Principal is the Custodian of Examination Question papers and Superintendent of examinations for ZDECO Exam Centres.
Examinations take place in January, June and November each year.
External degrees
In conjunction with Wolsey Hall Oxford, ZDECO offers the University of
London B Sc Economics, LLB, Diploma in Education and the Masters in Business
Administration MBA for the University of Warwick—see attached forms.
ZDECO on air
The College provides lectures by radio on various selected subjects every Sunday
morning. Efforts are being made to provide video taped lessons for group study at
brances. Final constraints and foreign exchange problems have made it impossible for
us to implement our video programmes.
Evaluation of tutor effectiveness
Every tutor is evaluated by his/her students and by the Principal's Assistant for
Academic Affairs and the Principal's Asistant for Teacher Supervision and Student
Advisor.
The tutor is evaluated on a scale:
a:
excellent
d:
fair
b:
better
e:
poor
c:
good
and other ... to be specified.
Areas evaluated are:
1. Knowledge of the subject
2. Delivery
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Clarity
Concern for the students' needs
Relevance to subject
Other to be specified
See attached evaluation forms and feedback analysis form on evaluation.
ZDECO Publishing House
The Publishing House was instituted a year ago and has the objective to encourage Zimbabwean authors to write textbooks and other books based on research in
Law, Health, Fiction, Economics and other Social Sciences.
Already three books have been approved for publication:
1. Introduction to Company Law in Zimbabwe by Dr. Nkala & Mt. T. Nyapadi.
2. History for O Level by Dr. Moyana & Dr. Sibanda.
3. Nursing Scene in Zimbabwe by Dr Rose J. Ndlovu.

Possible Southern African student enrolment
In conjunction with Wolsey Hall Oxford and other external Universities, we are
in a position to enrol students in the Southern African Region or throughout Africa
and to have lesson materials delivered directly to the students by our Associates instead of us sending our lesson materials from Zimbabwe.

How best science and technology can be used
As a developing country Zimbabwe faces the manpower shortage in teaching and
training as well as the resources and foreign currency to utilise science and technology. It would be essential to first look at ways of overcoming this problem.
There is a need for a firm policy on distance and nonformal education. Resources
and manpower should then be provided in order to implement the policy.
Foreign currency or commodity aid have to be provided. There is further need to
identify the science and technological areas to be developed. Science and technology
can be approached in two ways:
1) Training of trainers and
2) Training the users.

Farming and agricultural science and technology
Education and training should be development oriented since hunger, poverty,
disease and mortality are on the increase. In Africa and other developing countries,
attention should be given to food production, hence farming and agriculture using
scientific methods and technology can increase our food basket and we will be able
to export food to other African and developed countries.
Computers for agriculture and monitoring of climatic conditions would be a
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major contribution to development.
Most African countries including Zimbabwe have been affected by draught hence
scientific approach to farming and experimentation of draught resistance crops, and
veterinary medicine would increase both the food basket and the beef basket to a large
extent.
Zimbabwe has been one of the major exporters of beef to the E E C market before the outcome of cattle foot and mount disease which could have been avoided had
there been sophisticated scientific diagnostic methods.
Teaching agriculture by computer conferencing
sincere farmers or agriculturalists are usually distributed in various areas of the
country, computer conferencing would be ideal. Computer conferencing refers to
communications between or among individuals separated by time and space via computers. It will also enable farmers to carry on conversations and share ideas on common problems. (G. Burt May 1989 ICDE Bulletin)
Teleconferencing
Interactive radio or teleconferencing are essential in that information is exchanged and problem solutions given immediately to the users. Teleconferencing provides
for a tutor or trainer to he able to talk to a group Or people at the same time at one
location by telephone and to have a feedback interaction without having to travel to
the distant places. (David Kirby and Cathy Boak 1989) For teleconferencing to succeed, the country must have good telephone system.
Audio cassettes
Audio cassettes recorders could be useful instruments for transmitting information particularly in areas where there is no electricity nor telephone. Audio cassettes
recorders using batteries and can be affordable to low income people.
Video cassettes
Video cassettes can be more effective in that the learner will be able to actually
see the demonstrations. Group listing would be ideal at various learning centres hence
there is a need to decentralise distance learning facilities in order to reach the greatest
number of people.
Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)
Distance learners have always been forgotten by education policy makers. Most
computer instruction has been made available to formal education system. Computer
Assisted Instruction can reach out to large number of people.
Various industries have embarked mainly on computer training. That training is
mainly concerned with computer appreciation, computer languages, systems analysis
and programming, word processing, typesetting for publications, company information management, etc.
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Training of trainers for CAI
What is lacking is the aspect of Computer Assisted learning of the various skills.
This area requires training of trainers. Instead of training programmers there is a need
to train trainers of programmers, to train trainers of systems analysists, etc. Those trained on how to use computer or how to operate various functions should also be trained on how to train others. Such training as I stated before will have a multiplier
effect.

Summary and conclusion
We have presented a brief background on Zimbabwe, its various training activities, distance education development with special emphasis on the Zimbabwe
Distance Education College. We have further given various science and technological
possibilities such as utilisation of audio cassettes, videos, teleconferencing, computer
assisted instruction and computer conferencing. We have further stressed the need for
the training of trainers in order to achieve a multiplier effect on the development of
science and technology in distance education.
Given the large numbers of people that require training due to the limitations of
the formal schools and or formal training institutions, there is a great need for the
popularisation of science and technology to meet the training demands and developmental needs.
The Zimbabwe Distance Education College which has become one of the largest
distance teaching institutions in Africa will need international support to implement
science and technological training programmes up to university level.
UNESCO, the World Bank, other International Organisations and nations could
all contribute to the setting up of a viable experiment on the utilisation of science and
technology for training of trainers in distance education for development.
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